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A THERMODYNAMICS REVIEW

1-1 INTRODUCTION

The design, operation, and performance of electric-generating posserpbn';:::
dependent upon the science of thermodynamics. It is assumed that the read.
with the basics of that science. The material in this chapter, then. v. 	 ;''t
comprehensive treatment of thermodynamics but will instead rcvie sinc nod.........
tals and present some aspects that arc of particular relevance to power- nera.m:I
systems.

The material in this chapter will include parts of both basic n!	 .
modynamics. The first and second laws will be reviewed as scli as pLoec...........
relations, and cycles. The concepts of reversibility and entropy and the ro.'
in the performance of power-generating cycles will be discussed.

Chaer 2 will be devoted to the analysis of the Rankine C:";',
major role in power systems today. Other cycles and aspects, such a
cycle, heat transfer, and Quid flow in powerplant components, will be pre. 	 ..,

appropriate and applicable throughout the book.

1 .2 THE FIRST LAW AND THE OPEN SYSTEM

The first lawof thcmtodynarnics is the law of conaervwiuo of "'.'y,
that energy Lan neither be created nor oestruyed. The ciicry
change (process) can be increased or decreased by exchange wiffi
and converted from one form to another within that system. This is, therefore, simply
a "bookkeeping" law that declares the exchange and convertibility of energy and sees
to it that all energy is accounted for when a t1tange occurs. The first low does not
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Ifidicate s hether conversions of energy from one form to another are or are not
performed pvrfeitiv or whether some forms may be completely converted to others
Such limitations are left to the second law.	 -

The most general mathematical expression of the first law is that 'for an open
system undergoing change in a transient state. A sy.cie,,: is a specth,n4 region. not
necessarily of const.tilt volume or fixed boundaries, where transfers and cons ersion'
o f energy and niass arc to he studied. An open sslem i s One A here energy and Iiias
cross he boundaries of that system. An open svat,'m in 1/ic transient .sln/' is one in
Whic h the mass inflow and out how iliC nut equal or vary with Lime and in which the
mass xc thin the s','stem chanues with time. The transient svsteni wilt not he cm ered
here, although all example (a pressurizer in a nuclear picssurii.ed-svater reactor) will
he presented in Chap. tO.

We with now discuss the stead v-stute open s ystem also alted the .oeodi state
s!cod -flow (.'S,Sl) .sV.vte,,i . This ((lie In cc hich mass and energ floss acrio s the
boundaries do not vary svithi time and in sshich the mass xc ithin the system remains
constant The SSSF s ystem, applicable to mechanical energy (i.e., ignoring electrical,
magnetic, chemical and other effects) is Shown schematicafly in Fig. I - I. The first-
la y equation for that system is

KF, - IF + I.-F. _
= PE	 1sf	 IE ± FE:	 ,Wa	 (h - tn

w here the sitbsu-ripts I and 2 indicate the inlet and exit stations of the open system
Equation (I - In) assumes for simplicity that only one inlet and one exit exist, ilth'ueh
the SSSF equation can be written easily enough for multiple inlets, exits, or both In
Eq. (1-la)

PE = potential energy =

cc tore '71 iS toe iliass of a quantity of matter or fluid cnterin 	 nil caving the s
(both equal in SSSF), z is the elevation of stations 1 or 2 above a common datum, g
is the gravitational acceleration, and i. Ic a C°nversion factor numerically equal to
32.2 lb- - fL/(1b1 s 2 ) or 1,0 kg mJ(N s)

-	 V2
KE = kmnetrceriergs- = ,n—

where V, is (he velocity of the mass at I or 2

- L.i' 
U

Figure 1-I Schematic of a steady-state steady-flow (SSSF(
system with one inlet and one outtt.

C,
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IE = internal energy = U	 (1-41

Internal rni'rgv is a sole function (if temperature for perfect gases and a strong hincti

of temperature and weak function of pressure for nonperfect gases, sapors, and lsu'ds.

It is a measure of the internal (molecular) activity and interaction of the fluid

FE = flow energ y = PV	 F'rnv	 1 1-5-

Flow energy. or flow work, is the work done by the tlo ing fluid to push the 4uactIt.

represented by mass to into, and out of. the system. Mathcniaically i t is equal to the

pr!ue1 of pressure P and volume V

AQ = net heat added = Q - !Qp! 	 il-b'

where QA is heat added to (entering) and QR is the heat rejected by (lvzP ) G---

svcm across its boundaries. It is convenient to consider that heat add'd;s pti
and heat rejected is negative. Mathematically

AQ = ,nc(T - T1)

%%tiere c , is a specific heat that dpcnds usn the prcc 	 akin pIa- tc- - -

2 Values fur c ,, for various processes are oen in Table i - I

AW, = net stead y-flow mechanical worl done b y the s'

= Wb -

ierc II,, is the woK done b y the ssstern and W,, is the sseik don-,- co
The convention is that the work done by the system is positive and tI '.s•- 	 -

the system is negative. Nlathcniaticatl the sieadv-tloss woik . gvc

= 
f" 

V d	 -

Euation (1-9) requires a relationship between pressure P and volume V tssr '.

The most general relationship is given by	 -

PV'	 corct'

n is called the polytropic exponent and varies front zero to irtfnrv ! -aL

for certain processes is given in Table 1-1W

ithle i-i Values of c and n for various processes

r.

'-,--., •...y------

Adibtw rcverjbtc	 -	
Cs

(('GsiIfli solumc
k-n

POYMOC	 O -

C	 -
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I .qti.Iliutt I - I a) fra y now be s;i ilten for trris to entering and leaving the'system
as

c	 V2
+ ,it	 4• (J + P, J!,+

r	 V2,
=	 - m— -t-

2g,	
U2 + 1 2 ' 2 4	 (I - lb)

g 

and for a unit tnas

-	 + t +
	

+

I?	 1/2

=	 +	 +'	 t	 (I-Ic)g,	 2g,

where the IOwcrcae s ymbols represent specific values of the U ppercase ones, i.e., per

	

unit oi.sss. 'flirts a	 specific internal energy = U/rn, v 	 specific volume = V/rn,etc.

Table 1-2 Some ('()fl1fIltfl thermodynamic symbols

-	 pcIiic lIi.tt at	 irroa:it pressure. Bill 0h, - 1-) or J(kg 	 K)
pccI)tc hcai it iirnO,int volurrri_'. Rtu."(lh., i) or ikg	 Kr
P"lk i.'nIh;i!p ) . IOu lb., or i-kg

	

I!	 total cnthalp . Rio or

	

J	 crierg>	 invS	 Ia/br - 775, 16 ft lb/Btu or I 0 N n'J
nolccuhjr nas Ih- lb ' oral or kg/kg- oral

	

17	
NlY110pic exponent. dimensionless

F'absolu te prcurc (gauge pressure + baromctrtc pressure), lb/In; unit may be lb/jut, commonly
i'fittCri pia, or Pa

	

(9	 '- treat traristcrrc,j to or troin systeirl. Btu or J. or Btu/cycle or 1/cycic

	

R	 gas constant, lb, ft(lb,, - °R) or J(kg K) =
uniNersal g as chOre!1 545.33, lb, . IU(lb-mui 'K) or 8.31434 >	 u J4kg-iriul K)Specific entropy, IItuJ(lb., - 'R) or J/(kg K)

	

S	 = total entropy. RtwR or i/kg	 -
tcanperaturr, T or 'C

	

T .
	 temperatureon absolute scale, 'R or K

Specific internal energy, I3wJIb,. or i/kg

	

U	 lo(aI internal encrg, Ow or I

specific volume. ft '/lb. Or nn'/kg-	 = total s'olurr;c tt or or'

	

W	 nirk done by or Ott ss stens, lb1 ft or.!, or Btu'cyck or 1/cycle
quality of .n t a-phase nhrsiure = orass of vapor divided by total roar, dirnensionksr

	

4	 ratio of pcc;	 heats, c,'c,, dirncnsjonIcs
77 = efficiency, as dnmcrn.urr,nrls fraction or percent

ohscnp it vapor tables
----------'I-.-

	

g	 refers to Saturated Sa1xrr

	

A.	 rcfcrs to change in Prortrty because of change from sdurated liquid to saturated vapor
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The units of all the terms in Eqs. (I - la) and (l - Ib) are those of energy, suchas
Btu, ft - 1b1, or Joule (J). The units in Eq. (I-Ic) are Btu!Ib,., It ' lb/lb,. or Jtkg. A
list of these and other common thermodynamic symbols is given in Table 1-2.

1 1 2

The Enthalpy

The sums U ± PV and u + Pv appear together very frequently in thermodynamics.
The combination, therefore, has been given the name enthalpy (with the stress on the
middle syllable) and the symbols H and h, where h = specific enthalpy = H/rn. Thus

H	 U + PV	 (1-ha)

and	 h=u+Pv 	 (1-1 lb)

Equation (1-1b) can now be written, using H. as	 -

-	 rn:i+rn-+Hi+Q
g,.	 2g

•	 g	 V

	

= m:.-- + nr—	 - H	 -	 h',,	 (I-Id)
g.	 2g

and Eq. (I-Ic) can be similarly written using h.
Enthalpies and internal crgy are properties of the fluid, khlch means that each

would have a single value at any given state of the fluid. The y are defined as

tali \
(1-12)

"aT),

and
	 (

(lh

	

__)	
(1-13)

where c and c are the specific heats at constant pressure and constant volume,
respectively. They have units of Btu/(lb,.., - °R) or 1/(kg - K). They are related by

C 1, -.	 - R	 (1-14)

where R is the gas constant. i-or ideal gases

du = cdT	 (l-15a)

and	 dn -	 61'	 =	 (I -lGa)

where c and c, are cc-rsta!' =d irdepcnaent of temperature for monatomic gases
such as heli'rn hut jpr.. s5c .. : tcmrrature for diatomic gases such as air and more
&o for u-iatomc gases uu.n .. 0:. ... !c helinm c,	 0.753 Btu!(Ib,. °R) =

3.153 k)/(kg ' K, c = I.250 Htuitb_ ' 'R) =	 11 4 kJ'(k ' - ). both ndeper'nt

Of temperature. For- air at low temperatures, c,	 0.171 BtuJ(lk.,' °R) = 0.716 kJ/

(kg K), c,, = 0.240 BtuJ(lb,., ' °R) 	 1.005 kJ/(kg K). For constant specific heats,
or for imail changes in tcniperaturc, Eaj. (I -15a) and (1-16a) may be written as..

(I-l5b)
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and	 -	 .h = c1. AT	 ( !-I66J

\\here there	 a ,rr:	 :re,cse In terrrpcJratrrre

e, 1T ( 11,

and	 /r = f ',,(fl JI	 (1-I8)

f:xpresI(rrI (or c 1 ,)7) in terms of temperatures for various gases (other than nionalomnie)
May be Iou mid in the literature [4 51. c, (1) is I ound 11'0111 r ( fl by subtractin g the gas
C011stzlflt F? for the p;iriieular gas, Eq. (I -4). For pure air

	

ç(Tj	 0219	 342 > 10 ' 1  - 2.93 x 10 "1(1-19)

where e,(T) is in l3tu/(lh,. °R) and Tin R. c,(T) for pure air is obtained by subtracting
R for air or 53.34/778.16 = 0.0685 13tu/(Ib, 	 R) from Eq. (1-19).

It should be added here that the combination 11 + PV is enthalpy II whether the
SySIC11I is open o;' closed (below). In the open system IT is the I10 energy. In the
closed sv:teni I't' is simpl y the prrxluct of pressure time	 oliinic

l iri.itron-. (I . lo) th nich I - 1j i ire iced to sokc piohleiiis cit oien s\stems, In
considering a particular probiens' It IS often lound ili;ii some terms drop out, some are
uncliatiged between stations I and 2. or that the change is negligihis nial) corrip.ci'ed
with (hose of oilier terms. Some examples of open s ystems are

A steam generator

Thus

and

2. A gas or steam turbine

	

A l" ",	 ()

PE:	 PE	 negligible

	

KE - KI- 1 	negligible

= "2 '

-	 - h

tl-20a)

(1-20/,)

- AQ  = negligible

PE, - PE = negligible

	

-	 KE2 - KE = negligible

	

thus	
"1	 H2

i -

3. A water (or inomprcssibLe fluid) pump

AQ - negIgibic

PE2 - PE, = 0	 (considering immediate inlet and exit)

C,

1-2 Ia)

(1-21/.,)
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KF - KE 1 = negligible

U. =

And, because ater is esscntiaflv incompressible and little or no
c}i;iriize in tciiiperaturc or vilirme t:rkcc place.

V t = 'V

Thus	 AW,,= FE,	 Fl = YP I - P.,)
	

(]-22ii)

and	 s( =v(PI- P
	

(L-22b)

Both should he negative.

4. .-\ iiOZZk

= 0

- 0

PE2 - PE	 0	 (considering immediate inlet and exit)

KE	 uuallv negligible compared s ith KE2

ThLIN V 2J(h
	

(l-23ai

V 2',ic(T - T)	 idea] gas
	

l-23h)

	= Y2t(P - P	 incompressible fluid
	

•l.

5. ihrottlrntz

AQ = 0

	

PE, - PE = 0	 or negligible

KE2 - KE 1 = negligible

Thus	 H 1 =
	

(I-24a)

and
	

h 1 =h2	-	 (I-24b)

1-3 THE FIRST LAW AND THE CLOSED SYSTEM

The open svrem, discussed absc. is one in which mos q crosses flue boundaries. A

	

(bred system, by contrast is on: itt svhuzh T,d, cocrgy and iiu ma:: 	 crncc

boundaries. A third system of sonic interest is the isolated system, a special instance
of the closed system. It is one in which neither mass or-energy cross the boundaries
but in which cncrgy tsansfor-niations may take place within the boundaries.

Because mass does not crossthc boundaries in a closed system, the potential, -

C
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kinetic, and flow energy terms of Eqs. (I-la) through (1-Id) drop out and the first-
law equation for the closed system is simplified to

U 1 + Q = U + .iW,.,,	 0-25a)

or	 -	 .Q = .0 +	 (I -25b)

and	 A q = A u +	 (I-25c)

In the case of the open system. Eqs. (I - la) through (I-Id), 1 and 2 refer to positions
in space with respect to the system. In the case of the closed system they instead refer
to differences in the time domain, i.e., before and after the process in question has
taken place.

is called the nonfiow work. Mathematically it is given by

	

LWni = f P dV	 (1-26)

which, as does Eq (1-9), requires a relationship between P and V for evaluation, such
as that given by Eq. (1-10).

Some examples of the closed system are:

I A closed IIL'id tank

I =

[bus	 AQ = U l -	 =	 (1-27)

2 An insulated cylinder in sshich a fluid cp.ir 	 behind a piston (or is compressed
bN it)

LQ = (1

Thus	 AWf = U 1 -	 -:(1-28).

14 THE CYCLE

In order to convert forms of energy, particuli heat, to work on an extended or
Continuous basis (our main objective), one nccc to operate on a cycle. A-process
begins at one scale of the working fluid and erir 't ancthcr, and that is that. A cycle.
on the oilier hand. is a series of processes that 	 i	 nd ends at the same state and
thus can repeat indefinitely, or as long Rs net'. An example is.the ideal diesel
cycic.* shown on the P -. V and T -	 t iagr.i: Jr,rig. 1-2. It is composed of an

• Rudolf Diesel (1858-1913) was born inPantnII...nn. " 	--'. . j',-c<ttcloe-oain 1870 beauac
of ..hc Ti.o-Grinari War He was educated in Germany w here in IC __.ai on the engine
that bears his name. Orig inally his dci was to m)cct coal dai inMead or liquid fuel into conspeesued air
at high enough temperatures for the dust to ignite. He narrowly escaped death when his first attempt rwIted
in the engine's blowing upas.thc first injection 01 fueL A wcrxssful engine was produced after iomc 4
yeaarof tedious and coally wont. Diesel diuppearc,J and presumably drwned while crossing the English
Channel during a storm.



Figure 1-2 Preoirc-olume and
(C nperatu IC C neopv d a ra Its of
an ideal diesel cycle.
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deal and adiabatic (no licit C T,chanecd) compression process 1-2. a constant-pressure
heat addition process 2-3, anideal and adiabatic expansion process 3-4, and a constant-
volume heat rejection process 4-I which returns the cycle hack to I. Because the
beginning and the end of the ccic is I (or any other point), a thermodynamic cycle
is a closed s y stem where

= U - U = ()

and 1hc first lass tor t1tir. and ad other c\]es, becomes

=	 -	 (for a cycle)
	

(1-29)

1-5 PROPERTY RELATIONSHIPS

Perfect Gases

Property relationships for perfect gases for different processes are given in Table
-3. A perfect (or ideal) er c is one ss hieh. at an y state, obeys the ecunr)on of spite

for perfect gases

-	 PV = ,niRT	 (l-30a)

	

Pv = RT	 (1-30b)

pY = ,tR,T	 (l-30c)

ss here
	

R = speciflc gas coistsnt. Different gases have dillcrcr.i values of R

for air R = 53.3 ft ]h1 /(lh,_ °R) 286. Jdkg - K)	 -

= number of moles = in .11, where Al is the niolcedar m•ss of the

gas = 28.91 tor air

= universal gas c* nstant	 RM, the same for all perfect gases	 -

1545.33 ft --lb1 '(lb niol	 R)	 8314.34 J(kg - mcil	 K)

T	 absolute ceniperilure in degrees Rankine or kivin
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Imperfect Gases

Property relationships for ii riperfect gases and vapors are more complex than those

for perfect gaes. Property values for these fluids are facilitated by the use of charts
and tables 14. 5. o[.

A nonperfect ios is one in which the nsolcculcs are close enough to exert forccs
on each oihcr, as hen a perfect gas is highl y ct pressed and. or highly cooled with
respect to is ciittcal conditions. It is often described b y modifying Eqs. I 130a, 6,
and (-) to the form

I E R L J

03

I On
02

h1±H hHJ _____
n? Øi 0405	 0	 20 30 vco

RcdJ rturc I',

FIgure 1 .3 Generalized compressibility factor chati. 	 -

I
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PV = mZRT (1-31)

where Z is a compressibility factor that depends upon P. T, and the ga5s itself. Z is
given in various compressibility charts. A generalized compressibility chart (see Fig-
1-3) gives Z for all gases as a function of the reduced pressure P. 'and reduced
temperature T,, where

P= -	 and	 T, = T-	 (1-32)
TI

where Pr and T, are the pressure and temperature, respectively, at the thermodynamic
critical point for each gas. Note that at P = I and T, = 1, the critical point for all
fluids, Z = 0.27.

The critical constants for some fluids of interest are given in Table 14.

Example 1-1 Nitrogen is stored in a 10-ft' rigid tank at 1000 psia and 70°F. Find
the mass of nitrogen in the tank and the error if the perfect gas law were used.

SoL1c For Liiirogen, Pr 	 492.91 psia. Tr	 227.16'R, and R = 55.15 ft
Ri. 11ierelore

1000	 70 + 460
P, =	 =2.029	 T,=-	 =2S2492.91	 227.16

Fro:'	 I ..i 7 = 0.98. Using Eq. (I- l9d

11 	 (1000 X 14-4)10
-=507lb,ZRT	 0.98 x 5515(70 + 460)

Tr"? -' ( nstant.s for some fluids*

ru.	 M

A
	

28.967
A:........	 17.032

44 011
28.011
20 925
4.003

-r	 2.016
Mcii	 16- 043
Nam- 	 'it n;i,

sjsygen
	

1-) rYYi

,uak
	

64.066
Waier
	

18.016

*Data from cf. 4.

R. ft lb,,/
Ob. - °R)

53.34

90.77 -
35.12
55.19

2.78
386.33
766.53

96.40.
55.15
Ii '4

27
24,42
85.80

Pr

-	 bar

	

547.43	 37.744

	

1635.67	 112.803

	

1071.34	 73.884

	

507.44	 34.995

	

59666	 41.148

	

31 22	 2.191

	

188.07	 12.970

	

67.31	 46.418

	

492.91	 33.993

	

362.11	 24 9

	

36.ao	 50.8t7

	

1143.34	 - 78.850

	

3206.18	 221.112

	

557.1	 30950

	

23834	 132.41 -

	

547.56	 304.20

	

239.24	 13291

	

693.29	 34516

	

9.34	 - 519

	

59.83	 33.24

	

343.76	 !77O

	

227.16	 126.20

	

1024 01	 !'? tc

	

278.60	 154.72 -

	

775.26	 430.70

	

1165.09	 641.27

4,
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Using the perfect gas law, in = PVRl	 49.265 Ib, with an error of about —2
percent.

Vapors

Propert y values for vapors, such as steam, are more complex than those for nonperfcct
gac and are given in the tables in App. A through F and in charts such as the Ti,
P-i', and )is (Molhier) diagrams (a is entropy. Sec. 1-8). They include data for the
saturated liquid, the saturated sapor, the ddfrence between these two, and for the
superheated vapor. By the use of the familiar parameter quality x, which is the ratio
of mass of vapor to mass of vapor and liquid ill a two-phase mixture, one is able to
obtain the properties of such a mixture. Recall that a two-phase mixture in equilibrium
includes saturated liquid and saturated sapor and that neither can be subcooled or
superheated. Thus the specific entha!pv of a two-phase mixture is given by

li=h±.rhj 	(1-33)

where h1 is the enthalpy of the saturated liquid and li is the difference between the
enthalpy of the saturated vapor, Ii i , and h. that is, hR /i. - Ii i , all obtained at the
pressure of the system. Similar equations are sritten for specific volume and entropy
as

(1-34

and	 '	 s = 51,ss,	 (1-351

Subcooled Liqui(Is

The subcoo]ed liquid is the least understood. A subcooled liquid is one at a temperature
belos the saturation tcmperture at the gi\cn pressure. Examples are water at 70°F and
14.696 psia where the saturation temperature is 212°F, or water at 640°F and 2500
psia where the saturation tempera1!rc is 668. 11°F. The term compressed liquid is
synnrnous with suhcooled liquid. If we change our point of view from pressure to
temperature and use the same examples above, we find that water at 70°F, if saturated,
would have a pressure of 0.36292 psia. Because it is at 14.696 psia, it is said to be
compressed. Likewise, ss ater at 600°F has a saturation pressure of 2059.9 psia. Being
at 2500 jsia, it is said to be compressed. Hence, subcooled and compressed liquid
have the same meaning. 	 -

Property data for the subcoccd liquid may be found in tables [61, charts (Fig.

14). or b y approximation from the saturated temperature steam tables. This works a
r?1n'.' Data for a ""eonlcd (or comlircsseu) flquiri are ootatnea as ii tne iIquiu were
saturated at, its given tnirature, and the pressure is ignored: This approximation is
reasonable, provided the actual and saturation pressures are not-.too far apart, within
a few hundred psia for w gter 5 for example.
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• .I••u.

•iu

I I.
200

	

	 300	 400
	

500
temperature. 'F

e 1	 :3a)y of subcooled Water.	 D

Example 1-2 Find the enthalpy of water at ( 	 OF and I aim and at (2) (>40°F

-;

- .	 = 38.052 BtuJlb,,,
2	 . 540°F = 679.1 Btu/Ib-

it :iociety of Mechanical Engineers (ASME) cable for the compressed
liqu; S give 'tthalpies of 38.09 and 673.47 Btu/1b.,, respectively. The approxi-
n1atn. L. 	-'t'ld in errors of less than —0.1 percent in condition I and less
than	 p	 nt in condition 2. Some subcooled water data is included in the
Supc-i-	 niole, A-3, Appendix.

1-6 TH ::;	 ' ND LAW OF THERMODYNAMICS

Whercs	 . :;(itrmodynamics was one of conservation of energy-,declaring
tht' l fu::' ! .......'' :re conv':ribk to one another, theccond law putsa limitation

-- ' c-'m	 i'c	 ''-s We are most concc;,...d wrh
two forrr',	 at ant-'	 Tii. .cconu iaw duca uOt igate the equivalence of cpn-
VCISiOfl of these two, only the extent. Work is the mogt valuable commodity. It can

0	 -	 -
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Figure 1 . 5 A device that violates the Kelvin-Planck Statement of
'.'e ceded law.

be CompletelY and ctintxnuouslv converted to heat. The opposite is not true I kirt
cannot he coittplctelv and continuously converted to work. In other words, heat is not

entirel y aictthtbl1' to dii work or, a continuous basis, i.e., in a cycle (though it may

be in a process).

The portion of heat that cannot thus be convened to work, called unavailable
energy, has to be rejected as low-gr:ide heat after the work has been done. Thus, while

energy is conserved, as ailahilit is not. The availability of a system alsays dereuses.

Another wa of phrin these eod lass s tli:tt the thermal efficienc y of COntinUOUSy

convertin g heat ti ss wi. it a hcat eneine. must he less than 00 percent The Carnot

c ycle (Sec 1-9) represcilts an deal heat en g ine that gives us an upper value of that

ciicienc y between :00 lvi vi teitlpv'rature littitls.

There are a tess 111110 7 !1 ,11 ntateiItcnts of the second law that conve the above

thouehts. '1'\%o are:

The Kelvin-Planek statement. It is impossible to construct a device which will
operate in a c ycle and produce no effect other than the raising of a weigh: and
(/ii exehan c of I t! a c' 'b' re, e -n oir In ibis sletemcnt 'iiOcr2ld tn a cycle"
means operate continuously, raising of a weight" icieans doing work, and "ex-
chan ge of heat with a sin g le reservoir" means heal is onl y added, not rejected, and

that there is a thermal eflicieny of 100 percent. Figure 1 .5 shows a device that

vioateS the Kelvin-Planck statement.

• This statement is credited to both William Thompson. later Lord Kelvin (1824-1907). and Man Planck
(1855-1947(, though each stated it in a somcwhai different way. Kelvin, who was kni ghted for helping

5% the first transatlantic c.ibte. uisj protessor of physics at Glasgow Lniscrstmy. an esdeItctti mathematician.
an jnscrttor. and a destner .i.t wi'. interested in athletics, the 005, and ntusi'.- tic corer,hwioJ most to
itiernanjynantics, est,ibli'.itittg the ihenn '.sJn,snic temperature satc sititch is independent of the pruperies
of matter tin' alsu helped vsi.ihli.h the tirsi Iii on a hrni fotindiit"in and contributed to use sialentent of
the second law Max Karl hnisi Lud"iiz Plank was a Gciinan rrcfr who studied in Muni '.'ts and taught
i n Ore 'ns'-rsiricc of Munich . Ks-' r"i' iwO" mi' of hi- i'rcat contributions s3a in wavelcogib radiation
and the .t.:,,a of 5 '''i. ...t" t. ,. .' "- "ntum theory and Plank's conai h, which
has continued to influence physics iril related sciences to a degree well beyond its original intent Planck
had wide interests in fields other than ph'.ici. including philosophy, religion, and social and political
matters.

C
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I Iih(crnperaiu,c ,t%c,vOIr

P 1

Low lrnperiiurc rcwroIr

	

	 Figure 1-6 A device itiat violates the Clausius slate-
meni of the second law.

2. The Clausius statement . * It is rn,,ossib :f. co-'ctrC ct a devj.- which operates in
(1 (V(/e and produces ,u, effect (.' t 1O'r I/la,? the Ira,: cc'r of heat from a cooler to a
hotter bodN.

llic-c 15c) st,utezlleflls. though tb	 say dtii , r' iiic	 s, c-r,	 c shown to be
equivalent. Ficuic I -6 hosss a device 111LIt ols-ra: F. I%%:. --hi' u-temperature res-
ervoir and a !ow-iclnperziture recervu'ir....'.:'co	 .1 sc	 ' heat or a heat sink
large enough that it does not undergo a ctsan	 r.u1,raiu: whcr, heat is added or
subtracted from it The device in Fig. I-h 1i-d.	 ell— pvh- than the transfei
of heat from the low-temperature lcser'cir I" lice 	 rservoir; hence,
it produces (or absorbs) zero work. By the Iri t"- .iia, 'ins as a system, the
heat QL received from the low-temperature resel-v:.' Is e"c t to that delivered to the
high-temperature reservoir.

Let us now add to the above a device that does r, .csl ....
statement (Fig. 1-7a). Let us also choose that second c's': so Irpt it rejects to the
l o w -temperature reservoir the san-ic QL as the tirt dcvi'- Whet ' ye combine both
devices (Fig. 1-71'), the result will be a dcvic. 	 from the single
reservoir, the high-temperature one. and . ,w'd'u-	 ..:';. iIS 'ss lates the Kelvin-
Planck statement.

•	 -'.	 .
encus who wori,J in OPIRs, I.--rrj-.ry ...A ---'------. .n4 is ce(Iur.cd with foundintt the kinetic theory

Of Wei - Clauiiui elaborated indjeatated the work of Cams: iso-. -9) said dao deduced his-famous
principle of the second law. He wrote an exhaativc ,reatite on the steam engine in which he emphasized
the then nc, ;Orcc fx of entropy.	 -	 -.

S
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cut	 tu-cr.o,r
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Figure 1-7 Corcrsron of device in Fig. -(i to device in Fin. I-:.

1-7 THE CONCEPT OF REVERSIBILITY

The	 ncepr	 %s .I, trot Introduced in 824 Irs Sadi Carrot, who laid the
foundations sit the second las and introduced the concept of a cycle. RevrrbiIit>
applies to prseoA-v LIe can he reversible. but univ if ,III i ts	 ocerses are
resersible. One irreversible process in a c ycle renders the o hole c ycle rrevcruhlc.

A ieit'r..ibit pwLeaa. also called an ideal prvesa. is one ss hich can reverse itself
exactl y by follos;ing the same path it undertook in the first place and thus restore to
the system or the siiouni!i ri gs the same hear and work pre\ ouslvhange;1. For
example, process 1-2 in Fig. 1-2, sshicn was called ideal and is now called :cCersibc
is so onl y when it can trace its exact path back from 2 to I and thus give hack the
exact ss sirk of compression done upon it from I to 2.

Needless to sa y there are no ideal, and hence no reversible, processes in th? rca!
world: Real processes are irreversible. although the degree of irreversibility varies
between proccscs There are mans sources of irrevcoihilit in nature. For our put-
poses, four are most important. These arefric'tion, heat transfer, throttling, and miring.

Friciion %lecis;n;,cr/ )roruin Is ''flC in which mechanical work is dissipated into a
heating effect. such as in the case of a shaft rojating in a bearing. It is not oossible
to add the same heat to the bearing and expect the shaft to rotate. Another example
is the rubb'in g of one's hands. Thus friction is the dissipatron of energy tr.at oih
e0iiF11 IiVC been minstirni.d to	 wrrk

F!nrdfri.-::u isi,,i4i to mechanical. A fiutu xpandir.g Oenlnu apiso. .
a f1jrWic undereocs internal friction, resultittg in the dissipation of part of its energy
into heatin g itself at ie expense of useful work. The fluidthcn does less work and
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chausix at a higher temperature (or enthalp) I than it would had this fluid friction not
existed. The more irreversible the process, the more the heating effect and the less
the york.

Ifeat transfer heat tran.qor in any of its forms, conduction, convection, or radiation,
occurs from a higher temperature in a sower temperature. It cannot reverse itself without
the help of an external aid (a heat pump) II it could, it would violate the Clausius
staiernemit of tIIC second Ias

Heat transfer causes a loss of availability because no work is done between the
high- and loss -temperature bodies. It also follows that the larger the temperature
difference hetssecn the two bodies, the larger the loss of availability (i.e., the loss of
potential work), and the larger the irreversibility,

A!l power systenis employ heat-transfer processes from a primary source, such
as combustion gases or nuclear-reactor primary coolant, to a working fluid. It is thus
important to reduce the temperature differences across the heat exchanger to the mm-
imnurru practic al to reduce this source of irreversibility, which is a primary cause of
reduetirsn in e$ficieric, of real systems.

'Itirotth	 I '.' 	 in uncontrolled spansioi1 process of a fluid from a high-
pressure :oiI .ccasiolnii iv trieii-Leiliperature) region to a low-pressure region. Examples
are lakac'	 i a s am pipe or the floss through ii valve. No work is done and heal
lran ' Icr a:i ...........ox' tipciiing Is negligible. The resulting high kinetic encmg) is

d sstmied m-	 tr'sliOfl to restore the enthalpy of the fluid to its original value. In
except enthaipv, resulting in Eq (1-24a), which is

rcpc.eied K.

H0 = H	 (l-24a)

A ilouotii;i	 .,-	 'rel'i'e, is a torni of fluid friction, one in which the enthalpy
is 	 ";o eess s also called a Joule-Thompson expansion. Throttling is
irreversme .	 .c'S.-,v Cannot be reversed from the low-pressure region to the high-
cresseic-	 '! 5 ' the lss of availability, i.e., the loss of work that could
have tsen ot:'	 ::,.-a:'J	 expansion between the two regions occurred ideally
.'cioi"o	 m'.........r	 g:-i	 turbine.

It . li-.•	 ,.	 eec- the pressure difference in throttling, the greater the
- .'...	 he avoided or minimized in power systems, though

it is

Mixill i.'., ' ,.	 ,,	 •. r, separate fluids or gases are made to mix or diffosc into
eali n- - ,	 ........... .. s without external aid. Hence mixing is an 

I 
rreversibic

oil availabilio. of the costitucnt fluids. Mixmoi
.......... .	 'i---	 . ,.	 - - lemi fuels and air	 rormnjd for rnmho,ctio)n

or %k liti, sicamil and coholi'r wi!'r aim;-. a LLila!mx m_ ...... x, such is open
It is rice, ho'.ever, r"- major a concern in power sysYems as fluid friction or heal
trir.,fer	 .	 -

0
I
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F;teriia1 and Internal trreversibiflties In power systems, irrcer.ihilitrcs are some
times classified as external and internal

!xtr'rnol irrevc'rai/;i/ities are those that occur across the boundaries of the system
The pririiar source of CxtcI nut irrescrshiliiy in power sy stems is heat transfer. b
at the high-temperature end, the heat source, and the low-temperature end, the hcr
sink. Another source of external irresersihilitv in power svsteiils Is mechanical frtLtitr.
in hearings of rotary machines such 35 turhtnes, compressors pumps. and 2enator
and electrical losses in the latter and in dis t ribut i on systems,

Internal irrcis'r.cibilini'.c are those that occur within the boundaries of the system.
The pnmarv source of internal irreversibility in power Systems i s fluid friction in rotan
machines such is turbines, conlprcssors. and pumps and in pipes arid valses. Other
sources are throttling and mixing.

1-8 THE CONCEPT OF ENTROPY

Entrop y , first introduced b\ Clari ' : is i n 	 0 a prircily Is atc prcsscrc. :s:sccr-
ature, internal energy, arid enthatp\ It I, given the s y mbol S (and soiiieiimcs (, a 1
has the units 13w per dcL'rce Rank:n BiuR) or the units ;oliic per kc'. ir 3 K I

Specific entropy .v has the units Btu I lh_ 'Ri or i'tkg Kt 'I hi' physical meaning of
entropy will he apparent later. It is conventcnt to introduce it first as a mathen'arica!
convenience.

An analog is made with ronfloss ork

= J P dV	 (1-161

Th:' c'1":c ...00u ii,t, goc	 .a	 aiuss work lot a icci.sioic or	 a,,
it is the only case where there is pressure equilibrium, i.e., when the pressure at the
face of the PkInri is the same a' if] the bulk of ilic fluid, a siiustio ii that do-- s n'
happen in nature, especially for high-speed machines. Its use, however, is extended
to real processes because the pressure differential is small.

Equation (1-26) shows that the nonflow work is, graphicall y , the area under the
process when plotted ona P-V diagram (Fig. 1-8a). Because heat, like work, is a.

ANN,
Figure 1-8 Areas under procesS
1-2 on P. V and T.Sdiagram.
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important energy term in energy systems, we ask ourselves: Wouldn't it be convenient
to have a similar graph where areas represent heat? It is natural to have temperature
as one of the ordinates. We invent the second and call it entropy. As AWnr = J P
dV strictly for a reversible process, then we can write

= J' T dS	 (reversible process only) 	 (1-36)

and the area under process 1-2 on the T-S diagram equals AQ (Fig. 1-8b). As we shall
see, although we can waive the reversibility requirement for Eq. (1-26) with little
error, we cannot do the same for Eq. (1-36), which is true strictly for reversible

processes
In both Eqs (1-26) and (1-36). if the integral is positive, i.e., we move from left

to right, work is done by and hat is added to the process. In cycles, the net work
and net heat of the cycles are represented by the enclosed areas on the P-V and T-S
diagrams, provided the cycle is reversible (i.e., all its processes are reversible) in the

case of the T-S diagram.
?t al'.' follows that the net work of a cycle, such as the diesel cycle (Fig. 1-2).

I' i:' , ' I . the enclosed area of the cycle on the P-V diagram. A cycle is a power

cycle. ic., the net work is positive, if the cycle is c!ock.ise II is a reversed cycle
hea: -ump if the net work is negative and the cycle is counterclockwise on the

'-V c i ar:!m . It also follows from Eq. (1-29) that the enclosed area on the T-S diagram

alse c:.al to the net work if the cycle is reversible. The enclosed areas on the
liucrams for the same reversible cycle are there(ore equal in sign and

scales and conversion factors into ;Lccount, of course.

c xa iii i n	 1-36) further. A rcst'r.si/!/e acluihanc prs vs (iii rcad' mentioned
the ideal diesel cycle), while not existing in nature, is a most important

anal ysis For such a process, being adiabatic. AQ = 0, and being
c,ievs Eq. (1-36). Thus, for an adiabatic reversible process.

JTdS = 0	 (1-37a)

c.no( equal zero, dS = 0

I 137h)

cr taut	 (adiabatic reversible process)

reversible process is one of constant entropy, i.e.. vertical on the
a s i coresented by th&expansion line 1-2, (Fig. 1-9a.

k'.. . to one physical meaning for entropy: Errrropv i.c the properis that
-	 ...' . 	 in an adiabatic reversible process. This is much like temperature

iliaC stays constant in an isothermal process, pressure in a constant-
A'r	 physical meang	 scur,ie appaci

now ssstiii'e rhm the expanding fluid is a perfect gas (though we can easily
com.t to the same conclusions using a vapor or a mixture of liquid and vapor.) Lines

P. and F (Fig. 1-9a) are constant-pressure lines fora perfect gas on the T-s plane

WteAc J'	 P. Their shape can be ascertained from the perfet-gas relationship



H

Ti

Figure 1-9 Lxpir.sion to) and
ogre scion b) of a gas from l-'

to P2 on the T-S diagram. 1-2,
adiabatic reversible,	 1-2 adi-
abaine irrcversjbk	 I -2	 throt-
tling,
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= c,, In (7 2.T (Table 1-3)- Let us further assume that the gas starts at 1
with T 1 s (and cm-respondin g P and c 1 ) and expands athabica1lv to pressure P2.

seWe have alread y	en that if the process is reversible as well as adiabatic, entropy
reiiiairis constant and the	 is represented hs 1-21

The question us: \ hat does the process look like it it s crc adiabatic but irre-
versible? We have alread y noted that irreversibilit y would manifest itself in an increase
in tempetature of the girs leas in ,t 1'. point 2, be yond that for the adiahat:c reversible
process Thus 72 > 1 -2 ,. On the P 2 line, which curves upwards, this can onl y occur
if the entropy at 2 is greater than at 2,. A more irreversible cxpauucioni rsulis in cre-ater
self-heating of the gas and the process would be 1-2', etc. In other words: The rea:er
the it reu-r'rsibthrv. :he greorer the increase in entrop y in can adtabcarir- process.

If the expansion were to occur in a turbine, the work is obtained from the first
law (which applies equall y to reversible and irreversible processes) for the three pro-
cesses ,i JI - I1, 111 ti'. 41u ri - H--, respectively. Because the T2- > 12 >
T, and A = cp dT for gases, then H- > H-, > F1,. Thus the work produced b y the
turbine W1 for three cases is given by

- 11 1, > H 1 - 112 > H 1 - '12'

The adiabatic reversible turbine produces the most work. The greater the irreversibility,
the less the work. 	 -

The process 1-2, is one of constant temperature and hence, for a gas, constant
enthalpy. This is a throttling process [Eq. (1-I l)j, where the work .V-1 is zero arid all
energy is dissipated in fluid friction. This is the most irreversible process and the one
with the most increase in einropv (Fig. 1-9a). 	 -

Tliu degree of irreversibility is given by an expansion or turbine efficiency called
the rach:rapic turbine efl1c:ni-v m- (sometimes called the isentro pic or adiabatic tiirhir',

uiaI to the ratio of actual work in ideal s'c'rk and is given by

11 1 -112	 h1—h2.
(1-38)

	

•	 - fl1	 f11

A'

rw
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and for constant specific heats

	

= 77	
(l-))

In the case of compression from 1' to ? here P. > P (Fig. 1-9h), an adiaba-
tic resersible compression folIus s the Constant entropy path 1-2,. In the case oF adi-
abatic irreversible compression the gas leases at a higher temperature T2 , here be-
cause the fluid absorbs s

ome work input sshich is dissipated in fluid friction The
greater the irreversibility, the greater the exit temperature T2 > T2 > T, and
the greater the increase in entrop y . Again, since i/h = c,, cii for gases, then
112 > H2 > H., and the work absorbed in compression lW increases with irreversibility
or

	

H > Ii. - II :-'	 -

The degree of irreversibility here is given by a compressor efficiency, called the
po!vtropic compressor efficiency 77, (and sometimes the isentropic or adiabatic corn-
pressorcfficiency) equal to the ratio of ideal work to actual work (the reverse of that
for expansion and tsi ven by

- II -	 (1-40)7	 )i

and for constant specific heats

Ti

	

= _T;__-i---	
(141)

We cail iios stue that the cJiuIi/,e of c'n(rops 0 (1 flICiiiioe ij the wrarccilable energy,
which leads us to an important physical meaning of t iLriipy rmaiely that entropy is
a measure 01 irreversibility, or more generall y: Lntropv i.; a measure of disorder.
This is a concept that is used in sciences othe- 1 !:,,:)	 such as social
sciences that deal with society disorders.

Because the universe is an isolated systc., i t foc; Aciiaote energyacross its
boundaries: i.e., it is adiabatic. Because it is full of irreversible processes, it follows
that: The entropy of the universe is coniini.alls' on i/u increase and the end of the
universe would occur when entropy is at niaxim!m .	when all energy has been
dissipated to a bottom state, when all - irsailahiljrv is lost, when all matter is af rh2
same temperature and no life, as we know it, is possibk.	 -	 -

In the case of vapors, when expansion hctscen r , ? Id j1I cnds in the two-phase
region, shown in Fig. 1-10 on both T•.c ".' h.y ' -ll.' -i--:	 "-- mc observation
as for the gases applies except that (lie cAll Lccivaiu:C	 - . -same for the adiabatic
reversible a.i. adiabatic irrcvcrsi 'uk uesscs -cc.u..e are com in the two-phase
region. The exit cnbaIpy, however, is greatet ia die cuc.c oi the. irrcvcrsiblc process
h 2 > h 2 , and the Work is less: h - h < h - h:s. The degree of irreversibilit y here
is given by a turbine efficiency, the same as in Eq. (1-38). - 	 -
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Figure I-to Esp3ro.liin of a vipcir from I; to P or it'.c T-s 2 nd Stoibcr (h-c) ttiigrams. 1-2, pdh,s

In IL	 't puml , 1w liqillcl' a pump 	 cnc\ 77... tiVL'ti b y he ratio of ideal
s ork to ,tcual sork 11 used It) obtain the actual work. Li s i nc 14 (I -22a) actual work-

11,	 H	 VIP,	 1
(1-42)

TIP

1-9 Fin-: (.'.RNOi (:VLLE

Sod Co;iii: laid thc f:iait0n7, of the econd lass 01 t cii1isiyna:Iiis, intrcjuced
the concepts of reversibility and cycles, and introduced the priiciple that the temper-

attires of the heat source and heat sink determined the thennal ii(iciency of a reversibk
c dc }Ic also itul:itcd that because all such cycles must rcect heat to the heat sink,
efficiency is never 100 percent 1 7 1 . To show this, and to show that the effect of the
ssorktng fluid on the thermal efficiency of a resersibic c ycle is nonexistent, Carnol
ills cntcd his famous. thou g h h y pothetical (onccannot build a reversible cntine), Carnot

Th ('arnot escle. shos ii in Fig. I-il on the P-'i' and 7-5 diagrams, is composed
of four processes:

Nicolas t.oiiani Sadi (.'aniot (1796-1332) kspitc his profound 300 Listing cocci ott inc science ci
ihccitiod>nant i,, was a quiet, unassunting Frenchmiut who tiscd during bc turbulent Napoleonic ycaix and
had an unspcciicular life-. One of his niolIocs, "S,cak Illik of what y,cu knitin and not at all of what you
do t:at	 - tC2111tl IMUCIIIIng of his denSe-mar. 	 -

C-
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Figure I-Il (arnot ccIe on he F- V and 7-S diagrams.

I. 1-2: reversible adiabatic compression 	 -
2. 2-3: reversible C nstant-tcmperatuie heat addition
3 3-4: rcver ..nhle adm ilaric expansion

re sr' rhle ndi.th,it ic Iiat re3ect till

The thermal c!Ik cns ot the Carnot c ycle m ca ll 	be eiil': oht,ircd ntin
that the ch-in	 in (nlr - pv during heat :nddilicrn and rejection are	 r r'iagniitude
lhs

() = 7', S -

= T, (S )	 S4)

or 	 = T, (S.	 S1) = 7(S3 — S)
wher: I,, and I L are the heat source and heat sink absolute temperatures. Tr'ipe-:tivly.
'J "I te that the Cat-not c ycle is both externally and internally reversihl The- h- :i --.-
'clwecn the heat source and the working fluid occurs, hypo thetcly, r..: ;s ;. er
': rn !iffCrflce. Hence TH	T2 . Similarly TL = TI.

For a/i power c dc the net work and the thermal efficiency are	 -

-	 = Q.4 — QJ	 /

Thus, thc thermal cfti icincy of the Cat-not cycle 17,. is

7',. -
=

1•

	This relationship can also be easil y obtained from the network of the diffe r''-'	 .....
Lilng the appropriate relationships in Table I-I (Prob. 1-1 1).
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Equation ( 1 -45) shows that the thermal cfficiencv of the Carton cycle is 001v a
function Of the heat source and heat sink temperatures and is independent of the irking
flitd. Indeed ti ii cotielusiori Is trae 01 other I C% emsiltle c ycles (Staling, Frius'.ori h:i!
receive and reject heat at constant temperature.

Ikeause time Carnot c y cle is reversible, it produces the maximum work
ktmeen the civen c'immperature i;mit 1,, and 7 and, hence, a reversible c ycle pra:inv
bcteen given meiiiperaturc hnmlN has the liiliest possible thermal CftiCcnL\ 	 all
ccics operatmiic beiss Ccii tlic.e saaic teulper,mtiiie limits.

lint Cal-not etlicft'ncv. mheietore. h to he considered an upper hunt. :HI ideal, a
goal to strive tosard when humldne real cscles, but one that is inipossible to cceed
or equal.

Another observation of importance is that the trends pR'tl ic ted b y the Carnot c ole
apply ti ) t&'al e ycl-,. Thus cal e',-cls ssiil have hiher efficiencies, the hiche the
temperature at which the y iCCCI'. e hct and thc lower the temperature at s hich the
reicel heat.

Example 1-3 Air expunds to a gas tuft ne lro:n JO atm and 2CK)0F to atni.
Inc exhami' renaperlimlre i s I05kF. A.,\uming a eonstaOt specific !'-z l ol (.240
flat	 is,,,	 It. lirld 01C i L 1 I hWL	 itt Ow il,, ,mnd tin' turbine adiabatic cln.nc\

Sot	 !I	 h	 /i = miT -- i)	 0,24(2(XX) -- loSt))

225 liiu:lb,

Referrin g to table 1-3 and Ftc	 -

T.	 -	 / I 
\tI.i1

-l\pj	 or

ihemefori' Y' ,	 -.	 274	 .:

= T - T2,	
(for constant c. m

0.801 = SO.I'/c
-- 2000 - 814,2

Example 1-4 Find Inc o: ,. -i te turbine of Fxtminple 1-I but use variable spccthc
heat'.

I...tsmmm.l i'	 -	 at	 -

13r = IJ1, I 	(C.2?	 32	 '''	 2.3'..-''Jr
-	 it	 Joio

-. F	 3.42 x 10' ,	 2.93 x io1tL219/
[	 2	 3	 jamo

C,
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3.42 x IQ-	 '91 x 10 •= 0.29(2460 - 1510) +
	 2 _(24602 - I5IO 2) -

(2460' - 1510')	 I

= 208.05 4- 64.49 - 14.54

258 Hru.'lh,,,

as compared ith Y, = 228 Blu/Ib,, when a co,r,t,ln( spci.if. heat at low temperature
10.24 IOu/fIb,,.	 °Rjj was used.

To gel the adiabatic efficiency, it is necessary to calculate T, and h, using averageval ues of C ( and k bctccn T 1 and the unknown T. The solution may be obtained by
trial and error, keeping in mind that because both c,, and c, increase with temperature',
and the difference between them is a constant, k	 C,,/C decreases with temperature
Thus one expects that 1 2, would be greater than in Example iI - Assuming it to be
950°F hod an average F, between 2000 and 950°F using Eq. (1-19)

[245.1

-.	 . 1110	 287.64
0.2739 Rtu'Hh,I	 ')S(I	 1051)

--	 -53.34-	 fl - ii 27))	 --U.27	 -- (1 06 '0 - U.2iJ54 Riu:llh,., 	 Ri778.16

•1	 ,	 -
0 1739

 -- 1.3-1354i254

T1
 ( )

IE
= 2460 x 0.5622 = 1383'R = 923°F

and error shows thar	 = 0.2736 and T2 , = I38rR = 922°Fcoared
for the adiabatic reversible work.

;il work is

f

241,0

I
C (if = ((T - 7)	 295.4 Btw1b1112

"n adiabatic efficiency is

2580

	

295.4	 0.873 = 87 3%

.-l '. i 81'. I percent whn —.1 VILL/ k IIJ_ '	 ,ot U1	 iii PiIhliI, 15 III "5tivai,	 Inc	 1sL- .I1ri gas turbines and o'uci...e....,, then: are available property tables 181 that take into aceotJnt('tF	 i; ..	 IlI,;\ id :ic ciicts of chemical equilibrium

U
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Example 1-5 A water pump compresses saturated Water at I to 2500 psia. The
pump efficiency is 0.70. Find the ideal and actual pump and the water exit
temperature.

SoLuTioN We will use two methods.

I. Assume water to be incompressible so that r = constant = v 1 at I psia = 0.016136
fi 3/1b_ and no temperature rise across the pump,

0.016136(2500 - 1)144
	Ideal pump work W,,, = vIP2 - P1 

=	 778.16

= 7.46 BtlLlb,,,

Actual pump work IWA 
= 77F. =

07 = 10.66 Btuilb,,

2. Use the ASME steam tables [61

	

Ti = 101.74°F	 s1 = 0,132 ' E3tu!lh,,°R	 hi = 69.73 IThi'lh,,.

L'sing th°c compressed-liquid tables (a portion of shkll 1 , repro.--cu
1-5. for the ideal case s,	 = (11326. B interpo l ation T,	 102 634'.
= 0.01602 f3/lb,, it 	 = 77.17 Btu lb, Thus, the temperaturc nstn h'. 10 F
and, in the ideal case, the specific 	 lume decreases by 0.72 perCr.

Ideal work IW.J = 77 17	 69 73 = 7.44 IttuIb,..

7.44
	Actual work JIVP J =	 = 10.63 Biu!1h,

The actual temperature and specific volume changes may be obnn'd

polation at h, = 69.73 + 10.63 = 80.36 Btu/lb, as 105.86°F Z-7', 7 ft

lb..

It can be seen that the two methods are fairly comparable cvct icr
pressure difference chosen for this example. Thus mciho 	 i uii.ie .iy acuri7:

for most calculations, with the possible exception of exit water tempera L rt..

Table 1-5 Liquid data used in calculation Df exam ple 1-5*

Pressure.	 Temperature,	 Spec i fic volume.	 Enthalpy.	 Entropy.
•F	 (i'ib_	 Bulh.,	 t3tu.'iib._	 R

I u	 :01.74	 0.016136	 73	 0.1326

100	 -	 001601	 17.51	 0.1281)
2300	

0.01603	 $4.45	 0.1455

•DtromRcf,6,
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I-I A 1 rcr, g.is that has a con stant spcc tie heat at coirstant ptcsturc c, = 0 26 flia/Ib, yndcrgocs an
C sj.ansi ri process in asteady- floss mach I IC 55th a crass ii, 'a rate of 100 lh.../h Pic U ir'ñine is sr errsisled 'the " ! Cr ni'.s ni	 rate .s 10 lh..,h. During the process the gas temperature drops front 10(1 II() f e F .ini th	 -s icr 1,j qwt.itllrc r.ses from 70 it , ( it' F L';'r:.-g c!.ircgcs in psifccti.i I and kinetic c nergics
for the gas, cakulaic the ssorl, of tile gas in lOus per hour and wattS Ii' for watcr	 I (1 11iu.'ilh_'1l I
1-2 Air it 4(51' nih hI) is;i is cccniined ill an unirnuLtied (i-ti' s essel. A propeller is thrts'rii inside thecsscl h, a 5i'j.'-',	 iTiolor After ,s periisI iii I Ii tic air tenc;isturc dropped its I 0(J"l' Find he heattransfer in 11w .'r hour

1-3 A gas his a nioiecui;ir miss of 30 and a speciti. hc.it at ci;rlstar.t pressure of 0.25 lutu'Oir -'R>. It
undergoes a nor.fiirss psily tropic compression during which Its tccnurrj!urc increases from loo to 2005F.
The pol)rripiQ cnpouent is 1.3. Calculate the work done and the hcat transfer in Btus per pound iiiass
14 ICXXJ Ih.h of pure air enters a gas turbine at 20(51 and leases at htXXtF. Find the work in kjlwatts

- Using varcahl s F,-' , 'hc heat for air, and the error if a constant specific heat equal to (hit at mv teitiperatures
is used.
1-5 Calculate the average specific heats for air in Bros per pound mass per degree Rankine between 1000
and 200(7F.
1-6 Sic -on :s csniineil in a 10() . ui ' rigid vessel at 5000 psia and iJ'fj'F. Find its mass in Tsnunds mass using
(a) data irjr7i tf-ie	 i_.ini ' wi ,i	 and (b) 1h5- cornIireusiSjfitv chat-,.
1-7 .\ l 0 r	 net) I aitk rrni.iini'j swain at 31 bar and 4()!)C. Ii Is left to cisil down until its pressure dnic1nslo s her f-in I ui the final cs-Ctditit'n it theswill arid c	 net: transfer, iii kilojcnitics
1-8 A rig:.) Oft' sessel ccinn,t ins air at 15 psia and ii'X.iU Heat is Sddcrb until the ir temperature reaches
20(uY"F Accumtn "ariable Specitic heats, calculate al !hc heat jddcd, in Bias. a n,11 ib the final pressure.
pounds ictre per square inch absolute

1-9 Siestn at 30 tsar and 400"c i'ripands behind a 1 1 mon in an insulated cylinder to 5 bar and lii It Findthe work do-le in kilojouls
110 10 IF,— h ct l i quid annntitnia at h7 5 F and 250 psia is thrit', lcd into a flash tank It) 	 psia A nnntoniaVapor is draw n rut at tie top of the tank snide liquid is discharged at the bottom. What are the temperature
in degrees Fahr:nhit mass and volume iuion rates in pounds mass per hour and cubic feet per hour of the
tw o stjearr,$?	 -
1 - 11 Dense th r.spresvirnn fir ii:: Carnir t",rl cfli•:ier.5'v Eq It . 45) tsrn	 lie appropriate work rcl.itiii
for gases from Table 1-3,

1-12 An ifisCn'tOr Clatms Is have built all 	 that Inocrates on a ccIc receives (XX) hi 51 scsrc,
P roduces work, and rejects 350 hi at 505C. Is this claim valid' Why? 	 -
1-13 The Ca.rncrt cycle is,Iar on the T.s diagram. Cons i der another cycle that is rectangular, liciton Mc P-s diagram, Draw that cycle on both the Ts and P-n' diagrams, labeling corners correspondingly,
and name all its processes	 ,	 .
1 . 14 Derive e xpressions for the 'efficiency of the cycle in Prob. i-I) in terms of its high and low temperatures
TH and TL . and constant specific beats c, and c, of a gas working fluid for the cases of equal (a) temperatureroes and (b) heats added at chjtasint volume and pressure. is this a good cycle? Why?
115 Using the expression for the change in crt.niapy of gases for a poly tropic process in Table I-?, derive
similar expressions in terms dchanges in (a) prcuswt and temperature and (b) volume and temperature
1-16 A rcs'ctsiblc cycle consists of an isencropic compression (rum an initial temperature T1 to i)"R, a
conuta,nt-s-oiume pocesu from !000 to 1500"R a rcs'eruible adiabatic expansion to I000'R a const.wit.prensure
expansion from 1000 to 15U0'I. anj u'iistant.vrnlrrr-s,-	 " ''t tttrIta! •rmp.-.-..i.n. Draw ih' cycleon inc r-v arid 7'-a dtagrunij,' tipad'-'-'•,!- 1s" O°'	 !'...:_.: if di_, w'orki	 'I 'j id i.. p s with S

1-17 Air expands from tO bar and i000C to I bar and SCXYC in an insulated [turbine. Calcuiat a) the
turbine P"tlYlXOpic eiñctcny, (b) the change in entmçy, in kilojenules per kilograrrt per Kelvin, asic )c) the
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wtñ, kiIoosles per kilogram. and (d) the polytropic exponent n. Assume acoatani specific of 1.005 ku

kg

1 . 11 Helium is conrprcsscd Iroiii I ptia and .iITF to (M psia Thc compressor adiabatic eflicicoc) is 0 70
Fu (a) the helium exit temperature. in degrees Fahrenheit, Ih) the nor-k done in Bru per pound miss and
lclthe change in entropy. BtuJlb..-R.

I-I, I(XI kg-b of .satcr at 60'C and I bat ar e pumped to 1(0 bar The pump efficiency is 0.65. Find the

it ktlonaIls
i-ZC Saiuratcsi Freon-12 vapor at 215 psia expands in a rtouk to 72 433 psia. The norzlc has an elhcicnc-y
of 095 and an exit area of 10 in. Find the mass lion rate in pounds mass per hour.

1-21 10' Ib./h of steam at 2500 psii and I0D7F expand in a turbine to I psia The turbine has adiabatic
and nicchanieal efficiencies of 0.90 and 0.95. rcspectrsly It drivcs an elccr.ric generator that has an
cfhrarntcy of 0.96. Calculate the output powa of the generator in megawatts.

4.

It
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TWO
THE RANKINF('YCLE

2-1 IN1ROJ)[;('F1ON

Whcn tli	 l;tiiri-	 (lcvd, It	 o. ieadd	 cev acpted as the standard for
Steam J)os ciplants and remains so today. Whereas the ideal diesel c ycle (Fig 1-2) is
a gis C) etc and the Carnal cvde ( I:i g . I - II) is a c ycle for all iluid\, the Rankine cycle
is a va por-andl111d c\ dc

The real Rankine cycle used in powerplants is much more complex than the
original, simple ideal Rankinc c ycle. It is by far the most widely used cycle for electric-
poser gene 

,iIo: 10,1XI .in j %k ill 111051 cefl.a)Ii) CUOLIOUC to be so in the luture_ It is
the backbone of much of the work presented in this book.

This chi;iter de. ted excluis Cl) hi tOe Rankine c ycle, fl on, its simplest ideal
form to its more complex nonideal form with modifications and additions that render
it one 01 tIme Ilsost efficient means of generating electricity today.

2-2 THE 11)1i, RANKINE CYCLE

Because Rankine is a vapor-liquid cycle, it is most convenient to dras it on both the
P-V and T-S diagram, s mtli repcct to the saturated-liquid and -apor lines of the working

umd, which usuall y , but not always, is H 20. Fig= 2- shows a sinphIicd low

William John M. RJziiiri d820- IM72	 as a pcofraor of nyu C.P.8mccring it (iiisg,)w University.
was an cninccr anti st.icnu)5t of many talents which, ts1dcs civil cnginnerin, included shipbuilding,

watcrworks, singing, and music consposition. lIe as one of the giants of thermodynamics and the first to
wnie ftannatl) on the subjct	 -

30
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Figure 2-1 Schematic now diagram
of a Rankine cycIe

diagram of a Rankine c y cle. Figure 2-2a and b shows ideal Rankine cycles on the (a)

P-v and (b) T-s diagrams. The curved lines to the left of the critical point (CP) on

both diagrams are the loci of all saturated-liquid points and are the saturated-liquid

lines. The regions to the left of these are the stbcooled-h quid regions. The curved

lines cc the niht of CP are the loci of all saiurated- apor points and are the saturated-

cupicr lines. The recions to the right of these lines are the superheat regions. The

regions tinder the domes represent the two-phocc (liquid WIJ vapor) mixture region,

sometime , e ,cl led the ii -ci reizc n.
(.cle 1-2-3-4-H-I is a saturated Rankinc cck. meaning that saturated sapor

enters the turbine. 1-2-3--I-H-I i s it superheat Rink ine C)cic, meaning that super-

hctrd vapor enters the turbine. The c y cles, being reversible, have the following

processes

p

LL \\.\ _____

Wi	 (b)

Figure 2-2 Ideal Rankine cycles of the (a) P-v and (b) T-a diagrams. 1-2-3-4-B-I = aflarated

cycle. l'-2'-34-8-1'	 perheaied cycle. C?	 critical point.	 t
-
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-2 or / '-2': adiabatic revcr'ohle expansion through the turbine. The exhaust vapor
at 2 or 2' is usually in the two-phase region.

2-3 or 2' - -?: consTant temperature and being a tsso-phase mixture pn)ccs, constant-
pre'surc lie.it rC(Cctii)Ti in the condenser.

3--I : ad i aba ft re vers I He compression b y [lie fiotip of saturated
rated hqu iii at IliC condcnser

pre sMi re 3 i subcxled liquidrd at the steani -geirerakir pressure, 4 Line 3-4 is
vertical oil both the /'-'i and 7-S diagraiiis because the liquid is essentially in-
compressible and (tic pump is adiabatic reversible.

4-I or 4-I': cunsiarrt-prcssure heat addition in the Sf10157 genera/or. Line 4-11-I - I' is

a constairt-preSSsirL' line on both tliagirtiivs. lire portion 4-13 represents biinging
the suhcooled liquid, 4, to saturated liquid at B. The section 4-11 in the steam
generator is called an r'eonospu:t'r. the portion I?- I represents heating the saturated
liquid It) sat Lirated vapor aconstatit pressure and teniperal tire (being a I s 0- phase
mixture), and section ti-i III the steam generator is called the boiler or evaporator.
Portion I - V ,  in tire superheat cycle, represents heating the saturated vapor at I
to 1 '. Section I - I' in the steam generator is called a superheater.

The cycles as shown are inre:n:thly reversible s- il: the luibine and pump are
adiaritrc rcversrlic and hence scitieji Oil tire I -\ tila .iii1, no prcssLre losses occur
ii, the p1!nrrg 51' (11:11 liii,' 4-fl-i- I - is a Llilnst;lint-pressure line.

ihe analy sis ol cutler Lsele is slrriightIorsard. ilased on a Clint iii,rss of vapor in
tine s:rrurancd es He

I teat added 11, = in — 1i 4	l3ru lb., j-) i J;k

I whine ssoik o T = Ill

I (cat rejected IsI	 u n - h	 fltu"ih, or J/kg	 (2-I)

Pu in p	 rk Jis,,I = 11 4 -	 1'

Net work w,,0 = ( h 1	 /1)) — (h4 — It 1 )	 Btu/lb,,, or i/kg

LLi'	 (h1 -- Ii,)	 (h4	 h)Thermal efficienc y r, = —	 -----
(/i	 ('	 — 114)

For, small units where P4 is not too large compared with P Ii	 1 3. the pump
work is ncgiigihle compared Aith the turbine work, and the thermal efficiency may
be simplified with little error to (h 1 — Ii)/(/: 1 — k3 ), This is it true for modern steam
powerplants where 1'.1 is IIX)0 lh,lin 2 (about 70 bar) or highe-. while F, Ls about 1 lb/
in 2 (0.07 bar). The pump stork in this case may he obtained by finding h 1 as the
sa turatedenthalpy of liquid aU' 1 from the Steam (or other vapor) tables given in Apps
A to F. 1m4 is fou'-'I from suhcoohed liquid tables at T4 nd P4 7 4 is nearly eqiuril to
T ' . and vh	 !arter is Lsl,. t h.' ' ISCLI in lien of 7. "b i	 ,.,	 (s,,.e Sec.

;.	 a good ap	 niiiri f'r 'be	 r-rp	 iiuy be Obiarned from the
change in flow s'ork (Example 3, Sec. 1-2). Thus

li,I'. s'3 (P4 - F3)
S
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which should be convened to the same units as in Eq. (2-1) by the use of proper
conversion factors, such as multiply by 144 to convert psia (pounds force per square
inch absolute) to pounds force per square foot absolute and divide by 778.16 to convert
foot pounds force to Btu.

Another parameter of interest in cycle analysis is the work ratio WR, which is
defined as the ratio of net work to gross work. For the simple Rankine cycle the work
ratio is simply	 w1fb%'t-.

The superheat cycle I -2-3-4-B-I is analyied by use of Eqs. (2-I) and (2-2),
except I' is to be substituted for 1.

Because of the information it readily gives regarding the turbine and pump pro-
cesses, the T-S diagram is more useful than the P-V diagram and is usually preferred
when only one is used. The Mollier. or enthalpy-entropy, diagram is another useful
diagram. Its utility, however, is restricted to processes involving the turbine because
it gives little or no information of the liquid region.

2-3 THE EXTERNALLY IRREVERSIBLE RANKINE CYCLE

External irreversihility. we are reminded, is primarily the result of the tcrnperir
differences between the primary heat source, such as the combustion gases from th
steam SeneraCor furnace or the pnmarv coolant from a nuclear reactor, and the workiiic
fluid. and the temperature differences beteen condensing working fluid and the hea:
sink fluid, usuall y the condenser cooling skater

In Fig. 2-3, line ab represents the primary cixjiula in a counierfiow heat exchanger
with the orktng fluid 4-B-I in a saturated Rankine c ycle. Line cd represents the her'
sink fluid (condenser cooling saLer) in a countertlow or parallel-flow heat exchange
with the condensing working fluid 2-3: both types are the same hecauce the latter
at constant temperature.

As can he seen, the tcinperzilurc differences between Ui1e ab and 4-11 I I -

Figure 2-3 External irrtversibility
Rankine cycle.
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bccwccn 2-3 and line ed are not constant. We shall cvaiu:itc the cficcts of these
differences beginning with the upper end. Figure 2-4 shows temperature-heat exchanger
path length diagrams for (a) parallel-flow and (b) counterliow heat exchangers (steam
gencrators,i and the effect of flow directions in the heat exchanger. lhç niininium
approach point bets cc n the 1 ,Ao lilies, called the pinch point, represented by b . I and
c-il, must he finite. Too small a pinch-point temperature difference re s ults in low
overall temperature dilicremices and hence, loss ci irre% crsthiiiiies, but in a large and
costly stearti generator; too large a pinch-point temperature difference results in a
small, inexpensive steam generator but large overall temperature differences and ir-
revcrsibilities and, hence, reduction in plant efficiency. The most economical pinch-
point temperature difference is obtained by optimization that takes into account both
fixed charges (based on capital costs) and operating costs (hased on efficiency and,
hence, fuel costs).

Figure 2-4, in addition, clearl y shows that the overall teriiperture differences
between the heat source and the working fluids are greater in the case of the parallel-
flow than counterflow heat exchangers; the result is a less efficient plant if parallel
flow is usel. Heat-tranfcr considcrtions also favor counterfiow, resulting in higher
overall hea-ransfer coefficients and hence small heat exchanger. Thus counterfiow is
fvi icci over parallel flow from both thermodynamic and heat-transfer considerations.

sVe %s ill now examine the effect of thc't pc of heat source flint. Such a fluid ma
L e	 gas, such as the combustion gases in a fossil-fueled posserplant, the primary
cuidant IFii gas-cooled reactor. such as CO 2 or lie (Sec. 10-Il), the ater from a
prcssuri,ed -s ater reactor Sec 10-2i. or the niolten sodium from a liquid-metal fast-
orec!cr reactor (Chap. lI) This variet of fluids has different specific heats and mass
f!os rates. Water from a piesunized-water reactor has a hiithien specific heat c,, than
gases but !Aso a hnher mass-flow rate im because an effort is made to limit the
tenq' atui- rise ol ss ater tbrouic'li the reactor to maintain nearly even moderation of

2-4	 :ccm of flos4 direction on external irreversibility-(a) parallel flow, (b) counmerfiow,
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the neutrons (Sec. 9-8). Thus the product thc,, is greater in the case of water than ir
the case of gases.	 -

Assuming that a-differential amount of heat dQ exchanged between the two fluids

is proportional to a path length dL and that dQ = thc cIT, where rr is the change in
primary-fluid temperature in dL, the slope of lin ab is then proportional to the recip-

rocal of the, or

cIT	 I
- x -	 (primary fluid)	 (2-3)
cIL the,,

Hence the slope of line ab for water is much less than that for gases. Liquid sodium
falls in between, though closer to gases than to water. This state of affairs is shown
in Fig. 2-5 for a counterfiow heat exchanger. It can be seen that for a given pinch-
point temperature difference, the overall temperature differences between the primary
and working fluids are greater in the case of gases than water, in particular in the
boiler section, between ae and B- I -

This brings its to an important deduction, namely the determination of whethur
or not superheat (and reheat) is advarTiageous. We note tht there are tss o distinct
regions where the external irreversibility exists at the higher-temperature end of the
cycle. These are: 0 betssecn the primary fluid and the vorking fluid in the boiler
section, i.e., beisseen or and A-I, and (2) betcen the pnnrars fluid and the working
fluid in the economizer secilon, i.e between he and 4 . B. \e shall deal with these

in turn in the next two sections.
There is little that can be done to improve things in the lo -temperature end

the cycle, i.e., betseen 2-3 and cd in the condenser (Fig. 2-3j. short of opiniiiing
the condenser to obtain the lowest temperature differences between the two lines.
Remember, hosever, that the lower the temperature of the cooling ssatcr at c (lie
lower the condens er steam temperature and the higher the cycle efficiency.

YR
Figure 2-5 Effect of primiy fluid type on external irreversibility: (a) water. (b) gases or liquid
metal.

SM
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2-4 SUPERhEAT

In ihis SCCIIOI1 we wiii dcal With thc IcmperaiUc differences bctwccn ae and 11 . 1 (Fig.

2-5) It can bc sccii that thisc for a given pinch-1xdnt temperature difference
gases (and liquid metals) exhibit hrger [nd increasing tcm1ratiIrc differerit'cs as the

sorking Iluid hails from 11-I than is the case of 	 aicr sshere inc slope of line ae IS

much tosser.
Although the teniperaturc lcvcls are not the sanic in the Two cases, the g.LCS are

T1
	

A

V	
FIgure 2-6 Superheat with (a) watcr
as primary fluid. (b) gases or liquid

•	 metal as primary fluid.

bb-
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usually at higher temperatures, the irreversibility in the case of gases can be reduced
by the use of superheat (Fig. 2-6) by bringing the two lines back together again at a
and I' and thus reducing the overall temperature differences between or and fl-I - I

(line 4 .8-I - I is a constant-pressure line) Thus superheat would improve the cycle
thermal efficiency. Looking at it another way, superheat allows heat addition at an
average temperature higher than using saturated steam only. From the Carnot analogy.

this should result in higher cycle efficiency.
In the case of water, superheat is not practical because the differences bcteen

or and B-I vary little. Actually, if we were to fix the temperature at I and use superheat.
we would need to lower the boiling temperature (and hence pressure) in B-I - as seen
by the dashed line in Fig. 2-6a This increases rather than decreases the overall
temperature differences and results in reducing rather than increasing cycle efficiency.
This is the reason why fossil-fuel and gas-cooled and l iquidmetal-cooled nuclear

powerplants employ superheat while pressurized-water-cooled reactors do not. (A

boiling-water reactor, Sec. 10-7, produces only saturated steam within the reactor

vessel.)
Superheat has an additional beneficial effect. It results in drier seam at turtine

exhaust 2' as compared with 2 for saturated steam (Fig. 2-2 and Example 2-1). A
turbine operating with less moisture is more efficient and less prone to blade damage.

Example 2-I Consider three Rankine steam celes. all exhsusting to I psia. Cycle

A operates at 2500 psia and 1000°F; c ycle B operates with 2500 psia saturated

steam: and cycle C operates with superheated steam at a temperature equal to that

oIcscle B but with a pressure of 1000 psia. Calculate the efficiencies and exhaust

steam qualities of the three cycles.

SoLuTiON Using Eqs. (2-I) and (2-2), and the steam tables, and referring to Fig.

2-2. calculations for cycle A are

= 1457.5 Btullb,,,	 s1 = 1.5269 BtUI(lb,,, - °R)

Because the turbine is reversible adiabatic, its expansion line is isentropic. or

= Si. Thus

(s + xs)1

1.5269	 01326 i-

	

From which quality of turbine exhaust x 2	0.7555

tlij +	 p_ = 69.73 + 0.7555 x 1036.1

= 852.5 Btu/lb

h = 69.73 Btu!lb_

0.016130(25W -
=	 -	 = v(P4 - P3) = -

	 778.16

-	 7,46 Btullb.

UN
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/1 4 = 69.73 1 7.46 = 77.19 Rtu'Ib,,,

	

= h• - h.	 1457.5 - 852.5 = 604.98 Rtu.Ih,.,

	

=j j , r - lwl	 604.98 - 7.46	 597.52 I3tuilb,..

= h - /14 = 1457.5 - 77.19 = 1380.31 }3cu/lh.,

H = /,,	 6 = 852.5 - ().73	 782.77 Btu/lb,,

1 =
	 =	

.52 = 0.4329 = 43.29
q	 1380.31

597.52
WR =	 = 0.9877

t'T	 604.98

Table 2-I lists the results for cycle A and, using a similar procedure, for cycles

B and C. Cycle 1) is a stirhcat -rehcat cycle that will be iliscussed in Sec. 2-5.

Cycle E is a nonideal cycle that will he dtscu.sed in Sec. 2-7.
Note that cycle C is actually less efficient than cycle A. which pro';s th.

superlr:it is riot lx'iicltcial it the upper temperature i limited.

2-5 REHEAT

An additional in prove rue ni in cycle ci liclency A I LII gaseous primary flu iils as in fossil-
fueled and gas-cooled powerplants is achieved b y the u se ol rehear.

}rgULeS 2-7 and 2-8 show siiiiplificd flow and 'h-s diaL'rains of an
reversible Rankine cycle (i.e.. one with adiabatic reversible turbine and pomp and 10:

pressure drops) that superheats and reheats the vapor.

Table 2-1 Solutions for Examples 2-1, 2-2, and 2-3

Cycle

Data

Turbine inlet pressure, pi.L

Turbine inlet tcrnpearUtc. 1
Ccmridc,iscr pressure. psi.i	 -
Inlet StCMfl enthalpy, Matti,

Exhaust steam enthalpy, BIL!h.
TL;blnc work. ttiuilb_
Pump work. i3tu/Ib.
Net work, I3tuIlb_
Hcat added. Btuflb_
JahausI steam quality
Cycle e(ficienc. '%

A	 B
Surimear	 2500

253 1003	 Saturated

25i9i	 2500
hf)	 668.11

5	 1093.3
85152	 688 36
604.98	 404.94

	

7.46	 7 36

5'7 52	 397.48

138033	 1061.11

	

0.755	 0.5971

	

43.29	 39.12

C
Si-erhert
1000.668.11

668.11

1303.1
834.43
41,11 66

7011

465.68
1230.39

0.7381
37.85

D	 E
2500	 2500. 11X3
I [10(F I ixa)	 Norlidcal

25)O	 2500
1000	 1000

4575	 14575

9705	 '13i2
7!I.8	 544.4

7.tA	 li.).
734.34	 532 0,

1635.10	 1376.25
08i4	 0.8139

44.91	 38.73



Figure 2-8 T.s diagram of Rz
kinc cycle of Fie 2-7.
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Figure 2-7 Schematic of a Rankine cycle with superheat and reheat.

In the reheat cycle. (he V3Oi at I is expanded pan of the way in a high-pressure
section of the turbine to 2. after which it is returned back to the steam generator,
s here it is reheated at contariI pressuie(ideally) to a temperature near that at 1. The
reheated steam now e\p.indN in the low-pressure section of the turbine to the condenser

pressure.
As cart he seen reheat uIIws heat addition twice: from 6 to 1 and freto to .

It results in tncrca.inc the asera ge temperature at which heat is added and keeps the

boiler-suporhcat-rehcai portion from 7 to 3 close to the primary (Iutd line Ot,

TI	 a
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results in iltlprcivcinent in c)cic ctlicienes. Reheat also results in drier steam at
chaiisi 4 . 1 instead of 4',. s; hich is beneficial for real cycles.

Mislern lossil -fueled i' erplanls employ cuperhe;it and at least tire tc of

reheat. Some cntptov two. More than tWO Sttigcs. hOsiver, result, ill c)cic coiiiplieitioii
;oid liftIe,Isel etipitil Costs that ore nut jns(ilicd b y Improvements in efficiency. Gas-
cooled n tic lea r-re.ictor posverplants often employ one stage of reheat. Water-cooled
and sodiltiti-cixiled nuclear-reactor lX)WC rpI;m rtts often employ one stage of reheat,
eccept th.ii the stc,unl to be reheated is not returned to the steam generator. Instead, a
separate heat e\chaneer that eniphuys a puirtlurl of the ori g inal steam at I is used to
reheat the steam at 2. That puttmun condenses and is semlt to a iced water heater (Sec.
2-6) Fs.urnples of this %% ill he presented in Chaps. Il) and II.

he analysis of a reheat ccic involves t\s 0 (UI bine ss ork tennis as well as tssu
heit addit Of) tertlis. Referring to Fig. 2-

J u i- P l = It,,- It	

0	

)

= (I1 1 - h) + (Ii	 -. If ! ) -	 t/i	 - Ii

lie plcssure /': at which the steam is reheated aftects the c y cle efficienc y . FiCUIL'
_'--.i shosss tli Lhltilge in c ycle cllienencv	 percent as	 Iiiiietiun of the ratio of reheat
pressure it) 	 pressure P/P 1 , for P 1 = 2500 psIa. T	 I000F, and T3 = l000F.

1 1) is the case where no reheat is used and hence 7) = 0. A reheat pressure
too close to the initial pressure results in little im provement in c ycle efficiency because
onl y a small portion of additional heat is added at high temperature. The efficiency
iI1proves tic he reheat prcssui c P -, is lowered and reaches a peak, 	a pressure ratio

between 20 and 25 percent. Lowering the reheat pressure further causes the
ternnsr-fure differences between the primary and the working fluids to increase and
begin to offset the add itiorl of heat at high temperature, thus causing the efficiency to
decrease again. Too 'oo low a reheat pressure, in the above case at a pressure ratio of
about 0.025, actually results in a negative , i.e., an ef1icieny below the case of
to reheat. The optinluni at a pressure ratio of 0.2 to 0.25, calculated for the above

condtion aelually hold' for most modern powerplants. Figure 2-9 also shows the
value of F and .u.. Note that reheat results in drier exhaust steam. Too low a pressure
'all () 	 even re s ult 	 superheated exhaust steammi. an unfavorable situation for con-
den;er operation.

S .	 sscrp!an is f:	 ikmgntrted by iri,Ti,T

iJu absolute and degrees Fahrenheit. The above case, for cxaiiqie. is
25001000,10J whereas a double-reheat plant may Ix-
1050. Thg ' fol!owin example-shows a sample of the calculations conducted for Fig.
2-8, near the optimum pressure ratio. .

= (1) 1 - I,.) + (/i 	 It.;)
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Example 2-2 Calculate the efficten and exhaust steam qualit y of a 2500 psta
1000'F'IOOIYF incrnall) reserohle gearn Rankine cycle (cycle D. Table 2-I
The reheat pressure is 500 psia. The condenser pressure is 1 psia-

SOLUTION Referring to Fig. 2-8	 -

h = 1457.5 Biu4.	 s = 1.5269 = s2 > s at 500 psia

Therefore point 2 is in the superheat region. By interpolation

= 547.8°F	 h2	 1265.6 Btu/1b5,,

At 500 psia and 1000°F 	 -

= 1520.3 I3tu1h_	 s = 1.7371 =

Therefore	 .x4 = 0.8694	 h4 = 970.5 Btu,Ib,,

As in Example 2-I,	 7.46 Utu.Ih and h = 77.19 Btuilb. Using Eqs
(2-4) gives

191 5	 549.8	 741.7 Btu,'Ih,,,

= 741.7	 7.46 = 734.24 BtuJIb,

-	 -	 (1.4	 13803 -+ 254.7 = 1635.0 BuJIb.
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734.24
and	

= 1635.0 = 0.4491
	 4 . tut c•

lli:s c dc is compared with the previous cycles in Table 2-1. It shows the
highest efliLleoL) ;iud driest exhaust steam of all in that table.

2-6 Rlx;ENER..-rJoN

We have so Iii discii,ed iiieans of reducing the external irreversibility caused by the
heat transfer beiseen the primary fluid and the working fluid beyond the point of
boiling of the latter I point  B, Figs. 2-3 and 2-4b). An examination of these figures
shows that a great deal of such irreversibility occurs prior to the point of boiling, i.e.,
in the econornitcr section of the steam generator where the temperature differences
between hd and 4-B are the greatest of all during the entire process of heat addition.
The slope of the primary-fluid temperature line is of less concern he-re than in the
boiler section because it has a relatively minor effect on the temperature differences
in the economizer. Hence, all types of powerplants, fossil-fuel, liquid-metal, gas- or
s ater-cooled nucicarreactur ptiwerplants, suifer nearly equalls from this irreversibil-
ity

This iire%er ,.,ibJhiN can be eliminated if the liquid is added to the steam generator
at 11 rather than at 4 1 his can he done b the proc C5 of rc'cni'ratiofl, in sliich
internal heat is cxchanicd between the expanding fluid in the turbine and the coin-
pressed Hu id bctorc heat addition. A well-known gas cycle Illat uses regeneration is
the Stirling ccle, shossn on the 1-s diagram of Fig. 2-10. The ideal Stirling c ycle is
composed of heat addition at constant temperature 2-3 and heat rejection at constant
temperature 4-1. Reeneration or heat exchange occurs reversibly between the constant
volume processes 3-4 and 1-2, i.e., between portions of each curve that are at the
same iciiIpera:urc. This heat exchange does not figure in the eycle efficiency because
it is not obtained from an external source. The areas under 3-4 and 1-2 denoting heat
lost by the expanded fluid and gained by the compressed fluid are equal in magnitude,
though not in sign. The ideal Stirling cycle has the same efficiency as the Carnot cycle
operating between the sane temperature limits. This would not have been the case
had heat been added from an external source during 1-2 and 2-3 and rejected to an
external sink between 3-4 and 4-I. -

L Z Figure 2-10 T-s diagram of Stirling cycle. Regener-
-	 atidn occurs betsccn 3-4 and 1-2. Arrows indicate liea

exchange.
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Adopting the same procedure to a Rankine cycle. i.e., internal and reversible heat
exchange from the expanding working fluid in the turbine and the fluid in the econ-
omizer section, ou!d necessitate flow and T-s diagrams as shown in Fig. 2-11 for a
saturated Rankine cycle The compressed liquid at 4 would have to be carefully, passed
around the turbine to receive heat from the expanding vapor in the turbine reversibly
at all times (i.e., %%ith zero temperature difference) until it enters the steam generator
at B. The steam uncrator would have no economize[ and the irreversibility during
heat addition to the economizer would be eliminated. The resulting Rankine cycle
would receive and reject heat at constant temperature and, in the absence of other
external irreversibilities. would also have the same efficiency as the Carnot cycle
operating betsseen the same temperature limits. Hence the great need for eliminating
or minimizing the economizer irreversibility.

The idea) procedure of Fig. 2- I I is not practically possible. The vapor making
Its way through blade passages Cannot be made to have adequate heat-transfer surface
between it and the compressed liquki, v.hich by necessity ssould have to be wrapped
around the external turbine casing. Even if an adequate surface were possible, the
mass-flow rates are so large that the effectiveness of such a heat exchanger would be
low. Further. the vapor leavin g the turbine would have an unacceptabl y high moisture
Content low qu.ilns I or proper [L]-!31 11C operoEUn and effiicccs

Feedwa(er Healing

A compromise that "oold reduce rather than eliminate the economizer irreversibility
is accomplished h% the use ot Jiedo ocer )1e111n5' I the more genemal term feed liquid
heating that would appl\ to fluids other than HO is seldom used). Feedwater heating
involves normal adiabatic (and ideally also reversible) expansion in the turbine. The
compressed liquid at 4 is heated in a number of finite steps. rather than continuously,
by vapor bled from the turbine at selected stages. Heatin g of the liquid takes place in
heat cxch"rigm called fecthtwer heaters. Fccdwatcr heating dates back to the early
1920s, around the same time that steam temperatures reached about 725°F. Modern

FIgure 2-11 Idea] regeneration of a Rankiç.e cycle.
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larec steam rxMCIplMitS usc bctvccn live and eight fccdwatcr heating stagcs. None
i	 itiilt without icedwater heating.

IIcC.IUSC of (lie finite niiinlicr of fccdwater heating stages, the liquid enters the
'rc.iilr generator at a point below 13. necessitating an CConotnh?er section, though one
Cliii is much stnaller than if no fecdsater heating were used Because of this, and
because the Ieedsvatcr heaicrs have irreseisihilities of their own, the ideal situation of
Fig 2-1 I is 1101 alt ii nicd arid the Rankine cycle cannot atta in a Cannot chic iencv. A
well-designed Rar.kinc ccle. howeser. is the closest practical cycle to Carnon. and
hence its wide acceptance ton roost Fiwerplanrs.

I here are three t y pes of tcedwziier heaters in use. These arc

I. Open or direct-contact type
2. Closed type with drains cascaded backward
3. Closed type with drains puinrpcd forward

'I icSC types will he discussed and analyzed in detail in this chapter beginning with
Sec. 2-8. Th.cir phvsn. al dcsi':j v. It he described in Chap. 6.

2-7 111[-" INI ERNAI.l. y iRRl-VERSIBLE RANKINE CYCLE

Internal	 ncscrsIhJIIt\ I:.	 :ni.tik	 here suIt of flUid frrctnon	 tInrrinnljrn, and inuisii
the frost ilrtpont:int ii Ihe' are the icre'ersihihities in turbines and purrs arid resuire
losses in heat exchan ger'. Prs. bend, valves, etc.

In the turbine LI Pil oun.;, the	 'umpnion of adiabatic how is still valid bec;iiise
Iliw rates arc ;rre tli ii. ::an lOsses per unit mass is negligible. Ilonever,

the y are no Iongc- adiah"ir rescr.,: e. and the entropy, in both, increases. This is
shown in Fig. 2-12.

Figure 212 A To diagram of an
internally irrcvcrsihte superhcat
Ran.kirle cycle.
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The entropy increase in the turbine, unlike that in a gas turbine (Fig. 1-8), does
not result in a temperature increase if exhaust is to the two-phase region, the usual
case. Instead it results in an increase in cnthalpy. Thus the ideal expansion, if the
turbine were adiabatic reversible, is 1-2,, but the actual expansion is 1-2. The irre-
versible losses in the turbine are represented by a turbine efficiency si,, called the

turbine polr:ropic efficiency (and sometimes the adiabatic or isentzopic efficiency).
This is not to be confused with the cycle thermal efficiency. rt, is given by the ratio
of the turbine actual work to the ideal, adiabatic reversible work. Hence

-	 -	 (2-5)
- ia_,

Well-designed turbines hase high polyiropie efficiencies, around 90 percent. usually
increases with turbine size and suffers from moisture in the steam. il . as given above

is an overall polytropic efficienc). however, individual turbine stages have different
efficiencies, being higher for early stages where the steam is dncr. There will be more

on turbines in Chap- 5:	 -
No pressure losses are encountered in the condenser process'-1 -3 (Fig. 2-12) because

it is a two-phase condensation process.
The pump process. being adiabatic and irreversible, also results in%!n, :r.rcasc :1

entropy. A single-phase liquid process, it results in an increase in tcnisr,iaire and

enthalpy Thus the actual w ork h - h 1 is greater than the adiabatic reersilc sork

h 4, - Ii. In other words. one pass a penalty for irreversibility, the tutOriL produces

less work, the pimp absorbs more work. 1 he pump tiresersihi!it is ai rerrcscntcd

by a pump efficiency i, also called a pump po!vtrc'Pu ' eJ.pci 'mztIfl1c

adiabatic or isentropic efficicnc . ni,, is given by the ratio ot the adc. sorh. tu thi

actual work, 
the reverse of that for the turbine. Thus

h 4, - h3

1=

In both Eqs. (2-5) and (2-6). the smaller quantity is in the numerator. The acil pumu

work may now be obtained by modifying Eq. (2-6) to

- h	 v1 (P4 —Pi	 (7)
1 w l =	 -,

?7P	 TIP

The liquid leaving the pump must be at a higher pressure than at the turnc Wet
because of the friction drops in heat exchangers, feedwater heaters, pies. ben-Is,

valves, etc. Thus P4 represents the exit pump pressure. P 'eprcsenLs the turbine inlet

pnessure. and P5 represents the steam-generator exit 'f itirn k.ses the

cnerator at 5 dud enters the turbine at I. The path 5-1 is. the rcsu of tbe cmhtncAt

ffect.s of friction ad heat loss:. point ' it pressure t- ' - . ••••'' -• ' S

in the pipe connecting steam generator and turbine, includtng tutrws uauiuc vdI.C.

if any. Heat losses from that pipe cause a decrease in entropy to I. Pressure losses
between 4and 1 could be of the order of  fçw hundred pounds force per square inch.

C
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Example 2-3 A superheat sccani Rankine cycle has turbine inlet conditions of
250) psia and 1000°F. The turbine and pump polytropic efficiencies are 0.9 and
0.7. respectively. Pressure I0S5C5 between pump and turbine inlet are 200 psi.
C a lculate the turbine exhaust steam quality and cyde efficiency.

Soi.t rU)N Referring to Fie. 2-12

	

Ii -	 1457.5	 h, = 852.52 Btu Tb,, (.	 [simple 2-I)

	

=	 h.,) = 0.9 x 04.98	 514.43 l3tuiIb,,,

'I Iiereiore	 = 1 i - '-r	 913.02 Mu/lb.,	 -

At I psia	 913.02 = 69.73	 x 1036 I)

x = 0.8139

P 4 = J 1 -F 210 = 2700 psia

- P 1 )

	

	 2161 36(2700 - .1) x 144

778 x 0.7

11.52 }Thi'lh.,

h = jj .f jwP I 	 69.73 ' 1.52	 81.25 I3tu1b,,

-	 532 96 iOu Ih._

= 1j, - /i. = 1376.25

I	 = 0.3873 = 3.73Y
qA

Thus the internal ii-reversibilities have resulted in reducing the cycle efficiency
from 41 20 pcicc (Fx-_iri'.p!c 21) to 38.73 pe.ut, but in an incrca.c iii exhaust
.tearn quality from 0.7555 to 0.8139, one bcuefieiu] effect of an imperfect turbine.
This example is listed as cycle E in Table 2-1.

2-8 OPEN OR DIRECT-CONTACT FEEDWATER HEATERS

In the Ol 5 ii- Or direct-contact-type of feedwater heater the extraction steam is mixed
directly wi s h .g he incornng subcoolcd feedwater to produce saturated water at the
C v t racrion te.I:ii pressure. Figure 2-13a and b shosss a schematic flow diagram, and
the corresponding T-s diagram fora Rankine cycle using, for simplicity of illustratii,

fecwaier hc-:ers, one low-pressure and one high-pressure (normally wic.
heater and between for ''	 uscu .j

'T	 Th	 hycica1 CO	 dc,u u such a tccdwater heater is
covered in Chap: 7. A typical open-type feedwater heater is shown in Fig. 6-15.

1 he condensate water Icavis the condenser Saturated at 5 and is pumped to 6 to

ci



Figure 2-13 Schcmiij and
7-s diarams of a noni.!caI Sn-

peiheat Rankine cycle with two
c . :; •:. 'c fccd-aier Ih.iCfS.
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S11 M

a pressure equal to that of the extraction steam at 3. TL ;c. a-suL;c 1 ' " s'ir at 6
and wet steam at 3 rni.s in the low-pressure feedwater heater to produce saturated water
at 7. Thus the amount of bled steam th is essentially equal to that that would Saturate
the subcooled water at 6. If it were much less, it will result in a mach lower temperature
than that corresponding to 6, which would partially negate thc ad'amagcs of feedwater
heating. If it were more. It would result in unnccssan loss oiturbnc work and in a
two-phase ii\1urc that ould be difficult to purnp,-

Line 6-7 in Fig. 2-1 36 is a constant-pressure line. (In practice sonic pressure drop
is encountered.) The difference between it and the saturated liquid inc ts exa g

-hr.Cd fo' ilJitr't,
ilic LCSSl.iC : -7 m b, lu tigieI diai ihc exliactic'n scam pressure at 3 (or

else r!\'erse flow of condensate water would cntcr"the turbine at 3). A second pump
must chcri-fore be used to pressurize the saturated water from? to a jabccled condition
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at . which is at the pressure of extraction steam at 2. In the high-pressure feedwater
heater. superheated steam at 2 mixes with subcooled water at 8 to produce saturated
water at 9. Thk nwA must be pressurized to 10 in order to enter the steam generator
at its pressure.

Because the extracted steam, at 2 or 3. loses a large amount of energy, roughly
equal to its latent heat of vaporization, while water, at 6 or 8, gains sensible hcat, the,
amount of extracted steamiij, or ñr 3 is only a small fraction of the steam passing
through the turbine Note, however, that the mass-flow rate through the turbine is a
variable quantity, highest between 1 and 2 and lowest between 3 and 4.

It can also be seen that besides the condensate pump 5-6, one additional pump
per open fccdwater heater is required.

Open-type feedater heaters also double as deaerators because the breakup of
water in the mixing process helps increase the surface area and liberates noncundensible
gases (such as air, 0 1 . H 1 . CO 2 ) that can be vented to the atmosphere (Sec. 6-7).
Hence they are sometimes called deaerating heaters, or

In order to analyze the system shown in Fig. 2-13, both a mass balance and an
encrgv balance must be considered. The mass balance, based on a unit-flow rate (I

or kg/s) at throttle (point 1) is given, clockwise, by

\la tiow between I and 2

\Liss how het ,. een 2 and 9 = iii

Mass tiow between 2 and 3 = I -

\la; flow between 3 and 7 = ni	 (2-8)

\l,i flow heRs ceo 4 and 7 = I - , i. - iii,

Mass flow between 7 and 9 = I -

Mass flow between 9 and I = I

where th 1 and ñt are small fractions of I. Energy balances are now done on the high-
low-pressure feedwa(er heaters, respectively

- h9) = ( 1 — th 2 )(h9 - h1)	 (2-9)

and	 m3(h3 - h 7) = ( I — th2 — ñi 3)(k3 — h 7)	 (2-10)

where h i, the cn(halpy per unit mass at the point of interest. Equations (2-9) and
(2-10) sh,; that there arc two equations and only two unknowns, iii ., and iflj, If
the pr sur	 at ss hk'h steam is bled from the turbine (Sec. 2-13), and therefore the

are all known For any number of fccdwater heaters there will be as
quions ac there are unknowns, so solutions are always possible: A large num-

.)c ' e,,,,waici ieak,.s vouId, of course. rcauire the solution of an e qual number
of Simultaneous linear ;!'br:c '""tioos .a i digital rrp!-r The neilinent
cycle parameters are now obtained, as -energy per üiiit mass-flow raie at turbine inlet

'(Oiflti)
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H eat added (J 4 = (h - h.)

1 url:: aurk	 (i:	 - h : `1	 I I -	 0:	 1: .1

I..:;	 v.rk

-
'I	 /i.. - 1;	 I	 -- F:;	 Fit

4- (I - i;i 1.._.L_..____.L.i'

heat r ' -ctcd IqA l	 in.

Nt cJc ork Aw 	 -

Cdc thrnial effieinc	 =
94

\Vçrt	 \ < =

-	 %k h ^' re ii H tl;-_-	 urip c IILjencr and I =	 :.! r -	 'I-IOu

ExainpiL 2-4 An ideal Rankine c cc oratc' heHveen 2500 psia and XXJO a
I j;ia i ll the condenser. One open-t pe Icedwater heater is placed at

n-ia .'\ ' utnine I lb,,. h flo	 at turbine throttle and no Ilo yk pressute drops.
!ulaie the nass-t1un TalC i n the heater and the pertinent pitanieters for the ccIe

aid cornpcu' them y ih (hose of the cycle in Example 2-1, which has the same
conditions except that no feedwater hearer y as used.

OLLrloN }<elerring 10 1 : 1 g . 2-14 and the steam tables

= 1457.5 Btuilb,,	 a1 = 1.5269 Btui(Ib,,, - °F)

..\r 200 pa

= 1.5269 = 0.5438 + x.(1.0016)

Therefore

	

X ., = 0.9815	 I,. = 355.5 4 0.9815 (842.8) = 1182.7 Btu/lb

At I pl:l

	

H	 a - 1.5269	 0.1326 4- idl.S-155)

	

= 0.7555	 h1 = 9.73	 0.7555(1036.1) = 852,2 Btu:Jbm

= 69.73 F3tu.'11)	 14 = 0,016136 ft-lh,

C
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Figure 2-14 T-s diagram for Ex-
ample 2-4

0016136 X (200 -. 1) " 144
69.73 -4-	 - --	 = 69.73 -f ().59778.16

= 70.32 Iftu-Ib,,,

355.5 Btu lb,,	 t1 = (" . 01839 U lb-

	

(2500 --	 144
h. = 355.5 ± 0.01839 

+
	

778.16	
- 355.5 + 7.83

= 363.3 Btu/lb,,,

- h) = (I - th:)(1 6 - h5)

- in 2 ( I 182.7 - 355.5) = (I - m 2 )(355.5 - 70.32)

= 02564

WT	 - 2) 1 *. - 'n2)tn 2 -

= (1457.5 - 1182.7) + (1 - 0.2564)(1182.7 - 852.5)

= 274.77 + 245.57	 520.34 Btu lb_

= (I - . ,n 2 )(/: 3 - 1: 4 ) - (Ii. -

	= (I - 0.2564)(0.59 +	 8.27 Btu/lb,,,

	

-- !w,j = 52(Y34	 47 = 4.512 07 Ru'Ih

/	 :457.;	 ;T.:) = w94.2 bwlh..

k/RI = ( I -	 - h 1 ) = ( I - 0.2564)(852.5 - 69.73)

= 582<1 RtuJIb.

C
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512.07
TI , - - -- = ----- -5 0.5 =

q	 l0<)4 2

.i	 I2.07
W 	 =	 = (I 94

570.34

Compare this ss oh c ycle .4(Table 2- 1 ) h ich had no fi'edss arer treater. Note
that the turbine ssnrk is decreased for the satire mass-flow rate at throttle because
of i-educed turbine mass - lb v rate after bleeding and that the pump s ork is in-
creased. Note also the grs-a'cr decrease in heat added, which more thab makes up
for the loss of net skink, reuItirrC in a marked improvement in c ycle efficiency.
This improvement increases as the number of feedwater hea ters is increased. The
number of feedwater heaters can he as ugh as seven or eight An increase beyond
that causes hit1e increase in eiticieirev but adds complications and increased capital
costs and thus diminishes returns.

As seen above, open feedwarer heaters require, in addition to the condensate
pump, as many additional pumps as there are fedw:iter heaters. Each of these pumps
carries nearl y full flow, or more accuratel y frill flow Minus the bled 'ream fUomi ing
ml. For example. pump F-. 2-I 3 1 carries 0 ii Ihlh at throtrc In pow-
erplants such large lltm puIms are the source of operational, sets ice and noise
problems and increase plant s-'nrpk'xmtv and Cost In general onls one opt'n-ts pe
feedwater heater is used. s hitch durthlec up as a deaeratins- heater. folloss ed hs a pump
called the boiler feed pwmip. i In some nuclear powerplants no open feeds ater heaters
are used and degassing i' done elsesshc-re. I Other feedwater heaters in the ssstenl are
therefore of the closed ts pe.

2-9 CLOSED-TYPE FEElJ%V1LR HEATERS WITH DRAINS
CASCADED BACKWARD

This type of fecdwacr heate:, thou g h it results in a greater toss of availability than
the open type, is the simplest and most commonly used type in powerplants. As in
the ease of the closed-type feedwater heater with drains pumped forward (Sec. 2-ID).
it too is a shell-and-tube heat esehanger but differs because of the lack of any moving
equipment.

In a closed-type feedatcr heater (of either type), feedwater passes through the
tubes, and the bled steam. on ihc shell side transfer ,, its energ y to it and condenses.
Thus they are, in essence, small condensers that operate at pressures more elevated
than those of the main plant .,uimdcncer. Because the feedwater goes through the tubes
in successive closed fcJt',,,' 	 "-'-' .	 c:	 : 'a	 lk	 iitereiuie
can be pressurized only once du 2i_ deiisaic pump which ttten_doubies as a
boiler feed pump, thugh often there is one condensate pump and a boiler feed pump
placed downstrearn to reduce the prssurc rise in each pump. A boiler iced pump is
automatically required and placed after the deacratinF heater if one is used in the plant;
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Figure 2-15 shows a simplified flow diagram and corresponding T-s diagram of
a nonideal superheat Rankine cycle showing, for simplicity, two fccdwater heaters of
this type. One pump, 5-6, pressurizes the condensate to a pressure sufficient to pass
through the two feedwarer heaters and enter the steam generator at 8. Again the
difference between the high-pressure line 6-B and the saturated-liquid line 5-B is
exaggerated for illustration purposes.

As the bled steam condenses in each fecdwater heater, it cannot, of course,

II

(bJ

FIgure 2,15 Schematic flow and T-s diagrams of a nonideal superheat Rankine cycle with two
closed-type feedwater heaters with drains cascaded backward.

C
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accumulate there and must he removed and fed back to the system. In this type of
feedwater heater, the condensate is fed back to the nest lower-pressure feedwater
heater. The condensate of the lowest-picsssire feedwater heater is (though not always)
led back to the main condenser. One can imagine, then, a cascade from highcr-piessurc
to lower-pressure heaters; hence, the name of this l y re of fcedwaicr heater.

Again starting with the tow-pressure fecdwater heater, wet steam at 3 is admitted
and transfers its energy to high-pressure sUbCooIe4J water at fi, The event.s in that heater
can be represented by the temperature-length diagram shown in Fig. 2- [(so. The water
exit temperature at 7 cannot reach the inlet bled steam temperature at 3. A difference
called the terminal temperature difference (TFD, sometimes simpl y 11)) is defined
for all closed feedssater heaters as

'rrD = saturit:on temperature of bled seam	 exit water temperature	 (2-12)

The value of lTD varies with heater pressure. In the case of low-pressure hearers,
which receive sser or at most saturated bled steam, the TIE) is positive and often of
the order of 5°F. This difference is obtained by proper heat-transfer design of the
heater. Too small a value, although good for plant efticiens-y, would require a larger
heater than can.be justified economically. Too lar ge a value would hurt cycle efticic ncv
In some heaters, the drain at Q is slightly suhcoolcd This will be shown later.

The drain from the low-pressure heater is now led to the condenser and enters it
as a two-phase mixture at 10. This is a throttling process from the pressure con-c-
sponding to 9 to that of the main condenser, and hence there is loss of some availahihirv,
as alluded to earlicr. There is also some loss of availahilit) as a result of heat trun,1cr.
Process 9-10 is a throttling process and hence is a constant enthalpy one.

A closed feeda ater heater that receives saturated or 55 Ct stcanl can have a drain
cooler and thus be physically composed of a condensing section and it drain cooler
section (Fig. 2-16h).

Returning to the system of Fig. 2-15, the high-pressure feedwatoL licr receves
superheated steam bled from the turbine at 2 that flows on u she siuc at the rat
rii and transfers its energy to suhcoo]ed liquid enterin g the tubes at 7. 'rbe events

7-1tt
__--/.

W)	 (b)(b)

I'tgure 2-16 Tcmperature-enihatpy diagrams of (a) and (b) low-pressure and (c) high-pressure fred%-ater
hc,icri of Fig. 2-15. lTD	 icrntinal temperature diffeitncc, [)S = Jcsuperticx16r. C - condcnscr.
DC	 drsio cooler,
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there are shown by the temperature-path length diagram in Fig. 2-16c. Note here that
because the inlet steam is superheated at 2, the exit water temperature at 8 can be
higher than the saturation temperature of that steam and the Tfl). dctincd 1 by Eq. (2-
12). can be negative. The lTD values for high-pressure heaters, therefore, range
bctv.een 0 and - 5°F. being more negative the higher the pressure, an hence the
greater the degree of superheat of the entering steam.

Note also that the drain in this heater is slightly subcoolcd and hence imparts
more energy to the water and thus reduces the loss of availability due to its throttling
to the loss-pressure heater. The heater is physically composed of a desuperhcating

Section. a condensing section, and a drain cooler section (Fig. 2-16c).
Thus there are four physical possibilities of closed feedwater heaters composed

of the follossing sections or zones (Sec. 6-5):

I. Condenser
2. Condenser, drain cooler
3. Dcsuperheater, condenser, drain cooler 	 -

4. Desuperheater, condenser

The drain at I I is now throttled to the low-pressure heater entering it at 12 as.a

two-phase mixture where it joins with the steam bledbled at 3 and thus aids in the heating

of the water in the low-pressure heater. The combined hi + 'h constitutes the low-

pressure hearer drain, which is throttled to the main conden
ser at tO. The high-pressure

heater exit water at 8 is led into the steam generator. Again, to analyze the systtni,
both a ma'.s and an energy balance are required. A niass balance, also based on a

unit-flow rate at turbine inlet, point I, is given, clockwise, by

Mass flow between I and 2 = I

Mass flow between 2 and 3 = I - n12

Mass flow between 3 and 10 = I - ph2 - m3

	Mass flow between tO and I =- I	 .	 (2-13)

Mass flow between 2 and 12 = ph2

Mass flow between 3 and 12 =

Mass flow between 12 and 10 = ih +

The energy balances on the high- and low-pressure heaters are now given, re-

spectively. by

	

- h 1 ) = h— h 1	 (2-14)

and	 m4h,-	 --	 - h) =	 - /i	 (2-15)

Recalling that a throttling proCC$ is a constant enthalpy process so that

	

h 12	 h 11	 and	 h 10 =

	

C	 -	 -
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and kno4 in  the pressures at which steam is bled from the turbine (Sec. 2-13) so that
the enthalpics in Eqs. (2-14) and 12-151 are all knosn, we again have two equations

and to unknowns, rn and i.i. Or, in g eneral, we will have as many equations as
there are unknowns making a solution possible. The pertinent  cycle parameters are
now obtained, again as energy per unit rnao flush rate 3f turbine inlet (point I)

Heat added q = h i - h5

Turbine work ii = (h 1 - h.) 't	 - Inj(l. - If,)

+ (I - ut.	 rt 2 0 2 -- h4)

- P)
Pump Aork- w = Ji -	

(2-16)

Heat rejected J q I = ( t -	 - th)(h4 	 h) + (rn ± ri 1 ) Of, o	 h)

\e c ycle work	 = W - 11171

C ycle thennal efficiency 7Jr = --

- y
Work ratio WR

Example 2-5 An ideal Rankine e)clC operates with 1000 psia, l000F steam. It
has one closed feedwater heater Aith drain cascaded hackward placed at 100 psia.

The condenser pressure is I psia. Use TFD = 5F. The heater has a drain cooler
resulting in DC (drain cooler temperature difference) = 10'F.

SOLUTION Referring to Fig. 2-17, the cnthalpies, all in Biu.lb,,,, found by the
usual procedure are

li l	1505.4	 112 = 1228.6	 h = 923,31	 h4 = 69.73	 h7	 28.5

--	 - 1'1P5 - P4 )	 69.73 -r 2.9S	 72.71	 corrcspondiiig to 104.72:F

For liD = 5°F

i,, = t7 - 5 = 327.82 - 5 = 322.82°F

Therefore
= 293.36	 (by interpolation)

For DC	 10°F	 -

= r. ± 10 = 104.72 + ID = 114.72°F

Thus h. = S' (Q	 (!- inrpo!:ron)

- h) = h8 - /t5

-.	 .	 393.36 - 72.71
n1 -- 0.1926

[I
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w . = (h 1 - h) + (I - th)(h2 - h)

= (1505.4 - 1228.6) + (1 - 0.1926)(1228,6 - 923.31)

= 276.8 + 246.49 = 523.29

kI = (h - h4) = 2.98

= 520.31

h 1 - h6 = 1505.4 - 293.36 = 1212.04

Jqp = (I - m)(h - h4) + m2(h9 - h4)

	

= 689.18 + 2.50	 691.68

= 520.31 = 0.4293 = 42.93%

WR =
	

52031 = 0.9943
W	 523.29

Table 2-2 contains other solutions for ideal Ranlñe cycles with 1000 psia steam.

The cycle in Example 2-5 is cycle I) in that table. Again note the reduction in work

but the improvement in i7,g over the c ycle with no feedwater heating. As stated for
the open feedwater heaters, this improvement increases with the number of feedwater
heaters until increases in complexity and capital cost make the addition of further
heaters, beyond about seven or eight, unprofitable.

ii

Figure 2-17 T's diagram of Ex-
' ample 2-5.

Elillil

ir
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Table 2-2 Results of example calculations for ideal Rankine CYCICS*

Cy1c	 I'nrilUt3rS	
,,	 q	 jq'l	 WR

AN  surti:	 I1h5	 413.72	 1120.936 93	 706.49	 0.9928

579.11	 1432 69	 4042	 853.58	 0.9949
B	 Superhcal. no 1 h 

43
C	 SuiT. r.c çn f 	 519.3	 12(13 99	 3	 (S5.25	 0.9939

1)	 Supertai. one chcd fh, drains	 52031	 1112 (M	 429	 691 68	 0 9943

cadcd, DC

E	 Sihcjl or.c dicd fh. dr4ins	 529 85	 1245 61	 4754	 715.73	 0.9945

DC

F	 Supcihci, or.c clocd kh. drains	 520.59	 121(545	 43(11	 6199,95	 0.9943

no DC

()	 Supciheit thcat one or. fah	 641 59	 14,17 —1	 44.3	 505 83	 0 9951

5ip	 6(crhcat. reheat sO' closed fwh.	 ).83	 1351 C	 45,1	 727,62	 0.9952

dr:uns iscdcd

I	 Scrcnticl. duhlc rehear, no	 861 95	 1.92

	

47,1J5	 969.97	 0 9880

lish. 35	 13.1025 105()

All NalucS in Bnlh all esampics, ccccpt for cycle A which is sario'alid, and ccic t at 15X83 psi.

I000F All at I psia condenser pressure.

t j,1 1 - hcci' irr Scaler

Altlr.neli this	 r	 i'ced	 tier heater is the niost COTflhiihifl. it causes some loss

of availabilil' because of throttling and, to a lesser extent, heat tral1'ter.

2- 1 0 CLOSED-TYPE FEEI)WATER HEATERS \VITII DRAINS

PUMPED FORWARD

T0 '&cnd cloed-tvpe feedwaler heater avoids throttling but at the expense u som'

added cniplcxily because of the inclusion of a sni:i ii pump. It also allow s sOICIC

t1 hil;i to the pItni c ycle designer who prefers a mix of feedsater heater types that

woulO be c,X culed most suitable.

AS w'Iu tne previous closed-type feedwatcr heater, it is a shell-and-tube heel

exchanger in vhich the feedwater passes through the tubes and the bled steam, on the

shell side, transfers its energy 10 it and condenses. They do not mix and the feedwater

may be prc.cci'rized only once, although a dcacrating heater folloEed by boilCr feed

pump are usually inserted Into the system.
The drain from this tvpcof heater, instead of being cascaded hacks ard, is pumped

forward Into the main t ced titer line. Figure 2-18 shos s a si mph ticJ floA diagra.'

ami e r"rs-presding T-.r diagram for a nonideal superheat Rankine cycle showing, for
stUpilCIty. two heaters of this type. Although this system requires one additiona l purr.1

per heater, it dilters Irom the system USrfl2 oven-tYPe iccUWater neaters iii d0

pumps this time are small ;Ind, rather than nearl y full fccds titer how, carry, oiu,,

fractional flows correspopding to the bled steam ñi and rir,.

0
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T

,, )

Figure 2-18 Schematic how and Ts diagraTTIS of nonideah superjE Rankine cycle with two
CIOSCd-t)pe feedwater heaters with drains pumped torazd.

Starting wiJ the Iow- pr&-ccue !lcae, the drain al 13 is pumped forward to the
Ii, and mix 'ith the exit water from that heater at

7, resu,il,ig :r a mixture at b. eoint 9 0 closct to 7 dtan 14 on tie T-s diagram because
the main fcedwatr flow at 7 is greater than the drain flow it3.

ilie s.ater at 8 enters the high-pressure heater and is heated to 9. The drain 1aves
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the heater at II is pwiipcd in 12, and miscs with the feedwatc!r at 9, resulting in full
Icedwater ticss at 10 Nkhich nrs goes to the steam generator.

A mass balance, based on a Unit mass-flow rate at turbinc inkt. point I is giscn.
clock% ise. on the 7-s diagram b;

Mass flow between I and 2 =

Mass flow heissccn 2 amid 12

Mass flow betiscen 2 and 3 = I -

Mass floss hetwecn 3 and 14

Mass flow hctsecn 3 and 7 = I - nm - , rz	 (2-

Mass flow at 14	 =

Mass flow bcrwce r 8 and 9 = I -

Mass floss at 12	 = ,m.	 -

Mass flow bctssecn 10 and I =

The energy balances on lhc hi ,-, h-	 !o -pressure hca:crc arc

	

li 1 	= I I	 - irznh.,	 - Iz)	 2-1st

and	 or (Ji	 - Jr	 I	 M, -	 itIr	 Ii,	 210

The values of h 4 and h, are obtained from the tcmIiperalures s and v. s itch. arc

equal to the saturation tcmnlwraerc 1c steam in eacbH:eatcr r:nnus (crnnna(
temperature difference or

	

=Ill-- lID	 hp heater	 2-20a)

and t	 t	 - 71 1)	 1 p heater	 -2m hI

h 10 , needed for q.4. and Jig: to be used in Eq. (2 . 18), are obtained umL'; I: and h:.

respcctively. The latici are given h.

Pr, -
Il l , = h	 + v 0 	- a)

T71.

-
and	 1114 = h, 11 -1-	 -

lip

Thus	 .	 = pm-h 1 	(I - ni.)Ir.,

and	 (I - ñm,)Ir	 ñrh 14 -- (I - ñm -- MA,

The turbine work

	

sr = (h 1 - I'l) 4- (1 -.	 - Ji) + (I - in, - ,ii)( h3 - /i) (2-2)

ft.

I	 -
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Pump work w,,I 	 (I - rn 2 - n , Xh6 - h,) + 1'h3014 - h) + rn 1 (/, 12 - h)
(2-24)

Heat added q = h 1 - h 10	 (2-25)

	

wr -	 IThermal efficiency i, =	 F	
(2-26).

qA

Example 2-6 Repeat Example 2-5 but for one closed-type feedwater heater with
drain pumped forward. lTD = 5'F.

SOLUTION Refer to Fig. 2-19. h 1 , h2 , 17 3 , h4 , h, h6 , h7 are all the same as in
Example 2-5

h8 = 177 + V7	
- P7 ) x 144 = 29.

85 + 0.017740	
- 100) X144

	

778.13	 778.17

= 298.5 + 2.95 = 301.45 Btu/]b,

h (as berore) = 293.36 Btu/lb,

th 2(h. - /7 7) = ( I - th 206 - h0

m2( 1228.6 - 298.5) = (l - ñi)(293.36 - 72.71)

rn = 0.1917

/79	 '/j -f ] - th)/ = 57.79 + 237.12	 294.91 Btu/lb,
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= (h - ) 2 ) 4' (I - ñi)O. - h .1)	 276.8 4' 24o 77

523.57 Btu0h,

livP = ( I - m 1 )(h - h 4 ) 4	 - /i 7) = 2.41 4 0.57

= 2.98 lItu.'lh.,

= 520.59 BtwIh

q4 = h 1 - h 10 = 1505.4 - 294.92 = 1210,48 Biw'lb,,,

	

=	 1 - iii)(/i , -- 1i 4) = 689.95 !ltuJlb,,,

520.59
= 0.4301 = 43.01

121048

520 . 59
WR = ----- = 0.9943

523.57

This example is listed as cycle F in Table 2-2.

As indicated earlier, the tspc of coed feedwater heater that has drains pumped
forward avoids the loss of availahillt\ due to throttling inherent in the previous clOSCd
feedwater hater with drains cascaded backward. This, however, is done at the expense
of the eo:nplcxtty of adding a drain pump foIlo lug each heater. Note, however, that
unlike the open feedwater heater the drain pump is a low-capacit y one because its
flow is onl y that of the b l ed sicani heine condensed in the heater. It must however
pressurize that condensate to the full leedwater line pressure.

This ty pe of fcediatcr heater rt';its in a slightly better cycle efficienc y it used
without a drain cooler because energ y transferred from the heater drain in the drain
cooler lowers the point in the feed',':atcr line at which energy is to be added from the
prmuzy heat source or fro!-- a "'ure feedwater heater. Compare cycle F in
Table 2-2 with cycle E, hich is identical except that there is a drain cooler with DC

lOT.

One other advantage of pumped drains is that, when used as the lowest-pressure
feedwater heater in an otltervts -sded system, or with all-cascaded 1ecdwter
heaters between it and an open feed ater heater, it prevents the throttling of the

- combined cascaded flows to the condenser pressure where the energy left in that
combined now is lost to (he environniemit,

2-11 THE CHOICE OF FEEDWATER HEATERS

la general the choice of feedwaier he;imrr ivoc tnend tinon man y facm7r' ''ii,tnC

	

- designer opiiitizati2n	 ,,'fr,'nco nr ' etical conidcrations, cost, and su vii,

one sees a variety of cyclC'dcignis. There arc, howcvcr, features that are rather
corn mon.

C
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On ('pen-t y pe fred-s ,ricr ,'acr ss hich doubles as a deacrator and is thus called
le DA (dc:ieratiiirr) heater, is used in fossil-fueled powerplanc It is not Net the

Practice to Use it in ss ater-c.iIed-and-rnoderated nuclear powerplants because of
the cnce in reL'ardiiig radioactivity release with dcacraltoii. This type of heater is
usuall y placed rear the middle of the feedwater s ystem, where the temperature is
most eondiieisc in the rcle;isc of noneordensables.
The closed-t y pe ILedAitez beater with drains cascaded backward is the most corn-
non tpc. used lxltli before and alter the DA heater. It usually has integral desu-

pethealin" and dl an cooler sections in the high-pressure stages but no superheating
section in the set-v loss-pressure stages because the bled steam is saturated or sset
A separate drain cooler is sometimes used for the lowest-pressure heater.
One closed feedwater heater ss oh drains puniped forward is often used as the loss est-
pressure feedwater heater to punip all accumulating drains hack into the feedwater
line, as indicated above. Occasionally one encounters one more feedsvater of this
tYpe at a higher-pressure stage.

Table 2-2 is  cornpila:ion of the results of calculations similar to and including
those in the previous exañiplcs. They all have l(XXI psia. liF steam at turbine
inlet, except br cycle 4 , ss hich i saturated. Ccic.s G and I-I have reheat to l00OF.
C y cles A. B. and 1 hase no feedwater heaters. The rest have one feedwater of various
t y pes except for c ycle H '.shich has tsso, All cvcics are ideal. nlcar.ing that the y are
imiiermiallv reversible with adiabatic reversible turbines and pumps.

Uoniparmsoo sho, s lar g e etilciene y increases as a result ol superheat. reheat, and
the use of even one teeds; 11cr heater. The differences heisseen dillerent t ypes of
fecdss me  heaters are small, It is to be noted, however, that even a traction of a percent
difference in efficiency can mean a very large difference in annual fuel costs, especially
in a fossil powerplant. where the fuel cycle costs are a large portion of the total cost
of electricity. (Other Costsare the lived char g es on the ca p tal cost nd the operation
and maintenance cost, 0 & NI.) Differences in efficiency also mean differences in
plant size (heat exchangers. etc. for a given plant output and hence differences in
capital cost. Althou g h the eseles summarized in Table 2-2 are ideal, the trends they
exhibit are applicable to nonidcal cycles, so one should cpcct the same relative
standings in both cases.

Figure 2-20 shows a 1ow diagrain ofan actual 5 12-MW powcrplant ss ith superheat,
reheat, and seven fccdssaters: one DA, five c joscd with drains cascaded backward,
and one, the lowest pressure. closed ssith drains pumped forssard. In such diagrams,
there are standardriotations (not all to be found in Fig. 2-20), such as

AE	 Avadable energy or iscr.tropic cnthalp\ difference. Btu.lb,,,
RH'	 Boiler feed pump
ix:	 Drain enotCr terminal ivj 1,ecauic ifl'eici	 4	 2-i6L inii c'j,

-

EL	 - Exhaust loss, Btu'Th.
- ELEP	 Expansion line cnd;point enthalpy, I3tu;lh

h	 Enthalpy. Bta'lh,,,
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P	 Pressure, psia
RHTR	 Rchcatcr
SGFP	 Stcamgcncrator Iced pump
SJAE	 Stcam-jet air ejector condenser
SPE	 Steam packing exhaust condenser
SSR	 Steam seal regulator
TO or lTD	 Terminal temperature difference (Fig. 2-16), F
UEEP

	

	 Used energy end point, Btu/lb,,,
Mass-flow rate, lb,,/h

2-12 EFFICIENCY AND HEAT RATE

In the thermodynamic analysis of cycles and powerplants, the thermal efficiency and
the power output are of prime importance. The thermal efficiency is the ratio of the
net work to the heat added to the cycle or powerplant. The thermal efficiencies of
powerplants are less than 'those computed for cycles as above because the analyses
above failed to take into account the various auxiliaries used in a powerplant and the
various irrevrsibilities asociate.d with them. A complete analysis of a powerplant
oust take into account all these auxiliaries: the nonidealities in turbines, pumps,
friction, heat transfer, throttling. etc_ as sell as the differences bcteen full-load and
partial-load operation. Such analyses arc quite complex and require the use of high-
capacit y computers.

The gross efficienc y is the one calculated based on the gross work or power of
roe !u:oinc-genera(or. This is the work or power, MW gross, produced before power
is tapped for the internal functioning of the powerplant, such as that needed to operate
pumps, compressors, fuel-handling equipment, and other auxiliaries, labs, computers,
heating systems, lighting, etc. (Fig. 2-21). The net efficiency is calculated based on

Turbine	 Gross	 !n
work	 .WOTk work

To fud

-t'rrl	 T i.	 -------
-	 1,.
\ pumps	

El

- Figure 2-21 Schematic of a powcrptani showing turbine, groat and act wort. 	 -
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thc net s ork or ooacr of the plant, i.e., the gross posser minus the tipped poe. Cr.
above, or tire pee.'r !eavinit at the station bus bars

F'owerplant designers and operators LTC interested in efficiency as a mci one of
the economy of the poAerplant because it affects capital, fuel and operating Costs.
They use in addition another parameter that Inure readil y rcflets the fuel CL

That parameter is called a hen: rate (HR). it is the amount of heat added. usuall y in
Btu. to produce a unit amount of work usuall y in kilowatt hours (kWh) Heat rate
thus has the units Btu.kWh. The I IR is inversely proportional to the cfticiemiev, and
hence the lu,ser its VJiUC, the better. There are vatmous heat rates correspondunug to tire
work used in the denominator. Fur example

Net c ycle fiR
heat added to cycle, Btu
-

net cycle work kYs h

- rate of heat added to c ycle. Btu h

net cycle power. kW

rate of heat added to ecie, Btuh
Gross cscic HR =	 -----------	 -

turbine power output. K\

Net station HR

	

	
rate of heat added to steam generator. Eituh

net station posi er. kW

('Toss sauOfl HR

	

	
raw of heat added tos:team g enerator. Btu 'h

gross turbine-generator power, k W

and there are as man y thermal efficiencies as there are heat rates. Because I kWh
3412 Btu, the heat rate of any kind is related to the corresponding thermal efficiency
by

	

HR =	 . (2-271
Thh

Example 2-7 A coal-tired powerplant has? turbine-generator rated at hiXtu Ms'
gross. The plant requires about 9 percent of this power for its internal operation;.
It uses 9800 tons of coal per day. This coal has a heating value of 11.500 Btu/,
Ib,,,, and the steam generator efficiency is 86 percent. Calculate the gross station,
net station, and the net steam cycle heat rates.

Sot.Lmo

'000

	

.'i .....I hr' . '-) - 9800 x	 = 816.667 lh'lm

8 16,667 > 11,500 -
Gross station HR

	

	 = 9391.67 Btu/kWh	 -
1000 x 1000

Station net power output = (1 - 0.9) x .1000	 9l) MW
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816.667 x 11,500
Net station HR	

-

910x 1000	 -
=	 10.320. 5 Btu/kWh

Heat added to steam generator = 816,667 x 11.500 x 0.86'

= 8.07683 x 109 Btu/h

8.07683 x 109
Net steam cycle HR =	 = 8875.64 Brw'kWh

0.91 x l0

The corresponding thermal efficiencies are

3412
Gross station efficiency = 9391.67 = 36.33%

3412
Net station efficiency =	 = 33.06%

10,320. 5

3412
Net cycle efficiency =38.44%

8875.64

irco the efficieres and heat rate ofa po¼erplant are quoted sstthout specItieition.
It is u'.u,jlly the net station efficiency and heat rate that are utcant. A conscrlicnt
numerical value to remember for heat rate is lO.(XX) Btu/kWh.1Jsuall larec modern
nd efliicnt pos erplants have values less than 10,000. w hik older plants. as-turhine

plants. and altcrnitive power systems such as solar, geothermal. and others. exceed
this vzlc

l-icure 2-22, originally published in 1954 1 9 1, contains a history of steam cycles
srcc 1915 and art interesting prediction of things to conic, up to 1980. It gises the
avragc overall (net) HR range or band as a function of steam conditions, shown above
the hand. The heat rates are in turn dependent upon metallurgical constraints and
development. The available materials are shown below the band. A landmark station
was the 325-MW Eddystone unit I of the Philadelphia Electric Company. 'a double-
reheat plant designed for operation with supercritical steam (Sec. 2-14) at 5000 psig/
1200°F/1050°F,1050°F (about 345 bar, 650°C/565°C1565°C). Its actual operation was
az 47u0 psig and 1130°F turbine inlet (325 bar. 6 10°C). Built in 1959, it had the
highest steam conditions and lowest HR of any plant in the world, and its poscr output
was equal to the largest commercially available plant at the time. 	 -

Figure 2-22 is shown to pt-edict conditions far beyond what has been achieved to
date. The material X needed to rake the pressures and Cerliperatures to the 75(X) psig
and 1400°F level, for example, remains to be developed. The most common steam
co n ditions remain at 2400 to 3500 psia (165 to 240 bar) and 1000 to 1050F (540 to

5°C). The 1960s and 1970s caw Etttle'improvements because there was no motivation
o.ce:	 i-- with the then-cheap fosil fuels and the advent of nuclear nowr

in tact, recent years ha" se-n a rise i n hct tates a	 csulc of envi rn rmrnral re'rtn'!i.r's
on cooling and the increased use tf devices to reduce the environmental impact of -
power generation (cooling towers, electrostatic precipitators, dcsulfuriiatiun, etc.).

Figure-22, however, correctly predicts advanccfrients such as single and double
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F i4

Figure 2-22 The roluIioa of t he sieani cycle	 predicted in 1954 191.

reheat and combined gas-turbine-Steam-turbine cycles (Sec. 8-10). An advanced /73-
MW plant design utilizing double reheat, supercritical steam at 4500 psig/l !031100
1050F (310 bar, 5931565/565°C). 10 fecdwater heaters, and other novel fcau.nd
yielding a hear rate of 8335 Btu/kWh, has recently been proposed 1161.

2-13 THE PLACEMENT OF FEED WATER-HEATERS

A natural question arises as to where to place the feedwater heaters (of any kii:i) in
the cycle. In other words: What are the pressures at which steam is to bc b!c crom
the turbine that will result in the maximum increase inefficiency (or maxiniu red tiofl

- - in heat rare)? It is expected that the answer to this question can be obtaineo most
accuratel y by a complete optimization of the c ycle, a job that entails large. c1hex.
and usually not readily available Computer programs.

There is, however, a simple answer based on physical rcanrn As intcated
previousl y . tile role of kedwater heaters is zo ing 	 ' ..
as close as possible to that of the steam generator before the icewatcr enters that
steam generator. If we were to assumc first for simplicity that only one fecdwaier
heater (the type i not important for this discussion) is to be used, we may consider
placing it in positions 1, 2, oy 3 with respect to the cycle (Fig. 2-23). In position I

7

I1I

N

.4

10

4t)
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Figure 2-23 One fcedwater heater
in three possible positions.

we see that heat transfers to the feedwater are caused by T_ 1 and T 1 _, where Tiland T< are the boiler and condenser temperatures, respectively. In positin 3 the
corresponding heat tran' Iris are the result of T - T and T - T( . It is obvious that
in both these cases one of these ST's is very laYge. The one position that would
iuinhilti,e both tettsperatur- differences is in the middle, position 2, where T - 71= T- 7	 ilius the uptununt, from an efficiency point of view, of the pressure at
s hich the one teedss ater heater is to be placed is obtained b y fin-ling the temperature
that is hall %% av between / and 7- and then obtaining the saturOtion pressure cor-
responding to that tcit)perziturc. Note that the temperature at which steam is actually
bled from the turbine may be in the superheat region at that pressure and thus higher
than T2.

If two fi'cdwater heaters are to be used, the optimum placement is at temperatures
that would divide TR - T(_- three equal pans. In general, then, for em feedwatcr
heaters (Fig. 2-24), the optimum temperature rise per heater would be given by

TB -	= - 	 (2-28)

Example 2-8 The Rankine cycle shown in Fig. 2-24 has an ideal turbine that
operates between 1000psia and 1000°F, and I psia. It has seven feedwater heaters.
Find the optimum pressure and inlet temperature for the high- and the low-pressure
fecdwatcr heaters. 	 -

SOLUTION Referring to Fig. 2-24 and the steam tables

544.58°F	 T	 lO.7°1'	 ._

= 544.58 - I01.74	
55.36F

7+1	 -

C-
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ample 2-8
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The low-pressure heater

= T1- +	 101 74 +.55.36
= 157.10°F, corresponding to P ., = 4.422 psia

Because s at?,	 1.806 > s. the bled steam to heater 7 is, as expected, in the
Iwo-phase region, for shith

57 = s, = 1.6530 = (s1 + x7s11)4

= 0.2266 -f x70.6277)

Thus	 x, = 0.876

and	 h, = 125.05 + 0.876 x 1003.9 = 1004.5 Btu!lb,,

The high-pressure hear

T 1 = T. -	 = 544.58 - 55.36
-	 = 489.22°F, corresponding to P 1 = 617.04 psia

Because at P 1 s = I 4433 < Si. the bled Steam to heater I is superheated. The
inlet temperature, found by interpolation from the steam tables, is 850.0°F with
a degree of superheat of 360.8°F. corresponding to an enthalpy of 1435.05 Btu/
Ib,,,.

Heater I, the hiin-prcsurc heater, 1cccives highly superheated steam and
thus would tie cons tricted witn a dcsuperheater zone, a condenrirt; zone,
most likely, a Orahfl cooler. Its TTD is most likely negative. Heater 7, the low-
pressure heater, on the other hand, receives wet steam and will have no dcsu-
perheating zone. It will have a condensing section and may not have an integral
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drain cooler. It riot, its drain ma y be cascaded to ihe condenser either directly or

vii a s et rratc drain cooler, or it may be punlpcd lorward into the feedss.iier line.

'I lie terriperatitres, pressures, and inlet conditions of the other five fecdwaer hearers
are found in it like manner they are then used in the appropriate equations for
detcirriutlig the ni,iss-lloss rates in the parlicular type of heater, or mix of heaters.,

and tIre various c y cle p.rrarrieters. If the tuibine in Example 2-9 were not ideal, the
exact tot Hoe expansion line must first he determined iii order to find the bled sneanr

MICt Cclii Ci .Lt tires and e ntha I pies. II crc tile use of the M oilier diagram may be wore

usetul thin die 7•.s diacram.
It is now instructise to show the effect of varying .T beisseen feedwater heaters

front .'T,,1. on c ycle efficienc y . Figure 2-25 shows the effect of varying the intal
feedwa(er temperature rise fahovc the condenser temperature) for a saturated internally
reversible steam cycle operating between 1000 and I psia, corresponding to saturation

temperatures of 544.581: and 101.74T, respectively. The curve slios the percent

decrease in cycle heat rate (corresponding - to increase in cycle efficiency) for I , 2, 3,
4. and 10 feedwater heaters versus the total temperature rise above the condenser
ten]lperaturc

it tii1 be seen, us expected. that the curve ror a single fecdwatef heater peaks at
tciniperattirc rise h,ilfsa bersteen the ahose saturation temperature ,,, -. ic - it peaks

at At cif I). Si 5-t1.5' - 10174, or about 222°F. For two fccdwater heaters, the peak
occurs at 04-1.58	 IC) I 7401, or about 205F. It can also he seen that the curves

are rel;iii'. clv flat al' iii the optimum salucs. 	 lijt'h indicates that small dcp.irturcs

front these opt 11 unti alues hate no effect oilheat rate. In actual poss erpi ants
the teedss ater hearers are nor positioned necessarily at their optimum positions. Oilier
conisideratiotis 111,1N . dictate the cone) positions. These considerations include the place-
Client of the deacrating heater for best dcaeration and the relative positions of the closed
heaters before and after it, the existence of a convenient point at which strain is bled
such as the crossover hctwen turbine sections or at the steam outlet to the reheater,
Cite design of the turbine casings, and others.

U	 '. ii)D	 200	 300	 400
ti.,I k.dt.Ocr I,'fl,i.Ittrfl-.'	 F

Figure 2 .25 Effect of AT between fecdwaier heat-
crs on cycle heat rate.	 -



Figure 2 .26 T-s diagram oIan idcai
supercritical, double-reheat 3500/
1000/1025/1050 steam cycle.
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2-14 THE SUPERCRITICAL-PRESSURE CYCLE

In Fig. 2-26 the fccdwatcr is pressurized at 8 to a pressure beyond the critical pressure
of the vapor (3208 psia for steam). The feedwater heating curve shows a gradual
change in temperature and density but not in phase to the steam temperature at I
Such heating can be made to be closer to the heat source temperature than a subcritical
cycle with the same steam temperature that shows an abrupt change in temperature
within the two-phase region. Looking at it another way, the supercritical-pressurc cycle
receives more of its heat at higher temperatures than a subentical cycle with the same

turbine inlet steam temperature.
Because of the gradual change in density, supercritical-pressure cycles use once-

through steam generators instead of the more common drum-type steam generators

(Chap. 3).	 -
A disadvantage of the supercritical-pressure cycle, hoever, is that expansion

from point I to the condenser pressure would result in very wet vapor in the latter

stages of the turbine. Hence, supercritical-pressure cycles invariably use reheat and
often double reheat A popular base design for a supercritical powerplant used 3500
psia and i4litial 1000°F steam with reheats to 1025°F and 1050°F (500/1000!1025'
1050). The higher temperatures after reheat were tolerated b y the rcheater tubes becauc

of the much loer preurcs in them.

IiiSOf

C,	. 	 -
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Example 2-9 Calculate the Oct work, heat addcd, efliciency, and work ratio of
an ncrn:illv reversible supercnical double-reheat 3500!100011025/1050 cycle.
Relicats occur at 800 and 200 psia. Condensing is at I psia.

ioN Rctcrnng to Fig. 2-26 and the steam tables with 1: value' s in I3tu1b,
and .s values in I3tu)( Ib,,,

jo =	 422.2	 s = .4709

	1.4709	 /i = 1254.5

h<	 1525.3	 s = 1.69015

	

= 1.69015	 h, 	 6336.3

	

1555.4	 s = 1.8603

	

= 1.8603	 = 0.936	 h6 = 1039.7	 -

69.73

	

0.0161360500	 ll4-= 69.73	
778.16	

-- -	 69.73	 0.45	 80.18-

- (1422.20 - 254.5)	 (15253 - 1336.3)

1555.4 - 1039.7; - 10.45

	

67.7	 89 - 515.7 - 1().45

	

872.4	 10.45	 861.95 Btu, ih

= (h 1 - hH) + (h 3 - h2 ) ± (Ji	 h4)

= 342.02 4 270.8 4 219.3 = 1831 92 B;u.'Il,

Therefore

861.95

	

1831.92	
0.4705

	

and	 WR = 861.95
 --= 0.9880

The efficiency, of course, would be further improvei by the addition of ft'cdwa;er
heaters. This example is listed as cycle I in Table 2-2

2-15 (gnra!kn

Cogeneration is the sin;u1tancou generation of electricity and steam (or heat) in a
'

. sing le powcrplant, It has long been used by industries and municipalities that need
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process steam (or heat) as well as electricity. Examples are chemical indutncs. paper
mills, and places that use district heating. Cogeneration is not usually usc* by large
utilities which tend to produce electricity only. Cogeneration is ads isable for industries
and municipalities if they can produce electricity cheaper, or more conveniently, than
that brought from a utility.

From an energ y resource rx)nt of view, cogeneration is beneficial onl y if it saves
primary energy when compared with separate generation of cleciricity and steam (or
heat). The cogewrL1rion plant efficienc	 is given by

E + .XJ/
=	 (2-29)

VA

where	 E = electric energy generated

XH. = heat energy, or' heat energy in process steam

= (enthalpy of steam entering the process)

- (enthalpy of process condensate returning to plant)

= heat added to plant (in coal, nuclear fuel. etc.)

For separate generation of electrICit) and steam. the heat added per Unit Iota!

energy Output is

('	 (I—c)
7(	 Tis

ss here	 e = electrical traction of total energy output = 
(E

= electric plant efficiency

= steam (or heat) generator efficiency

The combined efficiency rj,for separate generation is therefore given by

(el ,)+[(I—e)/,,j

and cogeneration is beneficial if the efficiency of the cogeneration plant Eq. (2-29)
exceeds that of separate generation. N. (2-30).

Types of Cogeneration

There are two broad categories of cogencraion:

1. Tire- iop,#. 6 In tdi prir.iary heat at 'die higher iciliperature cud Ot inc
Rankine cycle is id to gcierate hih-pressurc and -tn1perature steam and elec-
tricity in the usual manner. Dependng on process requirements, process steam at
low-pressure and temperature is 'either (a) extracted from the turbine at an inter-
mediate stag', 'much as for feedwater healing, or (1') taken at the tubine exhaust,
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in which case it Is called a back pressure turbine. Process steam pressure require-
nients vary widely. between 0.5 and 4() bar.
The bcntoni,n' c ycle, in which primary heat is used at high teinperatnrc directly
for process requzremcts. An example is the high-temperature ccnleiJt kiln, The
process low-gnide (low temperature and avail:ihilitv) waste heat is then used to
generate electricity, obviously at low efficiency. The bottoming cycle thus has a'
combined efficiency that most certainly lies below that given by Eq. (2-30), and
tIi re forc is of liii Ic til ermod y ni ru ic or economic interest

Only the topping cycle, therefore, can provideprovide true savings in primary energy.
In addition, most process applications require low grade (teniperature, availability)
steam. Such steam is conveniently produced in a topping c ycle. There are several
arrangements for cogeneration in a topping cycle. Sortie are:
(a) Steani-clecrrc powerplani with a back-pressure turbine.
(h) Steam-electric powerplant with steam extraction from a condensing turbine

(Fig. 2-27).
(c) Gas-turbine powerplant with a heat-recovery boiler (using the gas turbine ex-

haust to genci ate steam).
(d) Combined steam-gas-turbine cycle Powerplant (Sees. 8-8 and 8-9). The steam

turbine is t: r of the hack-pressure type (a) or of the extraction-condensing
type (b), ahise.

The most suitable electric-to-heat generation ratios var from t) pe to type. The
hak-picssu i e steam turbine plant (a) is most suitable only when the electric demand
IS low compared with the heat demand. The combined-cycle plant (d) is most suitable
only sshen th electric Lternand is high, about comparable to the heat demand or higher,
though its :a;:.c is ider with an extraction-condensing steam turbine than with a
back-pressure turbine. The gas-turbine cycle (c) lies in between. Only the extraction-
condensing plant (b) is suitable over a wide range of ratios.

GcncrIor

	

_L1	 b:nc

fT

Iccdwjrcr	
1cdt-	 healer	
heircr

Figure 2-27 Schematic of basic cogeneration plant wi th extraction -cindensing turbine:
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Economics of Cogeneration

A privately or municipally osncd cogeneration plant is advisable from an economic
point of view if the Cost ol electricity generated by it is less than if purchased fr(ni ii

utilit y . (If a utility is not as ailahic. cogeneration becomes necessar) . irrespective of

economics.) In general. very low fractions of electric to total enery are not considered

economical for cogcneration
Since the main incentive of coeeneration is process steam (or heat). [he economics

of cogeneration are sharply influenced by the additional cost of generating electricity.
Powerplant costs are of sso kinds: capital costs and production costs. Capital

Costs are given in total dollars or as unit capital cosiv in dollars per kiloss att net
Production costs are calculated annually, or more frequently if desired, and given in
mills per kilowatt hour. A mill is one one-thousandth of a United States dollar. Capital

costs deterniine whether a given utilit y or industry is sound enough to obtain financing
and thus able to pay the fixed charges against these costs. Production costs are the
true measure of the cost of power generated. They are composed of:

a. The fixed charges against the capitd costs
h. The fuel costs
c. Operation and maintenance cc:

all in mills per kilowatt hour rhe arc therefore given by:

ia + b C) S spent per period x 0
Production costs = 	 (2-31j

K\ h (net) generated during same period

where the period is usually taken as one year
For a congeneration plant. it is important to calculate the production costs of

electricity as an excess over the generating cost of steam alone, and to compare it
with the cost of electricity ss her. purchased from a utility. It is now necessary to

introduce the plant operating factor POF, defined for all plants as

POF - total net energy generated by plant during a period of time (32)

tthcd net cicigy	 p!r-t during same period 

where the period is again usually taken as one year. For estimation purposes, it is
common to take POF = 0.80. A plant operating with POF = 0.8 is the same  as if

it operated only at rated capacity for 80 percent of the time or for 0.8(365 x 24) =

7008 h!yr, which is usuall y rounded out to 7000 h./yr.
The excess cost of electricity for a cogeneration plant may now be obtained from

	

Electric cost =	 - C)r + (OM,, - OM)

.'	 nlls',Wt	 (2	 )

where	 C	 capital costs, $

	

r	 annual fixed charges against the capital cost, fraction of C

5
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OM = annual operation and maintenance costs, S/yr

- annual fuel Costs, Syr

P = electric plant net power rating. kW

and the subscripts co and It 	 cogeneration and process hear plants, rspcccivcly.

Cogeneration plants, built mostly by industries or municipalities, are smaller than,

Utility electrtc-errcralttrg plants and therefote Lend to have higher unit capital and
operating costs. They have not usually been considered for operation with coal or
nuclear energy as a primary heat source, though this picture is slowly changing.

PROBLEMS

2-1 A strnp(c ideal saturated Rankine cycle turbine receives 125 kgjs of steani at 30(l'C and condenses at
40'C. Calculate '11 the net cycle pvisscr, iii tricgassatts. and fbi the cycle efficiency.

2-2 \ simple rtiiritdcai saturated Rankine CyriL' turbine receives 125 kg:s of strain at 300'C and condenses
at 40'C (same conditions as Prob. 2-I). This cycle has turbine and pump pulytropic efficiencies of 0 88
and 0 75. rcspcti%^Iy. and a iota[ pressure drip in Lbc fecdwater line and sicarn generwor of 10 bar.
Calculate (g) , the ricL csc!c	 )sSct. in iaucgaw:urrv. and ((it the cycle eflicicocs

2-3 .\a.rlyfL' the dea Rarik'r.c scic C in 1 able 2-2 it the tce,tsater he. r-'r i, ;'Li.sd at ((Xi psia

2-4 Compare the inle t sic am rtiass and V. lu me floss rates in pound truss per sec ond and uhic feet pet
second of loI a fossil-fuel pusserplant turbine having a polvtropuc eficier,c y of It 90 and receiving .steani
ai 24I) psia and IIXS1 t and (i a ttiislear p.isnerplant turbine ha. inf a pulstrsspic cfticicnc if 0 55 and
receiving saturated stea:i at lX) psr,u Each turbine produces 100 niegass atts. and eshausts si I psi.i

2-5 ro reduce the volume now rate and hence turbine phsic-at size. ix'aetp(ant, that operate with low
initial temperature water as a (seat source, such :15 sonic typcsofgeuithermaHCh.up 12(arrd ocean tctltpc'rature
energy con nc-cs on - 1)TEC (Chap 15). puss erplanrs. use workiri ((rids c:f'cr than steatn, such as Freon
12. ammonia, and propane Compare the ni-ass how rates. pound mass per hour, volume flow rates, cubic
feet per second, and boiler and condenser pressures of (a) Frcan-12. (b( prupatte, and (c) stcanu, if all
cycles operate with adiabatic reversible turbines that receive saturated vapor at 2l*I'F and condense at 70'F,
and each produces 100 kW.

2-6 In ['rob. 2-5, why do the cycles operate with saturated vapor?

2-7 Consider three tionadeal saturated Rankine cycles operating between 2(5) and 70F using Freis-12.
propane, and steam as working fluids. Each has turbine and pump polytropic efficiencies of 85 and 65
Percent, respectively. and produces net work of 100 kW. Calculate liii inc nt-ass buss rate in pound mass
per hour, (b) the volume flow rate in cubic feet per second, (c) the heat added, in l3tus per hour; and (d)
the Cycle efficiency.	 -

2-8 Consider an ideal saturated srcanr Rankine cycle with perfect regeneration (Fig. 2-I1) operating between

1000 and 10 psia Neglecting pump s;rirk, calculate (a) the quality of the turbine exhaust steam, (b) the
turbine work in Ittus per pound mass. (c) the heat added in Btuu per pound mass, arid (I) the cycle efficiency
Compare that efficiency to that of a 'simitar cycle but without regeneration, and i Carnot cycle, all operating
between the sante temperature liuttits

2-9 Compare the_ncr works. in Btus per pound mass, and efficiencies of rss ' deal saturated Rankine cycles
using Freon-12 ass working fluti and operating between 200 and 71'F One cycle hi no Iced heaters and
1k.. ,nh.-r Sac 'in.. usoen-ispe feed heater placed orunrmallv Wh y ii	 "'rnr"i' 's-il s:o':!l.........'i'ut ru' in

2-10 A Rankine cycle with inlet uteauit at 90 bar and 500'C and condensation at 4TC produces 500 MW.
It has one stage of rehear, optitssatly placed, back to 500'C. One feedwater of the doted type with drains
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cascaded back to the condenser receiver bled steam at the reheat pressure The high' and low-pressure
turbine sections have polytropic efficiencies of 92 and 90 percent. respectively. The p.irnp has a poi'tropic
efficiency of 0.75. Cakul.ate (a) the mass low rate of steam at turbine inlet in kilograms per second, (6)
the cycle efficiency, and (c) the cycle work ratio 11cc Tl)D	 - I 6CC.

2 - I1 An ideal Rankine cycle operates with turbine inlet steam at 90 bar and 5(a:Y'C, and a condenser

temperature of 40C. Cakulatc the efficiency and work ratio of this cycle for the following cases )a) no

feedwatcr heating. (h) one opcn . type fcedscatcr heater. (c) one closed type feedwater heater with drains
cascaded back to the condenser, and (d) one closed f'cedwater heater with dra.rrss pumped forward, in each
case the fecdwater heater is optimally placed Use TDI) = 2 ST

2-12 A superheated norirdeal Vea rn cycle operates with inlet sicani at 24(0 psia and l(nfJF and condenses

at I psia. If has five feedwater heaters, all optimally placed Assume the polytropic efficiencies of the
turbine sections before, between, and titer the bleed points to be all the same and equal ic 0 90 Calculate

(cat its specific cnthalpics of the extraction steam to each feedwater heater. in fitus per pound niass and (b)

the turbine overall polsiropic efficiency, and (C) estimate the terminal temperature difference for each

fccdw aicr heater.	 -

2- 13 An 850-MW Rankine cycle operates with turbine inlet steam at 1200 psia and lct.XCF and condenser

pressure at I psia. There are three feedwater heaters placed optimally as follows: (a) the high-prnisure
heater is of the closed type with drains cascaded backward, (6) the intermediate pressure heater is of the
open type, (c) the low-pressure heater is of the closed type with drains pumpedforward. Each of the turbine
sections have the caine çsalsrmoptc efficiency of 90 rcrecnt The pumps base polyrropic efficiencies of 80

percent Calculate In ) the rrui'.^ f!cw rate at the turbine kt in pound mass per hour Ut) the mass How rate

to ibm condrnss'r. ii the rrass tf,'u tats of t he cividersem c,x,ling	 err.	 1snnj mass per hour. if it

undergoes a 25 F temperature nse, i di the ccle etireicir. . and ce the	 cie heat rate, in Btu per kilo air

hour.

2.14 If the Ranlcr.c c Jc i, to be used in outer ' pare, heat incus can lv ericr.)s bN thermal radatisin

to space which has an etfectise remperature of 0 ahsrlLre To reduce t hc size and mass and hence lifting

weight of the condenser, condensation has to be at tcniperarures much hihcr th.tr'r, those used in land-based

Rankine cycles. Condensing temperatures of ttWt to 1500F are considered These are higher than the

critical temperature of water This also means a much hi g her turbine inlet temperature Thus a liquid metal

such as sodium must be used as the working fluid. Cociriccier a 100 kW (thermal) Rankine cycle using
sodium, operating with 24 692 psia and 2400 CR sodium vapor at turbine inlet and condensing at 1500R.
The turbine and pump polytropic efficiencies arc 0.85 and 0.65. respectively. For no feed heaters and
ignoring pressure drops, calculate (a) the cycle efficiency and 16) the heat transfer area of the conder.ser-
radiator if it has an overall hear transfer coefficient of 5 B t uif t t - h

2-15 Calculate the gross heat rate, in Bius per kilowatt hour. and the gross efficiency of the powerplant

shown in Fig. 2-20.

2.16 A 100-MW (therm.a) bina.ry . espor c ) cic user satur,rd rasrrcur) vapor Sr tIh)R at the top turhinr

inlet. The mercury condenses at 1000R in a mercury.condcusscr—steanr boiler in which saturated steam is

generated at 400 pass. It is further superheated to 1 160'R in the mercuty . ksule r_ s:cam superheater. The

steam condenses at I psia Assume both mercury and steam cycles to be ideal, and ignoring the pump work

(a) draw flow and T-s diagrams of the binary cycle numbering points correspondingly. (6) calculate the

mass flow rates of mercurs' and steam. and (c) calculate the heat added and heat reseeted. in Btus per hour.

and the cycle efficiency,-

2- 17 An advanced-type supereritical powerplant has turbine inlet ;team at 7(XXl psia and 1300P, double

reheat at 1600 psia and 40) pis. both to 1 200'F. and condenser at I puts The three turbine sections have

polytropic efficiencies of  93, 091, and 0.k9 in order of descending pressures The primp has a poiymrdcpit:

efficiency of 0.15. The plant receives one unit stain coal daily , which is composed of 1(0 cars carrying

110 short tons each The coal has a 'ertlin' "s!r' c' I 5 (YYt Rtusilb_. inc rurbtrmc-generator comrnrred

mechanical and electrical efticierwy is 090. The uteaansgcncrator efficiency is USc. 5 percent of the grams

output is used to run plant auxiliaries. Ignoring, for simplicity, all stcani-ltnc pressure drops and all kedwater

beaters, calculate (a) the plant grcss and net outputs, in megawatts, (Ji) the plant cycle, gross and net'

ef&icncs 1 and (c) the cycle, and szioss grosa and net beat t'atCI, in Btuu per kilowafi hour.
if
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2 . 1$ [)raw lion diagrams of ccrgcnctatirrn plants 01	 the Ripping back-prrssurc steam turbine t)pc and

(11 the t irirrning-condcnsrng src.rrtt turhinc I)

2-19 A cogoncrition ,team plant of thc c I rid urn -crnidcnsing strain turIn ic t INC has turIn tic trier fln
2 5 kg s at 50 bar and 400C. extraction for process steam at 220'C and condensation Or both turbine

and prsrcss stcanr at 40'C. Assunring ideal turbine and nJrrrp, no kcdwaIcr heating and 50 percc ,.ii fraction

1 elcr nc to rota I cnct output c aid ul.itc W) the cogcneratuor plant culc ic nc - (h) the combined cflrcrcrcy
if scpanarc dcctnc and steam gcrrcr.trrrrn pl;titir prnnJurr.g the same iruipurs as above arc uned For all c.jse,

like I t Ic s ican, generator ci tic icticy as $5 perccrrt

EM
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CHAPTER

THREE

FOSSIL-FUEL STEAM GENERATORS

3-1 INTRODUCTION

Steam generators are used in both fossil- and nuclear-fuel electric-generating power-
plants. The most modern steani generators produce high-pressure (2400 to 35(X) psia.
165 to 240 bar) superheated steam. the exception being pressurized-water reactor steam
generators, which produce lower-pressure (1000 psia. 70 bar) saturated steam. The
steam is invariably used in a Rankine c ycle. Steam generators represent by far the
greatest energy source for powerplants in the world today.

This chapter will cover fossil-fuel steam generatcr - Nuclear-fuel steam gener-
ators are of radically different design and will be covered in examples in Chaps. 10
and II.

A szeunt generator is a complex combination of
reheater. and air preheater. In addition, it has variot, auxiliaries, such as stokers,
pulverizers, burners, fans, emission control equipment, stack, and ash-handling equip-
rncr.t..-\ boiler is that portion of the steam generator where aIuraied liquid is converted
to saturated steam, although it may be difficult to separate it, physically, from the
economizer. The term boiler' is often used to mcn the whole , steam generator in the
literature, however. Steam generators are classified in different ways. They may. for

,example,  be classified as either (1) utility or (2) industrial steam generators.
L'rilir- art-wit gezterawrs are those used by utilities for &t"tric.powcr generating

plan , nd are our main ce't'ern in thi ". k.	 tteai	 e.tui o
essentiall y of two basic kinds: (1) the subcritical 	 L.	 i y ijc and (2) the
superctitical once-through type. The supercritical uIiits usually operate at about 3500
psia (240 bar) and higher, above the steam 6ritical pressure of-3208.2 psia. The

-	 -	
-	 -:	

-
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subcritical drum group usually operate at either 19W psig (about 130 bar) or 26(X)
psig (180 bar). I _hS, majority of utilit y steion gcnerators purchased in the I 970s and

are of the 2((X) psig satcr-tubc drum variety, which produce cuperlcated steam
at about I(X)0rF (540C) with one or two stages of reheat. The y have the abilit y to
burn coal in pulvcri7ed form or oil although oil is being gradually rcti'rcd as a fuel
because of rising costs and.supply problems. Natural gas, although still used in certain
pails of the world. is also costly and is now being conserved for domestic uses in the
United States Gas, hossever, is a clean burning, relatively pollution-free fuel The
Steam Capacities of itioderri utility steam generators are high, ranging from I to 10
million lb,

'
 'li (125 to 1250 kgfs). They power electric powerplants ranoing in output

from 125 to 13(X) megawatts (MW).
/nductrjul .'wn generators, on the other hand, are those used by industrial and

institutional concerns and are of many types. These include water-tube pulverized-
coal units similar to those used by utilities, but they also may burn stoker (lump) coal,
oil, or natural gas, often in combination, as well as municipal refuse and process
wastes or by-products. Some even use electric heating. Some are heat-recovery types
that use waste heat from industrial processes. They may also be of the tire-tube variety.
Indiv-trial s';u;s ge:erators usually do not produce superheated steam. Rather, they
'isuatis- produce saturated steam, or even onl y ht water (in which cse they should
mt he cHed s,tmim generators)- luc y operate at pressures ranging Ironi a few psig to
as mitch as 1500 pug (- 05 bar) and steam (or hot water) capacines ranging from a
tess thousand in I nmilhnn lb--h (325 kgs)

F : s i -tooled sicam cencrators are more broadly classified 132. 1.711 as those having
fn!lowimm ., components Or charzictrristics.

I	 Fme-tui'e ho(cr,
2. \','ater- r uhv boilers
3. Natural-circulation boilers
4. Controlled-circulation boilers
5. Once-througis flow
6. Subcritical pressure
7. Supercritical pressure

3-2 THE FIRE-TUBE BOILER

Fire-tube bo i lers have been used in various early forms to produce steam for industrial
purposes since the late eighteenth century. They are no longer used in large utility
owerplanis Tis y are covered here, however, for historical reasons and, by Contrast,

to cmpliasi:'c the modem water-tube variety. Fire-tube Boilers are still used in industdal
plants o pr"d'i- Itrnd sca;n at the upper limits of 250 psig (about 18 bar) pressure
anu 3u,uvo lb—/h , t-i I kpTs) en"	 !Hugl-. 	 cize has increased, their 2cneral
design has not changed appreciably in the past 25 'cars. 	 -

The firctube boiler is a special form of the she 	 boiler. A shell-type boiler
is a,closcd, usually cylindrical, vessel or shell that contains water.- A portion oççhc
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shell, such as its underside, is simply exposed to heat, such as gases from an externally
fired flame. The shell boiler evolved into more modern forms such as the electric
boiler, in which heat is supplied by electrodes embedded in the water, or the (JCCS4-
inuiwor, ill ss liicli heat is supplied by steam from an outside source passing through
tubes within the shell ; In both cases the shell itself is no longer exposed to heat

The shell boiler evolved into the fire-tub' boiler. Hot gases, instead of steam,
were now made to pass through the tubes. Because of improved heat transfer the lire-
tube boiler is much more efficient than the original shell boiler and can reach efficiencies
of about 70 percent.

The fire tubes were placed in horizontal, vertical, or inclined positions. "Ilie most
common was the horizontal-tube boiler. Figure 3-1 shows such an earl y tire-tube
boiler. Figure 3-2 shows a simplified sketch of such a boiler. The furnace and grates
are located underneath the front end of the shell. The gases pass horizontally along
its underside to the rear, reverse direction, and pass through the horizontal tubes to
the stack at the front.

There are two types of fire-tube boilers: (1) tile fire-box and ( 2 ) tile scotch marine.
In the fire box bójler, the furnace, or lire box, is located within the shell, together
with the fire tubes.. In the scorch marine boiler (Fig. 3-3), combustion takes place
within one or more cylntrical chambers that are usuall y situated inside and near the
N111011 1 of the main shell. The gases leave these chambers at the rear, reveise direction,
and return throu g h the tire tubes to the front and out through the stack. Scotch marine
boilers are usuall y specified with liquid or gas fuels.

l3ecausc boiling occurs in the same compartment where water is, (ire-tube boilers
are hnutcd to saturated-steam production. The y are presently confined to relatisely

ca p acitics and low steam pressures, such as supplying steam for space heating

Figure 3 . 2 Schematic of an early hor.'ontit . tit tirc-tcbc kiter [12L
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Figure 3-3 Sctrnazic of an ea.h s,cc. ch marine boiler.

and, in decreasing numbers, for railroad locomotive service The lar gest scotch marine
boiler offered in the United States today is rated at 2000 boiler horsepower (hlhp)
contains two combustion chambers with i n a 13-ft diameter. 30-ft-hoe shell

3.3 THE WATER-TUBE BOiLER; EARLY DEVELOPMENTS

The forerunner of the modern steam generator was a water-tube boiler developed by
George Babcock and Stephen Wilcox in 1867. Babcock and Wilcox called it the
'nonexplosive' water-tube boiler, an allusion to disastrous boiler explosions that wcr

frequent at the time. It was not, however, until early in the twentieth century, with
the advent of the steam turbine and its requirement for large steam pressures and flows,
that commercial development of the water-tube boiler became a realit.

With higher steam pressures and capacities, fire-tube boilers would need large-
diameter shells. With such large diameters, the shetis: would hase 10 operate under
such extreme pressure and temperature stresses that their thicknesses would havb been

• Boiler hoacpoweo was originally used lo in4kacthe size of the oitcr. Ots. bt,p s	 *' 1

	ft' of boiler heating surface. This was later chassgct lo thc aiucmc t,f ii.i i.uio	 3 "-,
of water at I(XJF to saluraird steam at 70 pus. Thus, using enthaiçics from the steam Iabks, this ws
equal to 30(1180,6 — 68) - 33.378 Brufb. Later on this was changed to the atonwit albeit ncccu.aly to
evaporate 34.5 lbJh of saranced skater to saturated ucan, sit sins or 34.5 x 970.3 -33475.35 Bits/h.
This is now rounded in that the modem value as I blhp - 33480 Biulh.

0.
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too large. In addition, they were subjected to scale deposits and boiler explosions and
became intolerably costly.

The water-tube boiler puts the pressure instead in tubes and rclaticly small-
diameter drums that are capable of withstanding the extreme pressures of the modern
steam generator. in general appearance, the early waLer-tube boilers lookc'd much like
the fire-tube boiler except that the higher-pressure water and steam were inside the
tubes and the combustion gases were on the outside. The water-tube boiler went through
several stages of development.

The Straight-Tube Boiler

The first water-tube boiler was the straight-tube boiler (Fig. 34), in which straight
tubes, 3 to 4 in OD, inclined at about 15° and staggered with 7- to 8-in spacings,
connected two vertical headers. One header was a downt-omer. or dowatake, which
supplied nearly saturated water to the tubes. The water partially boiled in the tubes.
The other header was a riser, or uptake, which received the water-steam mixture. The
water density in the downeomer was larger than the two-phase density in the riser,
which caused natural circulation in a clockwise direction (Sec. 3-5). As capacity

h 2dincreased, more than one header cacti more than one tuhe"dcck" were used. The
two-phase mixture went into an upper drum that was arranged either parallel to the
tubes (the Ion jirudinal drum. Fig. 3-4a) or perpendicular to them (the cross drum.
Fig. 3-4b). These drums received the Icedwater from the last fcedwater heater and
supplied saturated steam to the superheater through a steam separator within the drum
which separated steam from the bubbling water. The lower end of the downcomer
was connected to a mud drum, which collected sediments from the circulating water.

A single longitudinal drum, usually 4 ft in diameter, can allow only a limited
number of tubes and hence a limited heating surface. Longitudinal-drum boilers were
built with one or more than one parallel drums, depending upon capacity. They were
built with heating surfaces of 1000 to 10,000 ft 2 (93 to 930 m2) and were limited to
low pressures of 175 to 340 psia (12 to 23 bar) and steam capacities from 5000 to
80,000 ib,_/h (0.63 to 10 kg/s).

Cross-drum boilers, because of geometry, could accommodate many more tubes
than longitudinal-drum boilers and were built with heating surfaces of 1000 to 25,000
ft2 (93 to 2300 m 2), pressures of 175 to 1465 psia (12 to 100 bar), and steam capacities
of 5000 to 500,000 lb_/h (0.63 to 63 kg/s),

Baffles were installed across the tubes in both kinds to allow for up to three gas
passes to ensure maximum exposure of the tubes to the hot combustion gases and
minimal gas dead spots.

The Br.t-Tube Boiler

There were many versions of the bent-tube bi!er. In gerc;.d, a bc;;::.,
bent, rather than straight, tubes between several drurRs or drum and headers. The tubes
were bent so that they entered and left the drums radially. The number of drums usually
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varied from two to four. Gas baffles were installed to allow for one or more gas
passages, as abovc.

It will suffice to shoss one example of bent-tube boilers, [he so-called four-drum
Stirling boiler (Fig. 3-5), which was conceived in the early 1890s and has changed
little since. Unlike other bent tube liilcis, tlits one had three top drums, all containing
a two-phase mixture, and one bototn drum (also called a mud drum) that was filled
with Water.

The four-diuns Stirling boiler worked as follows. The combustion gases flowed
upward from the furnace at bottom right through the first hank of tubes connecting
the water and front steam drum, through the superheater, and by proper baffling through
the second and third iuh banks connecting to the center and rear steam drums. The
gases then left in counierflow fashion through a straight-tube economizer. Feedwater
from the economizer entered the rear steam drum, which may he at a slightly higher
level than the other two. Water circulated from the rear to the lower druin through
the rear bank of tubes ((he downeomer tubes) and then up through both the center and
front banks of tubes (the riser tubes) to the center and front drums. All three drums
had their steam and water regions interconnected at top and bottom.

Flgurt 3-5 A um,ur-drdnl rar!v Swir ling boiler
(121.

C-
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The tubes were typically 3 to 31 in OD and spaced 5 and 7 in on centers, with
back spacing decreased to maintain gas velocity of the cooler and denser gases. The
spacings allowed for replacement of delcctive tubes without removing neighboring
tubes.

The four-drum Stirling boiler "as superseded by a simpler two-di-urh design in
which the SECJFII drum was directl y above the water drum with one bank of bent tubes
to the front, i.e., on the side of the incoming gas and another to the rear. Later designs
if the two-drum Stirling boiler used a sin g le gas path. More recent designs of Stirling
boilers used cooled furnace walls by lining the interior of the walls with tubes carrying
the same boiler water Irons the plant as seen in Fig. 3-5. These added to the heat-
absorbing surface and protected the refractory lining of the walls from excessive
temperature The result was higher rates of combustion and higher steam-flow rates

The Stirling boiler was general]' capable of meeting conditions of rapidly varying
loads, was useful where high water qual i ty was difficult to maintain, and was adaptable
to various fuels. It found use in both stationary and marine applications.

3-4 THE WATER-TUBE BOILER: RECENT DEVELOPMENTS

1 he ads cut of the ssater-cooled turnare walls, called water Oui'/s, eventually led to
the integration of furnace. econonucer, hoiler, superheater, rchcatcr, and air preheater
into the modern steam generator. Water cooling is also used for superheater and
ceonomiier conipartnicnt walls and vancus oilier components. such as screens, dis iding

ails, etc The use of a lar ge number of feedwaer heaters (up to seven or eight) means
a smaller economizer, and the high pressure means a smaller boiler surface because
the latent heat of vaporization decreases rapidly with pressure. Thus a modern

 steam generator requires more superheating and reheating surface and less
boiler surface than older units. Be yond about 1500 psia, the water tubes represent the
entire boiler surface and no other tubes, such as those seen in the earlier designs of
the previous two sections, are required.

Figure 3-6 shows a schematic flow diagram of a common steam -generator system.
Water at 450 to 500°F from the plant high-pressure feedwater heater enters the econ-
omizer and leaves saturated or as a two-phase mixture of low quality. It then enters
the steam drum at midpoint. Water from the steam drum flows through insulated
douncoiners, which are situated outside the furnace, to a header. The header connects
to the water tubes that line the furnace ssa!ts and act as risers. The water in the tubes
receives heat from the combustion gases and boils further. The density differential
between the water in the downcomcr and that in the water tubes helps circulation.
Ste.im is separated from the bubbling water in the drum and goes to the superheater
and the high-pressure section of the turbine. The exhaust from that turbine returns to
tile rehs'ater. afrr r ubich	 ; to ti'	 o'v-ptessure certiori of the turbine.

.Atmespheric au I füi af.------'-i,j tFi) fan is :rd hy the flnicc iiT
before thy are exhausted to the atmosphere. From there it flows into the furnace,
where it mixes with the fuel and burns to some 3000F. The combustion gases impart
port.Jons of souse of their energy to the watcc tubes and then the superheater. reheter.
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and cconorntier, and leave the laner at about 600°F. From there the y reheat the
Incoming atmospheric air in the air preheater, leaving it at about 300°F. An induced-
draft (ID)fwz draws the flue gases from the system and sends them up the stack. The
temperature of about 300°F of the exiting line gas represents an availability loss to
the plant. This, hoeLz, is dcmed acceptable because (I) the gas temperature should
be kept well above the dew point of the water vapor in the gases (equal to the saturation
temperature of water at the partial pressure of the water vapor) to prevent condensation
which would form acids that would corrode metal components in its path, and (2) the
flue gases must have enough buoyancy to rise in a high plume above the stack for
proper atmospheric dispersion.

Example 3-1 A steam generator bunts fuel oil with 20 percent excess air. The
fuel oil nu> be represented by Cl211. Determine the minimum stack temperature
needed to avoid condensation, Assume the flue gas pressure is leaving the air
preheater at 45 psia.

SOLUTION Recalling that (her- nrr -	 :i NjmoJ O ii at cpberic air, the
combustion equation fot stoichiozncu- c (thcnuca1Jy correct iiiixture) is

C 12 11 26 + 18.50 + 69.56N2 - 12CO2 + 13H20 + 69.56N2
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With 20 percent excess air

	

+ 22.2N	 83.473N2	 12C0. + 13l1O + 3.70 4 83472N.

The partial pressure of any component in a gas mixture is equal 10 the total pressure
times the tunic fraction of that component. Thus partial prcssurc of 11:0 in products

	

45	 ._-_ ____L._	 = 5.215 psia
12	 L - 3.7 + S3.472

This corresponds to a saturation temperature of 104T. The average temperature
of the gases is kept much higher to avoid local cool spots that might cause
Co ndens at on

The Boiler Walls

The ss ater tubes that cool the water ssatls are closely spaced for, maximum heat
absorption. Tube construction has varied over the years (Fig. 3-7) from bare tubes (a)
(anOent to or (b) embedded in the refractory , to (c) studded tubes, to the now-common
rio 'ur/irani' des ig ii Ii l'h roe ii bra ire des go co ii sts of tu hey spaced on cc ntrs slight!
w ider than their diarircier, , c n nected by bars or mc nibranes o elded tO the tubes at
their centerlines. The rrrcinbranes act as tins to inrcase the heat transfer as sscll as to
at ford a continuous igid arid pressure-tight construction for thc luniacc. No additiorr:i
inner casin2 is required to contain the combustion gases. Insulation and inctal lagging
to protect it are provided on the outer side of the wall. One manufacturer has stan-
dardized its design on 3-ii.-diameter tubes on 3.75 in betv ' cen centcrs, another (in 3

in on 'I In, and Net a third on 2.75 in on 3.75 in.

The Radiant Boiler

Heat is transferred from-the combustion gas to the water walls by both radiation and
convection. A radiant boiler, as the name implies, receives most of its heat by radiation.

The combustion gases have characteristics that depend upon the fuel used, the
combustion process, and the air-fuel ratio. They may be luminous, i.e. • r'niit all

wavelengths and hence strong visible radiation if there are particulates such as soot
particles during the combustion ptocess. This is the case with coal and oil. They may
be ,ionlu,njnous. in which case they bum cleanly without particulates, as is the ease
of gaseous fuels. No combustion gases are truly rionluminous because the heavier
gases in the combustion products, its particular the tnatomc CO: and H 10, but also

SO2 , ammonia, and sulfur dioxide, are selective radiators that emit (and absorb)
radiation in certain Aavelengths, mostly outside the visible range. The portion of
radiation within the visible range is small but gives the eumbustion cases a green-blue
arsrsearance. Liehter iacec such	 the monatcn	 an .4,.v..n-. r: '- -'-'

The radiant energy emitted by the combustion gases depends upon the gas tem-
perature (to the -fourth power), the p'artial pressures of the individual constituent ra-
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(d)	 types of water tubes.

diating gases the shape and Si?c of the gases, their proximity to the absorbing body,
and the eniperature of that body (to the fourth power) 114).

the con vect vepor1ion of the heat transfer follows the usual Nusselt-Reynolds
turbulent forced -convection relationship. It Is smaller than the radiant pci -lion because
radiation is caused by a thick body of gas, whereas convection is localized near the
tube urfae,

Heat received b y the water walls is conducted through the membranes and tube
watts and is then converted to the two-phase mixture inside the tubes by forced-
convection nucleate-tkiiling heat transfer. The heal-transfer resistance of the latter is
much smaller than the others so that it may be neglected in design calculations with
little error.
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Radiant icis are designed for cleetric-gencrating stations to usc coal or lignite
for pulvenred or cyclone furnace applications, oil, or natural gas. Tl)cv are built ii
cuppl a ide lance of steno pressures and (ciiiperature, hut usti,illv aroind () F
(about 540C) and steam capacities up to 10 x lIt lbJli II 2fl1) kg's). They are limited
to subcntrcal pressures, usuall y 1800 to 200 psir (abssiil 125 to 170 bar).

3-5 \V,rER CIRCULATION

Water circulates from thc steam drum via dot; ncoincr pipes to a bottom header. up
the waler tubes (v.hicl i act as risers), ;;here it partiall y boils, and back to the steam
drum. Full boiling to TOo percent qualit y in the tubes is avoided because it would lead
to tube burnout or failure as a result of departure from nucleate boiling (DNB). The
densit of the saturated water in the do;; ncoincrs is greater than the average density
of the two-phase mixture in the risers.

Natural circulation is dependent upon the difference h;'twecii these two densities
and the height of the drum above the bottom headers. Most large steam-generator
boilers have sufficient natural -ctrculation driving force and are called ,ra(ura/'i'jrcu-
lotion boilers. Some require additional help b y pumpin g tle single-phase flow and are
called i,nfro//i'iJ- or lo p( ( l-circieIarion hili-r. - 1' or a no iii hcr ears, forced ci r'u
boron as favored over natural circulation for reta:isv'!v high subcritical pressures JO

about 23(X) psie ( 1000 h:ir) and higher. At such pressures the difference between s; ocr
and snr5m densities rapidly decreases (heconsiti g ecro at ilic critical point, 22(i psia.
221 han This reduced natural cirrulation and required a iiiarg-in of safety against tube
failure and burnout due to DNL3. i e.. reaching the critical heat flu.; also a major
concern in water-cooled nuclear-reactor desi g n, if a particular tube receises reduced
flow. A pump assist supplied this margin of safei.

More recently the water tubes in high-heat-absorbing areas of the furnace were
provided with such devices as internal twisters and springs that would break the vapor
film and thus inhibit or retard the onset of DNB. Another approach was to use tubes
that were grooved, corrugated, or ribbed on their inside surface. The most recent and
satisfactory answer has been tubes that were ribbed (rifled) helically on their inside
surface. This ribbing creates a centrifugal action that directs aler dJopkts to the
vapor film clinging to the surface and provides a much greater margin of safety against
DNB problems than do smooth tubes. Modem lar ge steam-generator boilers can now
be designed w ith-natural circulation.

Natural-circulation driving forces are explained with the simplified flow diagram
of Fig. 3-S. The drit'irm 0' prr'csi4re caused b y na:ur,il circulation, 	 is given by

APd = (p,.- .- I,)li-	 (3-I)

where	 L,'a	 drng pressure, ii. i'

= density of water in the downconscr. nearly -
--	 saturated at the system pressure, lh,Jft1

orkglmt
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= average density of steam-water mixture in
the riser, lb.,/1t 3 or kg/m

H	 height of drum-water level above bottom
header, ft or m

& = gravitational acceleration ft/s' or mis2

= conversion factor 32.2 lb.,, fti(lb1 - s2)

or I kg/(N .

The most difficult of the parameters in Eq. (3-I) to obtain is —p,,the average density
in the riser. It is a function of the void fraczion distribution along the riser height The
void fraction cx of a two-phase mixture is a volumetric quality dcfincd as

volume of vapor
(3-2)volume of vapor + liquid

as opposed to the quality x, which is a mass quality, a and x are related by (2)

a	 (3-3a)

and	 -	 x =	 (3-3b)
I + 10 - a)/a]

where	 l' =	 (3-3c)vs

where v1 and v1 are the specific volumes of the saturated liquid and vapor, respectively,
at the system pressure, and S is the slip ratio of the two-phase mixture. The two phases
of that mixture do not travel at the same speed. Instead there is a slip between ihem,
which causes the vapor to move faster than the liquid. S is a dimensionless number,
greater than I, defined as

•	 .

He 	 -
Heat	 ;I

Ert 3-8 A=rural cutijó loop.
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where V, 1 and V, .1 arc the average vapor and average liquid velocities at any one cross
section of the riscr S has been measured experimenta lly and found to vary bet.ren
I to less than tO in roost systems, approaching 1 at high pressures (where the liquid
and vapor densities approach each other). It is, in general, fairly constant along the
path length.

The axial heat flux distribution to the riser determines the quality distribution. In
turn, using a reasonable value for S (between I and 2), a void fraction distribution is
obtained. A mixture density distribution p,,, is now found from

p,,, = (I - cr)p1 + ap	 (3-5)

here pf and Pg are densities (reciprocals of the specific volumes) of the saturated
liquid and vapor, respectively. The average mixture distribution in the riser P, is now

	

obtained from	 -

- p,,,(:) dz

=	 H	
(3-6)

shre z is the axial distance from the bottom of the riser. In the case of uniform axial
heating. the solution of the above integral is 12

	

=	
PJPg

	
In

I

	

- f'	 [a,(l - ii')	 j	 1 - a,(l
p, --	

i - ii)J

where a is the riser exit void fraction.
The driving pressure given by Eq. (3-1) should balance the pressure losses of the

single- and two-phase fluids in the loop, which are proportional to their mass-IlOw
rate to the second power. The system seeks its own equilibrium; that is, if the driving
pressure is greater than the losses, more fluid is pushed through, causing mole losses
but also causing x and a to beconic lower (for the same heat flux) and Pa. - j to be
reduced until equilibrium is reached. The reverse is also true. If the driving pressure
i too low for the desired how rate, a pump is added to assist in circulation

Example 3-2 A 40-ft-high downcomcr-riser system operates at 2500 psia. The
riser receives uniform heat flux and saturated water. The exit quality is 50 percent.
Calculate the driving pressure. Take S 	 1.2.

SOLUTION Using Eq. (3-30 -

	= 	 =0.02859 x 1.2 = 0.2625
0.!306R

Using Eq. (3-3a)	 -

1	 I

1+1(1 - x)/x,1'	 I + (05/0.5) X 0.2625	
0.8879

C-
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Using Eq. (3-7)

-
34.977	 34.977 - 7.652

	

0.	

1

	 [0-8879(1
—--

 2625 	 - 0.262)

In	 _	 = 18-701 lh'fr'I	 0.8879(1 - 0.2625)1

= p, = 34.977 Ih,,,/ft'

Use Eq. (3- I) to find the driving pressure

Pa = ( 34.977	 I8.701)(40)(_3.' ,) = 651.06 lbft

4.52! psi

3-6 THE STEAM DRUM

The steam drum provided in all modern steam generators except once-thro 	 pUgh t y
Sec. 3-8) is where feedwater from the economizer is fed. saturatc! stcam es

from the boiling water, and the remaining water is recirculated as discussed above.
The dr-urn may also be used for chemical water treatment and hloss•dossn to reJue
solids in the arcr The drum a]o mus

ssisted by proper steam generator contro

t be of sufficient volume to ;icCorr1n)rc 0 arerlevel changes caused b\ load changes ta
k)and to prevent a dangerousl \ loo level or the -carryover" of s arer tins aid t).e 'uper-

heater. This would cause deposits of entrained solids in the superheater tube, and thus
materially increase their temperature which would lead to their distortion or liurnout

Cax-myoser of solids with the steam has also been known to have far-reaching effects,
such as deposit problems on turbine blades (the most troublesome being silica deposits,
which are not easily removed by water washing),

The most important steam-drum function is separating the steam front the boiling
Water. The simplest method is grnrit.v reparation (Fig. 3-9), If the steam sciociry

Srcyn

7-____!=L

Ftgurt 3-9 Scn
(c) Ccfltrjfugii	

drum
patj; (a) gravity. (b) mcctmaiicaj primary (bafftcr) and eionthr isarCn),-.

K

"rnti	 Sicjir outlet
wamcr
kri

A.

-<'
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leaving the ocr surface is low enough (below about 3 fL), the steam bubbles separate
naturally without t'nir.lining s a(er droplets and the solids they carry (carry over), and
without being clrasii with the recirculating ss ater Into the dOWflCOmCIS (carryur.der).
Factors other [haii s c bc Es that affect this rscss arc the posit ions of the dow ncotncr
and riser flOL/.IL'S %A, i th respect to the steam outlet, usuall at the top of the dtsini and
the operating pressure. Gravity separation is strongl y affected by the difference in
steam and ssatcr densities. [he higher the pressure. the less the diticrcitcc hetecn
these densities :ind (lie less effective the separation Thus gravity separation, while
requiring a simple drutii, is economical onl y for low-steam-capacity, low-pressure
service

In modern hich-capacity, high-pressure boilers mechanical sep.rution that assists
or supplements gravit y separation takes place in two steps: primaty and secondary.
Prinrarv separation removes most of the water frointhe steam and prevents the car-
ryunder of steam with the recirculating water to downcomers and risers. Secoiidarv
reparation, also called steam scrubbing or drying, removes retnaining mist or fine
droplets and the solids they carry from the steam which results in pure, or "dry and
saturated." steam going to the superheater. Mechanical sepuaciori is acco'.plished by
fitting the drums with baffles, screens., bent or corru g ated p1a4cc, and centrifugal
separators	 -

Baltic pities act a' primary separ4,tors. Thes chance or reverse the steam- floss
direction Fie 3-dni. thus assisting gravits separation, and act as impact plates that
cause the water to drain oil. Screens made 01 ss ire insh act as secondary separators
where the mdis idu,tl ss tics attract and intercept the tine droplets. much like fubi ic
filters attract dust from gases (Chap. 17). [he accutnuatIng drops then fail l y gravity
hack to the main bod y of water. Bent or corrugated plates are used for both primary
and secondary separation. Their effectiveness derives from their large ratio of surface
to projected areas. The above plates and screens are used in man y other corifgurations
to maximize gravity separation [12, 13].

At high pressures, where the density differential bctssecn water and steaitl di-
minishes, centrifugal forces, much greater than the gravity forces, are used. Centrifugal
separation devices are also called cyclone or turbo separators They provide separation
at pressures nearin g critical. In a typical centrifugal separaloi (Fig. 3-90. the mixture
coming in from (he risers is deflected tangentially downward into the main body of
water. It then enters the separators, which are arranged along the length of the main
steam drum. Guide vanes within the separators impart a spinning motion to the mixture,
which causes the heavier water droplets to move radially through the lighter steam,
to impinge on (lie separator wall, and to discharge downward below the water surface
through an outer, concentric cylinder. The separator may be equipped v' ith a corrugated
plate at its exit to provide further separation. Finall y , screens, just under the drum
exit, provide the final drying action.

Typical utili ty st:arr. drums range in length	 .nore than 100 It, .
MOM than 15 ft. aid in mass to a few hundred tons. They contain as many as id OUL1e
nozzles and many more riser and downcorner nozzles. The larger drums are usually
constructed in cylindrical sections, called courses, which are welded together, and
two hemispherical heads which are welded to the ends. 	 -
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3-7 SUPERHEATERS AND REHEATERS

Superheaters and reheaters in utility steam generators arc made of tubes df 2 to 3 in
01.) (smaller sizes, about half these dimensions, are used in marine service). The
smaller diameters have lower pressure stresses and withstand them better. The larger
diameters have loser steam-flow pressure drops and arc easier to align. Finning on
the outside surface of the tubes is avoided because it increases thermal stresses and
makes cleaning difficult. Internal ribbing, like that used in boiler water tubes, is
unneccssary because no DNB problems arise here. Adequate heat-transfer design is
based on gas flow inside the tubes, which has a much tower conductance than nucleate
boiling in the boiler tubes. Because the tubes are subjected to high temperatures,
pressures, and thermal stresses, their materials of construction must be carefully se-
lected. Below 850F carbon steel is adequate. Modern superheaters and reheaters
operating at about 1000°F, however, are usually made of special high-strength alloy
steels chosen for both strength and corrosion resistance 1151. The exact alloy depends
upon steam conditions and the types of fuel, especially if it contains undesirable
impurities. The allowable stresses for materials drop drasticalty as the temperature
increases. *

Convection Superheater

Earl y superheater designs placed them above or behind banks of va;ei tubes to protect
them front combustion flames and high temperatures. The main mode of heat transfer
between the combustion g ases and the superheater tubes, therefore, was convection,
and that type of superheater became known as the convection 5uperlwater. The main
distinguishing characteristic is its response to load changes. As demand for steam
increases, fuel- and airflow and hence combustion-gas flow, are increased. The con-
vective heat-transfer coefficients increase both inside and outside the tubes, increasing
the overall heat-transfer coeff 'lent between gas and steam faster than the increase in
mass-flow rate of the steam aione. (The combustion temperatures do not materially
change with toad.) Thus the steam receives greater heat transfer per unit mass-flow
rate and ,its temperature increases with load (Fig. 3-10).

Radiant Superheater

Because of the need for greater heat absorption, superheaters were eventually placed
nearer higher-temperature, in view of the combustion flames. Steam-flow velocities
vere increased to increase the overall heat-transfer coefficients, and over-..', superheater

designs were improved to overcome expected higher metal temraturcs. -
This pli^ccnocai of superheater results in the main heat transfer between time hut

gases and tamne, and the tube outer walls, to be accomplished by radiation. 'I his design

For c*amjlc .'a material called Ceoloy 21, spceiñcaoon number SAW. Gmdc T22. has maximum
allowable design urrsc.es of 13.t1. 11,000 and 7$00 psi at 900. 950, and I0007, respectively. -Carbon
sleet .SA2 lO . A I has allowable aircsacs of only 5000 and 3000 psi at 900 and 950'F. respectively,

C,
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.iii	 ic	 Figure 3-10 Exit . I cnirvrj:urc.-c,[x,mc ,i(consctIe, ra-
Si:an 11"',	 diant. and ciniit,incd (iii-nij suaicrc

has come to be known as a rucliwii 3uperlu'ater. Radiation heat transfer is proportional
to TI - T where i and T. are the Flame and tube Aall absolute temperatures,
respectively. Because T1 is much greater than 1,,., the hear transfer is essentially
proportional to TI. Because 7. is not sronglv . dependent on load, the heat transfer per
unit mass I1os of steam desrc,os as the steam loss Increases [hus an nrease ill
steam Flow due loan ineased load demand ssould result in a reduction in eSit steam
temperature the opposite etti of a convection superheater Fig .3-10).

Design con s ideration' tr rehcaters are si iiil:ir to those for superheaters eseepi
that, although the ,,!earn temperatures are about the same, the overall temcratuic
are lower and the steam pressures are about 20 to 25 percent of those in the superheaters
The pressure stresses are therefore lower and a losser grade steel allo y is tolerated. In
addition, larger tubing with higher stresses may be used, which has the additional
beneficial effect of reducing the pressure losses in the reheater.

Convection superhcatcrs alone are used with low-tettiperature steam generators.
Radiant and convection superheaters and rchcatcrs are used for high-temperature scr
vice. The radiant units are arranged in flat panels or piaten sections with wide spacings
of several feet to permit radiation through. These are usuall y followed downstream
by sections on a narrower spacing that permit both radiation and convection. Me-
chanical construction of the sections are of three kinds: pendant. inver.v'd, and hor-
izontal.

Pendant-rspi' superheaters and icheaters are those that are hung from above (Fig.
3-I Ia). They have the advantage of firm structural support but the disadvantage of
flow blockage by condensed steam after a cold shutdown, which necessitates slow
restart to purge the water that accumulates in the bottom. Inverted-type units, on the
other hand, are supported front below (Fig. 3-1 Ib). They have proper drainage of the
condensed steam but lack the structural rigidity of the pendant type. especially in high-
peed eas flow. The inverted t ype is no! commonl y used. I-1'rt-'i!al-rvpf units (Fir'

3-11 c) are u'jillv cIipporie(1 hSron!al)y b' '.crtca! gas duets pivalici 10 d.c iiiaiii
furnace and receive the hot gases after a U-turn at the top. They do not view the flame
directly and hence are mainly of the convection type. They have both proper drainage
and good structural rigidity. Figure 3-12 shows a typical arrangement of surheatcrs
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Figure 3-I1 Schematic diagram showing (a) pendant, (b) inverted, and (c) horizontal sup rhearem and
reheaters

'rIe:p:I-j--:!	 a-.rth1'r

Platen-type supeiheater or reheater'	 ''r--' r T -

FIgure 3-12 Superheater (SHf rebeater (RH), economizer, and air preheater alrangerneuts in rdrwn.cypc
Utans generitor with cyclone furnace. (Coaariery Babcock and Wilcox.)

I
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and rchc.iters. Super eaters and rche.iterc are often split into primar y and scorid;irv
units for control purposes ISec. 3- 131).

-8 ONCE-THROUGH BOILERS

• The once -through boiler, m stearri generator, is also called the Jried-eirru/tiijo,r

Ijensror or non -I ra/-pre.l.vur e boiler. '[he latter natric is because It IS applicable to al
temperatures and pressures, although economically it is suited to large si/es and

pressures in the hi g h subcritical and supercritical range. In contrast to the drum type

(Fig. 3-I 3m), the feedater ges throueh the ceouorniicr, furnace s;aIls, and super-
heater sections, changin g sequentially to saturated water, saturated steam, and super-

heated steam in one continuous pass (Fig 3-I 3/n). No steam drum is rwrcd to separate
saturated steam from boiling o jEer and no water recirculation takes place. Reheat of'

steam after It 15 expanded in the hi g h-prcssure turbine is accomplished by a reheater

in the usual manner. Because of the once-through mode of Operation, 'err high purity

feedwater is a requirement. Fi g ure 3-I-I shows a typical once-throu g h steam generator.
The once-rhrough boiler is the onl y t y pe suited to supereritical-pressure o1\mahon

above 3 1 11N pi;i, I ha:. lor stejin) because ihc latent heat ol at and
he ond the critical pressure is ,cro and liquid and aj, or are one and the 'ame. so no
se paration III a drum i s rnss ible or nccess,iry . While par'ticularl	 ipplicable tn super-
critical pressuics, once-through ste,00 generators are used econonucalls toi

FIgur 3-13 Schematic flow diagrams 01(a) dram type and (b) once-through steam generators SU =
sUpeheirer, EC	 econornirer	 -

ra
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Flgw-c 3-14 A oncc-thru.igti scaogcnentor with pulverized coal furnace. (Courtesy Babcock and Wilcox,)

pressure subcritical steam The economical range for steam is from 2000 to 4000 psia
(138 to 276 bar) pressure and 30,000 to 10,000,000 lb,Jh (3.8 to 1260 kg/s) steam
Output.

The once-through boiler was first developed by Sulzer Brothers, Ltd. , of Swit-
—land in the late 1920s. The first commei-cjaj unit was installed in 1932. It was a
subcritical unit and was followed by many units whose range was 1200 to 2400 psig
(84 to 167 bar).

A large number of pioneering supercritical-pressure once-through steam generators
were built for the utility industry, many with double reheat, especially during the
1940s and 1950s. Some used advanced steam pressures of 4500 to 5000 psig (31010
345 bar) and steam temperatures of 1150 to 1200'F (620 to 650°C) and cross-compound
(two-shaft) turbines. Operainnal and economic considerations, however, led Co the
use of more moderate sem conditions of 3500 psig.and 1000 to 1050°F. Further
optimization by the late t960 lcd to inc development and use of 300/1000/1025i
1050 plants with single-shaft tour-casing steam turbines.-During the 1970s however,
such units fell out of favor because of equipment unitliabilny, significantly mostly in
the low-pressure corrfposicnts of the plants. 55 well as operational complexity. It is

I
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Figure 3-I5 Eficci of steam cond-
Ibtottic sirant prcsst.rc, psia 	 tiuns on heat rate 1161.

now believed that ees;Iv developed sophisticated schemes for boiler-turbine operation
will largel y overcome these difficulties 1161 and that the large improvements ir effi-
ciency arid reduction in heat rate possible with supercritical-double-reheat plants (Fig.
3-15) may reverse the downward trend of the 1970s. Under development, for example.
is a 900-MW plant with steam conditions of 4500;I000/10251050 that will have a 6
percent improvement in heat rate over the currently popular 2400/100011000 plant-

Capital costs for a supercritical steam generator are a few percent higher than
those of a drum-type subcritical one of the same capacity, but because of the increased
efficiency of the powerplant the capital costs of the turbogenerator as well as the
balance of plant (condenser, feedwater heaters, cooling towers, etc.) are lower. The
net effect is that the total production costs of electricity in mills per kilowatt hour are
lower for the supercritical cycle, particularly one with double reheat.

A combined-circulation boiler, developed by Combustion Engineering, Inc., com-
bines once-through how with circulation for use in supercritical-pressure operation
(l3J. Recirculation is used only during start-up and low loads in a spherical mixing
vessel to protect the furnace walls. A stop-check valve assures once-through flow alone
at high loads. A typical unit is 805 MW single reheat 3590/1005/1005.

3-9 ECONOMIZERS

The econoini:er (EC) is the heat exchanger that raises the temperature of the water
leaving the highct-pressure iecowatcr neuter to the saturation (empcl 4tu1, crcspond-
ing to the boiler pressure. This is done by gases leaving the last superheatcror rencater.
These gases, at high enough temperatures to transfer heat Co the supetheater-reheatcrs,
enter the cbnomirer at 700 to W00°F. Part of their energy is used to heat the fccdwatcr.
The term "economizer" historically was uscJ because the discharge of such high-
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temperature gases would have caused a large loss in availability and efficiency and
hence loss in economy of operation.

Economizers were introduced before feedwater heaLing, which mcan very loss

inlet water temperatures to the economizers and consequently low tube outer wall
temperatures, below the dew point of the flue gases. This caused condeiisation and
Corrosion because of the presence of SO,, and S0 5 in the gases. The moisture also.
aided in the collection of ash, thus fouling the tube outer surfaces that reduced heat
transfer. Economizers were made of cast iron and had mechanical scrapers for cleaning.
Early in its use, steel. suffered from corrosive attack of the insides of the tubes by
oxygen freed from the feedwater as its temperature rose in the economizer.

Modern steam generators receive heated Icedwater and their economizers operate
above the dew point of the gases, thus eliminatin g external corrosion and fouling.
Chemical cleaning of internal surfaces is also used 112). Also, much of the fccdwater
oxygen is removed in the dearating feedwater heater (Sec. 2-8) at or above 212°F.
which reduces internal corrosion. This is also aided by maintaining the water in the
economizer at a p1-I of S to 9. These advances permitted the use of steel, which in
turn is suitable for the high pressures encountered in modern economizers.

Modr-n economizers are designed . to allow some boiling of the feedsvatcr in the
outlet Sections, up to 20 percent quality at full posser, less at part loads

Economizer tubes arc commonly 1.75 Cu 2.75 in OD and are made in vertical
Sections of continuous tubes, between inlet to outlet headers, with each section formed
Into several horizontal paths connected hy ISO' vertical bends for proper draining
Sections are placed side by side on 175- to 2-in minimum spacings (edge to edge).
The exact spacing depends upon the type of fuel and ash characteristics, which are
sriiallcr the cleaner the fuel, such as natural gas. When high-ash fuels are used, the
water-soluble ashes accumulating on the economizer are dissolved and washed off
during plant shutdown. In that case the economizer is usually located above a hopper,
which receives the dissolved deposits. Steam or air-jet cleaning is also used in addition
to washing.	 .	 ..	 -

Economizers have been built with plain or extended surface tubes. Extended
surface tubes with fins or studs on their outer surface have higher heat-transfer char-
acteristics and thus require smaller space. On balance, they have lower capital cos..
I hey are, flowcver, more suited to clean-burning gaseous fuels and situations in wh y L
nc air preb'eaters are used, such as in. combined steam-gas-turbine cycles (Chap. 8).

Economizers are generally placed between the last superheater-reheater and the
air preheater. In some cases, a low-temperature economizer is placed after the air
preheater. Such an economizer is called a stack coo ler and acts as a low-pressuic
fcedwa(er heater except that the heating medium is the flue gas instead of steam bled
from the turbine.

3-il) AIR PPJ"-IkATF.RS

Like economizers, air preheaters (or simply air heaters) utilize some of the energy --
left in thç flue gases before exhausting them to the atmosphere. They receive 600 to

if
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S€(IF gases. As indicated pic niusi> these gases arc cooled to only 275 to 350T to
asuid gas condensation and corrosion problems and to allow for proper distrsion in
the atniosphcre The air is heated from forced-draft outlet temperatures, not far from
atmospheric to (X) to 650F and soiflctiri)Cs hi g her. Preheating the air saves fuel that
would othcrss ise be used for that hcating The fuel savings (and hence increase in
plant efficiency) are riealv direefly proportional to the air temperature rise in the
preheater. T y pical fuel savings arc 4 percent for a 200°F air temperature rise and about
II percent for a 5001' air tcrnperature nse in the preheater.

In addition to fuel savings, preheated air is a requirement for the operation of
pulverized-coal furnaces. Air iii the 300 to (1X)F range is needed for drying that fuel
Air is also used for transxrning it to the furnace and then burning it there. Small
stoker-tired uriris do not require preheated air. However, large stoker-fired bituriiinous-
coal steam generators benefit from preheated air. but only up to about 350°F, to prevent
damage to the stoker moving parts.

Air preheaters, like economizers. ssere first developed in Europe. The first unit
commercially built in the United States' as a flat-plate heat exchanger in which adjacent
steel plates fanned alternate air and gas passages. Present day higher air and gas
pressures. howeser, use tubular or re g enerative designs that better wid-stard these
p:esi1rc' There are two enera! t pes of a:r prehcaters recuperative and regenerar7

R e ' ( u/el :0: air pr-/iiu;e'ri have heat ransterred directly from the hot gases to
the a:: ross the heat-exchange surface The y are cornn'only tubular, although some
plate is pes ,ire still use& lobular unit. Jr: essentiall y counterfiow shell-and-tube heat
c-sch.ingers in ss hich the hot gases floss ir.s:de vertical or horizontal straight tubes and
the air tioss s outside. Figure 3 . 16 shoss s a vertical preheater. Baffles arc provided to
masimite air contact with the hot tube ' The tubes are mechanically expanded into
top and bottom tube sheets. Thermal e.span-.ion is piovided by a hcllos-spe expansion
unit shown at the bottom sheet A hopper is provided below the tubes to collect soot
and dust that deposit on the inside tube surfaces. Care is taken to avoid leakage between
the air and the hot gases. Lcak-ae would occur from the air that is at a higher pressure
to the gas. A leak would result in short-circuiting of combustion air, which would
increase both forced- and induced-draft-fart power consumption in direct proportion
to the leakage. It also reduces the heater effectiveness.

Tubular preheaters are built in a variet y of designs to suit particular steam gen-
erators spaces and duct layout. They may provide for one or more passes for both air
and gas in counter- or crossflow, in vertical or horizontal arrangements. Tube sizes
van from 1.5 to 4 in 01.). The smaller the diameter, the larger the number of tubes
and the greater the surface area for a given overall size. Thus smaller diameters result
in more compact heaters of a given heat load. Cost, cleaning requirements. and fuel
tspe determine the diameter to' be used in a given situation. Modern large steam
generator ,., USC 2 to 2.5 in OD heater tubes. Diameters of 1.5 to 2 in rc used in marine
sets cc where s pace and weight limitations are important. 	 -

- p. eht OIC/j .1.IC thece in which heat is transferred from the ho
tiuc gases, first to an intermediate heat-ciorage medium, then to the air. The most
common is the rotary air preheater, knossn aslhe Ljungstrom preheater, first developed
in EurOpe in 1920 and first installed in the United States in 1923. It is composed of
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Cold Air	 -
Inlet -------; -
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It, Pass
Dar'.pe'
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Gas Icier
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Figure 3-16 a tubulat COUflteIflOW air preheater
Au: b-, pass is used to control metal temperatures
at air niet end (Courtesy Babcock and Wilcox.)

a rotor driven by an electric motor through reduction gearing so that it rotates slowly
and continuously within a housing at I to 3 r/min, depending on diameter. The rotor
has between 12 and 24 radial members that form sectors (Fig. 3-17). The sectors are
filled with a heating surface compose! 'f stcci ;t.a uat ivaC flai or form-pressed with
corrugated, notched, or undulated ribbing and formed into baskets. They constitute
the heat-storage medium of the preheater. A stationary seal covers the equivalent of
two opposite sectors. Half the remaining sectors are exposed at any one instant to the
hot gases, which are moving in one direction, the other half are exposed to the air,
v.hich is moving in the opposite direction.	 -	 -

As the rotating sectors enter the hot-gas zone, they aie progressively heated by
the gas. They. store that heat as scrisibk heat. When they enter- the air zone, they
progressively give up this heat to the air. T	 il system reduces leakage.

Rotary air preheaters are designci i1i .ti! 01 hothontai shaft, depending
upon layout and ducting. They are also d1d as laminar- or turbulera-surfac
types. In the laminar type, the heat-storage elements are compactly spaced so that flow
through them is laminar. They arc used with clean-burning gaseous fuels. The turbulent

C.
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ispe ha elements ,.jth idcr jCjni's (to facilitate Clearnne of at dc sits) and
turbulent f]os in betvccn. It iN more uitcd to coal- and oil-tired stcnis. To get the
same mass of hcat-storaee elements, the turbulent -t y pe rotor is ceveral times longer
than the laminar-type and is. in general, vertically mounted, whereas the laminar type
is usually horizontally mounted. Cleaning is accomplished by air or steam jets.

Another t y pe of rotary air, preheater, recently develod ii Fu:p', is r,e in s hich
the storage elements are stationary and the gas and air ducts are connected to two
rotating segments each.

3-11 FANS

Early and small-capacity steam generators relied upon natural draft for the combustion
gases. Proper desiizn of gas passages must he provided to have the driving pressure
between the atmiisphere and the cases within the generator, caused b y the density
difference between atmospheric air and the average gas denstt', overcome the various
picssure losses within the generator and supply the required air for conihettnn Anal-
ogy here mas' be made ss nh narIIri cireuli!iori in 	 ' "ier (See

I !tam ger:rators tequnc - LIC it it,,nr

both. For this, they dsc large tans 117, 181. There arc two types of fan; in use today:
forced. draj'r (FD) and induced-draft (ID) fans. When either one is used alone, it should
overcome the total air and gas pressuro losses within the generator.

a,
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Forced-draft fans, used alone as in many large steam generators and practically
all rnannc applications, arc placed at the air entrance to the air preheater and put the
entire system up to the stack entrance under positive gage pressure. Because they
handle only cold air, they have several advantages over induced-draft fans. Some
advantages:

I. They have lower maintenance problems.
1 They consume much less power because the cold air has the lowest specific volume

in air-gas path. Recall (Sec. 1-2) that a fan is a steady-flow thermodynamic system
so that the work w-,r per unit mass-flow rate is given by

Wa = f v dP	 (1-9)

where v is the specific volume, being lowest for the cold air entering.
3. Their load is reduced by the absence of the additional gas equivalent of the fuel

added.
4. As a consequence of the above, their capital and operating costs are lower.

Disadsantages result from the fact that they put the furace under pressure, in which
case it is called a prescore furnace.

Leakage at noxious gases from the furnace walls would be to the outside, neces-
sitating a gas-tight furnace construction.
Special attention must be given to the design of Inspection doors, soot hloser
hoes, and fuel-igniter openings

For good reliability two forced-draft fans, operating in parallel are usually used, each
one capable of at least 00 percent of full load flow when the other is out of service.

Indwed -draft fans are located in the gas stream between the air preheater and the
stack, either before or after the dust collector (Chap 18). They discharge essentially
at atmospheric pressure and place the entire system under negative gage pressure.
111ey ;r&ust iiandie hot gases, including the original air, the gas equivalent of the fuel
added, and leakages into the system. Their poser requirements are therefore greater.
than forced-draft fans. In addition they must cope with corrosive combustion products
and ash. Induced-draft fans are seldom used alone.

When both forced- and induced-draft fans are used in a steam generator, the FD
tans push atmospheric air through the air preheater, dampers, various air ducts, and
burners into the furnace. The IL) fans pull the combustion gases from the furnace,
thcough the heat transfer surfaces in the siperheaters, reheaters, economizer, and ac
sick nic peheatc, and into the stack. (Sometimes they are built into the stack 	 se.)

of	 icghT, adds a natural driving pressure of its own fe- 3
12). The furnac in this case is said to operate with balanced drafz7 meaning that the
pressure in it is approximately atmospheric. Actually, it is kept at a slightly negative
gage pressure to ensure that any leakage would be inward.	 -

Steam generators that use low-ash fuels such as gas or oil arc usually designed
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with pressurized firing. Coal-fired generators may be designed with either pressurized-
or balanced-diaft firing. Modern systems seem toco laser the latter.

Fans used in electric-generating plants are among the largest made: capacities of
1.5 million ft'/min (700 m 3/s) and 60-in water static pressures (about 2.2 psi, 0.15
bar) are common. Because they operate continuousl> for long periods (up to I or
years), the fans must be well designed, ruggedly constructed, well balanced, and
highly efficient over a wide range of outputs. There are two types of fans in common

use: cen:r fugal and a.tiaI. In the centrifugal fan, the gases are accelerated radially
through curved or flat impeller blades from rotor to a spiral or volute housing. in the
axial fan, gases are accelerated parallel to the rotor axis. This is similar to a desk fan,
but here the fan is housed in a casing to develop static pressure. Axial fans (with
variable-pitch moving blades) maintain high efficiencies over a wider range of loads
than constant-speed centrifugal fans but hae higher capital costs.

In general, centrifugal fans with backward-curved blading are used for FD fans
and with flat or forward-curved blading (Fig. 3-18) for ID fans. (Occasionally back-
ward-cursed hiading but with curvature less than that for FD fans is used ) The lesser
curvature results in lower tip speed and allows less dirt to cling to the backside of the
bl.ades, thus minimizing the erosive effect of ash. Los . spccd fans ss ith flat blades air:
used with particularlN dirty or corrosive gases.

Because the pressure differential A P across a fan is usually small, the airflow or
gas flow may be considered incompressible, that is i = constant, and F1. (1-9) may
be modified to

vP

	

lwd = -	 ft 1b1 /lh,, or 1k g 	3-8)

The power would be given by

thy AP
ft - lb '5 or	 (3-9)

Tif

	where	 v = specific volume of air or gas, obuincd from

the perfect gas equations (1-30), fti1b,,, or

AP = pressure rise across fan, 1b1/ft or N62 (Pa)

= fan efficiency, dimensionless

rh = mass-flow rate of air or gas, lh.,fs or kg/s

I,	 V

	

V, v 	-	 V.	 .

flgurt 3-IS Ccntrifugat btad r (..)
ward (b) flu, and (c) back ward-curved

	

..! •>".. i	
.< 

- Vector diagrama show blade tip velocity
Y. ar vcLmity relative Lo blade, snd 5'

ibuotuic velocity of air leaving bladc. V

	

(.1	 (b)	 (c)	 is thc $IITIC In all Cud.
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Figure 3-19 Typical constant-speed characteristics of a

centrifugal fan with baCkwar,JCUrCd blades.
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The horscpocr may be obtained by dividing W, in ft 1b1/s by 550 or in W by 745.7.

The assumption of incompressibility results in errors less than 3 percent for pressure
ratios across the fan up to 1.10. Higher pressure ratios would require the use of a

V relationship of th tYpe PV = C (Table 1-3) to evaluate the exact work and power.

Figure 3-19 shows typical characteristics of  centrifugal fan A ith backward-curved

blades. The charactcrktcs usually show pressure and other parameters based on static

pressure. Soirée pressure is the force per unit area exerted on a wall by an adjacent

fluid that is at rest %k ith respect to the wall (the velocity at the wall in a boundary layer

is zero) A fluid in motion, in addition, has a elocitv pressure. The sum of the static

and velocity pressures is called the ioial pressure. Static and velocity pressures are

obtained correspondingly from the kinetic and flow energy terms in the general energy
equation rewritten for no heat, work, or friction and for incompressible flow (the

Bernoulli equation). Ignoring the potential energy term

V

	

PV + - = constant	 (3-10)
2g,

where each ten', has units of energy. Multiplying by	 the density p	 1/v gives

f	 constant	 (3-I i

where each term has units of pressure. P is the static pressure, and p 1 i2g, is the

velocity (or kinetic) pressure. Dividin g Eq. (3-I1) by the weight density pg.g, gives,

h 4- -	 constant	 (3-12)
19

where the terms have the units of length, h here is called the stone head. V2g is

called the velocity head. The term head, in feet (ft) or meters (m) is often used in

fluid technology. Static horsepoweris that calculated from Eq. (39), shere AP is the

difference between tatic pressures.

C
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Fan control There are two common methods of controlling thc output of fans: damper
control and variable-speed control.

Damper control has the advantage of low capital costs for the damper mechanism
itself and for the fan drive motor, which would be a simple constant-speed induction
ac motor. It is easily adaptable to automation and allows continuous rather than stepwise
control. It suffers, however, from the disadvantage that it adds additional flow resis-
tance that the fan must overcome by increasing its power Input. Dampers are usually
put on the outlet side of the fan, although inlet dampers, called inlet vanes, are
sometimes used. They consume less power than outlet dampers but are only effective
for moderate load changes near full load. When used with FD fans, they are usually
used in combination with outlet dampers. Another combination that results in power
savings is the use of a two-speed ac drive motor in conjunction with damper control.
Two-speed motors are less expensive than variable-speed ac dnves.

Variable-speed control has the advantage of reduced power consumption and is
the most efficient method of fan control. The effect of speed on fan performance is
that flow, pressure, and power input are directly proportional to N, N2, and N,

respectively, where N is the speed of the fan in revolutions per minute (rfmin). Thus,
reducing speed by say 70 percent reduces the capacity to 70 percent, the pressure to
about 50 percent, and the power input to about 35 percent. The actual re4ationships
are dependent upori changes in the effectiveness of the variable-speed drive used.
Figure 3-20 shows the effect of speed on pressure and poer for a centrifugal fan.
The types of drives are (1) variable-speed steam turbine. (2) hydraulic coupling, (3)
magnetic coupling. (4) variable-speed dc motor. (5) multiple-speed ac motor, and (6)
electronically adjustable motor drive. The main disadvantage of variable-speed control
is that all these methods involve higher capital costs than damper control, though the

latter is less efficient.

-,	 .-	 -	 '0	 C	 too
Flo * 	 v'. ono n'';r,

"0	 20	 40	 60	 80	 tOO
Flow c,pur, 1000 it1Im,n

flurr 3-20 Typical centrifugal (an perfocm*ricc curves showing effect of varyint speed. r/min 1121
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o other types of fans are used iii pov. erplants: prinaty-air fans and gas-recir-
culation fans. Prunars -air fiti supply air Co dry and [ran sport pu I vcrizcd codl to the
furnace or to a storage hunker. Ga reeirt-ulation Juis rec rcu l;ite ga'S from a point
between the economizer and air preheater back to the bottom of the Iurhacc is part
of a steam-temperature control system.

Fans are a major soii rcc ol muse in powerplant s 10 reduce th;it r:e he y are
often housed in thick masonry acoustical enclosures or equipped s [h inlet silencers
(El) fans), or both [ 191.

3-12 THE STACK

Tall and conspicuous from a diStance, st:cks are used in neatly itil ptisceplanis. Early
steam generators relied solel y on stacks to meet the total pressure losses (draft) at the
required gas flows. Modern ones have high gas-flow requirements and, because of the
various heat exchangers (Superheater-, reheaters, economizers, air preheatcrs). have
such high pressure losses that stacks alone are insufficient and fans are added. Stacks
have two functions: (1) . to assist the fans irovercoittiiig the pressure losses and (2) in
help disperse the gas ci fluent iwo the atmosphere.

Driving pressure The LIrofle prescore	 in ih,/in or Nmim. supplied h a suck
is given by an eqi:itmomi sirililar to Eq. I.-i

= (p, — i,)lI-	 (3-13)

where	 p. = atmospheric air density, lh,,,/ft 5 or kg/m1

average stack gas density, lh,,,/1t 3 or kg/rn3

H = height of the stack, ft or in

Because both air and gas obey the perfect-gas law, Eq. (l-19a), from which p = nil
V = PIRT. Eq. (3-13) becomes

 ( ""
=-
	

-)--	
(3.14)

shere  P and P, = absolute pressures of atmospheric air
'(barometric pressure) and stack gas,
respectively, lb,ift or N/mr

I?,. and /?,	 g:ls constants for ait and slack gas,
respectivel y , Ii - lhJ(I1'	 -	 rr tIk'

-	 1, and 1, = air and average stack gas tcmperaturcs
--	 respectively, R or K

V
flU.
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Table 31 The sariation of barometric pressure with altitude

Ait4'j4. ri

P.	 0	 ICLAJ	 10))	 30))	 40))	 50))	 6(x))	 7000	 80))	 10,0W

irAg	 29 92	 28 t6	 27,81	 25 82	 23 84	 24 90	 23 98	 23,09	 22 22	 20 58
pS I 	 14 7 ,j	 14 17	 13-65	 13.17	 1269	 1223	 .11 78	 ii 34	 1091	 1u. I I
bar	 1013	 0977	 0942	 0908	 0875	 084)	 0812	 0782	 0751	 0.697

P. and P, differ only slightly. R = 53.34 ft lb/(lb,, OR). R, depends upon the gas
composit ion* and hence upon the fuel used and IS about 52.2 for bituminous coal,
53.2 for fuel oil, and 55.6 for natural gas. Equation (3-14) can then be rewritten with
good accuracy into the form

	

AP, 
=	 (- -
	 (3-15)

T.

In any one loca:ion P1 varies daily according to cather conditions. It is also a function
of the altitude of the location. Standard values at different altitudes are given in Table
3-1. T. of course, varies seasonally, daily. hour)y. etc. T, is dependent upon the
temperature variation of the gas along the stack. which is dependent upon the hear
losses throuih the stack walls and any infiltration of cold outside air. The exact value
of T, is obtained by integrating the stack local temperature as a. function of height and
dividini liv H, in the same manner as finding the average density in a two-pha'e
channel [Eq. (3-6)]. This function is difficult to evaluate exactly, and arithmetic
averaging, implying nearly constant heat loss along the stack, is accepted. Thus

T+T,

=	 2	
(3-16)

where T, and TN are the stack inlet and exit temperatures, respectively, in R or K.
Values of TN depend upon Ti,, the stack height II and internal diameter £, and tilL.
outside atmospheric conditions such as temperature and wind velocity. As expected,
T,1 increases as T. and D increase and decreases as H increases.

Stacks. of course, introduce pressure drops of their own. These are caused by
wall friction and the pressure equivalent to the kinetic energy of the gases leaving the
stack. The latter is usually a few times greer than the former. The total is only a
fe%k percent of the dnsing pressure.

Dispersion mc second important function of a suck, dispersion of the fur gases into
the atrnocnhcrc is defined as the movement of the Flue gases horiuniaily and veiiicaliy

R for a mixture is equal to the lum of the producta of the man fraction in the mixture cimci the ju
coxsu.uri (or c,'h LZ5JI siui conOulucflt,

0
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Figure 3-21 I)isçrsi'i r1islct lornis a slack of height // and plume All

and their dilution by the atmosphere. The horizontal motion is the result of existing

wind. The s eriteal motion results from the upward motion of high - velocity scarm stack-

exit cases to much higher elevations. The stack-exit velocity results in a p/unit' rise

II above the actual stack (Fig. 3-21). The gases bend in the direction of wind flow.
According to most models, the p/ernie height All is the height of a virtual point source

above the stack, obtained by extending the lines of dispersion backward. A H is there-

lire ,ih'taired ' onie distance downwind from the stack, -where-the plume has reached

its rs mum heicht Theic, thus, is all ifls liii' .itik height H, given by -

it, = H + A ll	 17 17,

In 'pekr siiujtions the nn'per design of  stack is dependent upon the local topography

and airlow patterns. Valle y s, for example call emissions to unacceptable

lvcls. Model studies aic ot ten necessary

One si the most severe hindrances to dispersion is atmospheric znvervi( i ii, which

occurs when the temperature of the atmosphere increases with elevation. h is a condition

of , little wind and strong stabilit y that results in the reduction of vertical dispersion

and there lure th tra:. piiIg and Lo1eentratioti of loea CIISStL'iiS.

There are several analytical methods of calculating Ali Most of them utilize

a momentum term that accounts for the vertical momentum of the gas caused by the

stack exit velocity and a buoyancy term that accounts for the difference between stack

gas and atmospheric densities. They yield different correlations and widely differing

values for \/I. Some of these correlations, giving MI in meters, arc:

I. Carson and Moses 12 I]

Allwhere -	 = —0.02916PQ^ (3-18)

11 , = stack-gas exit velocity. m's

D -- stack di116s, Iii

There arc isso kinds of inversion. The first, called uubiJencc inver,ion, is due to the descent of a

14)cr of jir s,uihun a hagh.picscucc air mass. The second, called rdiaiin,i inversion. is due to ihcrnut

rauuuis'n from the carih surface to the atrñosphere above at night	 .
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V_ = wind velocity at stack exit. in's

= heat emission, Ps, given by

= the,,(T, - Tj,)	 (3-19)

where	 fit = gas mass-flow rate, kg's

= specific heat of gas = 1005 J (kg K) for dry air

at low temperature)

= gas temperature at stack exit. K

T	 air temperature at stack exit. K.

2. Briggs 1221

= 1l4CP	
(3-20)

where

C = dimcnsiot1esv temperature gradient parameter = 1.58-41 .4(/:)

.\O : = air potential temperature gradient, Kim = 0 for neutral atttiupheric

siabilitN eonditions

	

F = huo)an, fius =. : I) ( 7,	 T,,):4T, m4/s'

= gravitational acceleration = 9.9 mis?

3. TVA model 1241

	= I 7'	
e -	 . ,1a)	 (3-21)

Equation (3-18) is haced on many observations and is applicable to all atmospheric

stability conditions. Equation (3-20) takes account of the various stability conditions

via C and was based oii values oi AAW wcciI —0.00110 -F 0.013 Kim. Equation

(3-21) was proposed to yicld'a value of AH some 2 km away from the stack where

Stab:Iir is defined as the tendency to resist vertical motion or to suppress turbulence. When the
atmosphere is considered lo he an ad:ahattc ss stc'rr. free of frsct,onat or in iii c1,, it can be shusn
123) that dT/d2 0.01 Km for dry au The negative of this temperature gradient it catted the adiabatic
Iopse rate F = 0 01 K in RcJuc the standard atmospere does not mcci the bosc resuictions, a value.
based on mcicrotogical data, of dTJ:	 - 0.0066 Kim has been adopted as an international standard.
The air avcrae temperatut in the cath ...c lalituds decreases linearlywith cksat,00 in the troposphere
from sea tcvct to nearl y 10 7611 in 06 liSt Ii)	 '-muins Cofl4r! u	 O' 1	 ',°}- r
5.atOs,.herc A iiahli' .ttr'isirberr is One that dock not cthibit nch vr! . :. .._ .i,\I.16. .i.id Iio
gaiea emitted near diS earth's surface tend to remain there. A m rongly itaMe wnKliphere is one where
d7,/di is positive. This is the ease of inwrsion referred to earlier. A wea.*/v stableis one where
dr/il: is negniivi, but grea!r th,tn the ciuin,n,tsciitat sLsrida,d. A niiural ans.pda'r is use shcee dT_/di
Is negative and equal to the etnironmntaJ stadard. In neutral conditions, air that is carried rapidly upward

C,
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the imxintutlt plume ric a. as behcvcd to have taker: place. It takes into account the

stability conditions via .t i .: directly built 1110 the equation. There arc numerous

other correlations for A ll. some including the horizontal distance front thestack as a

parameter, l :jll . there arc theories based on the assumption that the concentration
of dispersed material in the wake is a three-dimensional gaussian distribution around
the axis of the wake (Fig. 3-21). A formulation by Cramer 1251 is presently accepted

for predictions of particulate distributions of the atmosphere.
The nature and environmental effects of pollutants from powerplants are covered

in Chap. 17.

3-13 S'I'EAM-GI'.ERA FOR ('()N'l'ROL

Steam-generator, and indeed total, pocrPl :tnt control is a rather broad subject that

includes instrumentation, data processing and controls for combustion, steam flow,

temperature and pressure. drum level burner sequencing, desulfunzatton precipitators,
ash handling, system intefratiott, start-up and shutdown, and automation. It obviously
cannot be covered fully iii this textbook. In this section, therefore, we will cover, in

a simplified manner, onl y a few hsic control systems that apply to the steam generator.

1 hese arc: feedwater and drum-level control, 'steam-pressure control, and steam-tens-

perzour control.

1"eedwater and Drum-Level Control

Fecdsatcr (and therefore steam) flow is controlled to meet load demand by the turbine

and at the same time maintain the level of water in the steam drum within relatively

narrow limits. It is common to maintain the normal drum Level at half-a-glass,"

will have the same temperature as the environment and there is no further movement. An unstable atmosphere

is one where dTt: is nre.itisc and less than the environmental standard. It is the case where motion in

the vertical direction is enhanced.	 -

It
I\	 \
I	 \

I .	1, 	 1•

I .t ,r,t.i Isir	 .	 '-va I '.,t	 Wrjid st.itk	 S. rangE y ruble

[he parameter A& A: usa-u in rp.	 .i.	 .s	 ie J^ Ic lnui IctimcraLUre gradient

and is equal to the difference beisseen the cnvironmerltal and adiabatic temperaiuec gradients, Az

- I	 Thus it is zero for a neutral atmosphere. positi ve for a strongly stable ai.mos--

phcrc. and negative for an unstable atmosphere. 	 -	 -
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meaning half full, in reference to sight glass tubes used outstdc the drum A high
steam consumption b y the turbine, combined with low Iecdwater suppl y . for c.ampe,
would locr the water level in the drum. Figure 3-22 shoss a three-element automatic
control system. Of sshich drum level is one element.

The drum-level sensor responds to the error beisseen actual drum and its set po;nt.
such as in the case of high steam consumption and low feedwater supply. aid acts on
the controller to increase the feedwater valve openinc to meet the steam-flow denurtd
This action m:!\ he too slow and is supplemented h sensors for fccds zitcr and steam
flow. The difference between the signals from these tsso sensors anticipates changes
in (1mm es ci and sends a siiinal to the controller to actuate the valve in the proper
direction.

Steam-Pressure Control

The steam-pressure control system (Fig 3-23. soniL'ilmcs called the ''boiler master.''
maintains steam pressure by zdjusting fuel and conihustion airflows to meet the desired
pressure. When pressure drops, the flows are increased A steam-pressure sensor acts
directl y on fuel- and airflow controls, such as the pulverized-coal power drives and
the forced-draft fan, to affect the Llesircd chances A rimming signal frorri fucl - .ini
airtloss sensors maintains the proper luel-air rjiio llec,iusc iris s'ticn difticuit To obtain
accurate Tuel tlo s, a steam-flow sensor is sometimes substituted for the fime)-t)o
sensor.

Usualk about a 5-s dela y is allowed %% hen ch.mn(ni coal flow and airtlo',v to
ensure the presenLion of a rnonientarv rich nmisture (hmeh fuel-air ratio) and thus m''ire
smoke-free combustion.

Steam-Temperature Control

Steam-generator outlet tetilperature control within narrow limits is important to pow-
erplant operation. Steam temperatures may fluctuate because of the buildup of slag or

Trimming ugrmal 	 -

Figure 3-21 Scjhensjrjc of a ihx-elcmcnt fccdwaicr control system.

C
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Figure 3-23 Schematic of a iearii-
pressure control system

ash on heat-transfer surfaces. The main fluctuations however, occur because of changes
in load. Recall that radiant-type superheaters and reheaters have a drooping temper-
ature-load characteristic, whereas convection-typq units have a rising temperature-load
characteristic (Fig. 3-10).

A reduction in steam temperature results in loss in plant efticienc) f-or example,
a drop 01 35 to 40F results in about I percent increase in heat rate. On the othcr
hand, an increase in steani temperatu re above design may result in userhctin and
failure of superheater and rclicater tubes and turbine blades.

The temperature of the saturated steam leasing the drum corresponds tO 111cs

pressure and thus remains constant as long as the steam-pressure controls are in -s orking
icr. It is the superheater-reheater responses to load changes that have to be corrected.

There are several ways of adjusting the temperature, some of which are discussed
below.

Com))lflecJ radiant-convective superheaters In certain cases radiant and convective
.s uperheaters are arranged in series to yield a relatively fiat final steam temperature
over a wide load range (Fig. 3-10)

Attciitperatjon Auemperatjon is the reduction of steam temperature by one of tsso
methods, The first uses a surface au emperator which removes heat from the steam
in a heat exchanger. One form of the latter, called the she!l type, has a portion of the
Steam taken out through tubes from between the primary and secondary superheaters
hr an automatic valve and divcrtd to a shell-and-tube heat exchanger containing sonic
of the boiled water. The steam gives up some of its heat to that water and then remixes
s' itt the primary steam upon entering the secondary superheater. Temperature control
is accomplished by controlling the ñn.nt	 --!	 -"	 •:;i., oi ijiccurface ariemocrator. catit-ri :b -w i..a die heat exchange ctscen the diverted
steam and the boiler water occur within the main steam drum, which must now be
made largcrto accommodate the attemperator tubes.
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The second method of attcmperation uses a device called the spray, or direct

contact. attemperator (Fig 3-24) It reduces the steam temperature by spra y ing low-

temperature water from the boiler or economizer exit into the line between the primary
and secondary superhcatcrs, Fig. 3-6. The spray nozzle injects water into the throat
of a mixing venturi, where the ssatcr mixes with high-velocity steam in the throat.
vaporizes, and cools the steam. The vcnturi and a thermal sleeve also protect the main

steam pipe from thermal shock caused by any unvaporized water droplets that might
otherwise impact on the pipe The Aater used must be of high purity to avoid adding
deposits on the superheater tubes, pipes. and turbine blades. The spray attemperator
has been satisfactory in service. It provides a rapid and sensitive means of temperature
control. Steam temperature is controlled by regulating the amount of spray water to
produce a flat temperature curve beyond point a (Fig. 3-25). A simple energy balance
illustrates the principle. For no work, heat, or changes in potential and kinetic energies.
the enthalpy entering the systeni equals that leaving it. Thus

ñi,Ji ± thh. = (oi, + th,)h	 (3-22)

N% here	 th and th,. = mass-flow rates of steam and water,

respectisely, lb,,,/h or kg/s

li and /i.	 specific enthalpies of steam and water.

repectivel. Btu'lb or JAR

subscripts I and 2 refer to steam inlet and exit.

respectisely

Siein line

sin a) iw/ /

\i:I f1w

Sicna 11o,,:.

thrnui
slrc'

Venturi
mixing

Plrnui
Qce-

Thiil (tow
+ itt I
	

Figure 3-24 A spray attemper2Ior (or srexrn ter npenfure
control. ,, 	-
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nverszcd primary and sccondin su-
perhcatcrs.

F:ipk 3-2 Scacii enters a spra y a!reniperator at 2500 pcia and 950F The
N j ll .-. c iues iroiti the boiler druw . ss hich operates at 2600 psia - Cafe u late
the nia, ot spray watci that must be added per unit mass of stealil to reduce Is
(cluprature to )00 F.

SI)i_ ,. i if ' From the stearil tables:	 li,	 = 1423. I,	 356.7. )i	 = ii, at
260 p;i.. 744.47, all in lltu!Ih,. Using Eq. 3-22)

1423.1 -	 x 74447 = (I +	 x 1386.7
10,	 rn

I IICICI}lC

= 0.0567
Ins

The attempci-ator, of either type, may be located before, between, or after the
superheater. The first choice will cause condensation of the saturated steam from the
boiler before it enters the superheater. In the last choice, the steam temperature exceeds
the final desired steam temperature before arcemperation. The niidlocation between
the primary and secondary sections of the superheater is therefore he pre cerred one.

Attempetation is Sometimes used in series with gas recirculation (below), as shown
in Fin. 3-26.

Se paratel y fired su perheater A sunerh'ar-r '! its o'.vrt hu'mcr fans. combustion
chamber. eontr'I5, etc., UI inc steam generator, scnietimes used
and may serve more than one steam drum. The rate of tiring is adjusted to yield a flat
steam temperature -load curve. This system is notgcncrafly economical for 'arge electric
generating systems and is usually used in the chcmie,a] process industry.

C
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WWI FA,

0	 00
I -.J c' rr	 Figure 3-26 Gas tecirculation and attemperation in sews.

Gas recirculation In this system, gas from some point downstream of the superhcaer-

reheaters, mostly from the economizer outlet hut sometimes from the air preheater

outlet, is recirculated back to the fun-see by means of  gas-recirculalion fan (mentioned
at the end of Sec. 1 - 10) The lertit ga; recirculation is restricted to the eac where the

gas is introduced back to the hurnirtc zone, such as before the burners, at the bottom
hopper. etc. Gas recirculation to a point doss :...-;,:n of the burning zone is called gas
tempering. Vars Inc he pereentace of rceirulaIe(i gas alters the heat-absorbinc char-

actertsttcs of the anous heat absorbing surfaces in the steam generators to yield the
desired effect and is tak'rt into accouat in Utt initial design of the system.

Other t ypes of stearn-tetltperaturc control are seteciini burners that give the desired
gas temperature, using ti/nab/c burners to shift the flame zone in the furnace bypassing
a portion of the hot gas around the surheacer b y dampers, and others.

Regulating reheat outlet sicam temnpera;..ls necessary for the same reasons as

those for regulating superheater outlet crnpccatures, and the methods used ae generally
the same.	 -

PP OBLEMS

3-I Calculate the pets-en; energy disu-iburtort re a siru-n generator that goes into steajO, losses to flue eves.
refuse and heat tosses The sri-ant generator receives 480 short tons of coat per isv The heating value of
coat is 13.000 8tuJtb_ 3 7 5.th) lh./h of sstr enters 1he stcajn generator at 2{X) psia and 450"F and leaves
as steam at 2400 gsa and ttSSit- Coiribucios, air cntrrs at 81fF and t6c flue gases lrvc at 351fF The
refuse, generated at the rate of 45 shirt tins 1:cr da, has an internal energ y of 81K) Bruilb... The air/fuel
ratio by mass is 20 I Assuiric ii..ii Ouc ;c gu ... die same varrat'te specific heat as air.
3-2 A steam generator buna a ted ott that has the (O!tDwrmra chem ical lrial)sls by mass: Carbon 85.3%.
Pmvdma.en 14 0*. sulfur 0 5', and nitrogen C tZ . Combustion takes place in 125% rheiirrtcat air The
flue gases lease the sit preheatet at .a psia i , nd tat inc miflimunt stick temperature to avoid condensation
and tb) the tnazinnnrn masa of sulfurous acid (}{2S0)) that may be degosiled per unit mass of fuel oil burned.
3-3 A West Virginia coat has the following mass anal) sin: Carton 75.ItK, oxygen S 7T, hydrogen 5.0%..
wlter 2.5%. atden 2.3%. nitrogen 1.5%, and ash 7.0%. 11 horns ii a steam generator with 125 pereèn
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lhc( , rclical air. Calculate (n) the mintm.jr,t stack tctttperature to asoid condensation if the flac gas pressure
leasing the air preheater is 12 pita and (b) the mass of S o , prrxluccd per unit mass of coal burned
3-4 A gitSeoLis fuel has the fotlorsing solurtuetric analysis: 90% ntcthane (Ci1). 5 O rtivarse andlC.}l)
5' nut-open It burns in a steam generator isitlt 115 percent theoretical air. Calculate the irArttrnurn stack
temperature if the flue paces leaving the air preheater arc it IS psia

3-5 A water-tube srCain generator 'speratinp at 24(X) psia has 50-ft-high 3-in ID tube-s. The pressure situp
IN piseri f-u 3 25 s tO" m t

 sshcrc iii is the itiass flow rite, in pound miss per hour Assuming saturated-
water in the dossncottir ais-ater-steam mixture in the tubes scith an average drriit of 18 lb_/It 5 , and aninlet (ut-ic sclocit) Of 3.0 his, calcula te the pump pressure necessary for the given flow
3-6 A drum -t>pc stcarn generator operates at 160 har. 1260 kg/s of water goes down the downcomer,7 12"C subcoolrd The doss ncumcr and nscrs are all 12 [it high. The average is a)er-stearn mi xture densityin the risers is 350 kg/tiY. The pressure losses in 

the doss nootner and risers total 0 bat Calculate thel S.isser. in kilowatts nccdcd to drive a furvrd ciretilaticiti pitrtip if the pump ciliciency is 0 70
3-7 A 410-ft-long 3-in-diameter steam generator water tube receives saturated water at a eIocit> of 2 feet
per second and a pressure of 240J psta heat is added to it uniformly fltc slip ratio is I I Calculate lie
rtlxonutii

 heat added to the tube in Bius per fool if the exit void fraction is not to exceed 0 80
3-8 Steam enters a COtisectise-type superheater Saturated at 160 bars, At a gisen load it kases at 480C.
The consectjvc treat transfer coefficients &flside /t and outside 

h, of the tubes are proportiaI to mu,'' and
AWNUSPeccivelY, cc here ,it, and hi, are the mass now rates of steam and gas. Find the exit gas temperatut'c
in degree centigrade if boils steam and gas flow are dutublcd. The gas temperature 

T, remains constant at2000CC. Assume for simplicit y that heat transferred between gas and steam is proportional to the productof an overall heat traiifer coefficient I' and (T,— T,l, where T, is the average sic-11 tcrlperdture. andalso props rtivsri,LI to li, - Ti, is herr 7', and 7, i are the exit -,and inlet steam temperatures Ignore thevisitijuetiuc rcsist,g'tcir iii the tube watts and recall front heat transfer that 1" is inversels proport i onal to(l-h, + I/tI.

-9 Stca;ti enters a radiant-tspe rnupeiheater in 
ii dryand saturated condition at 2400 psia The consectiseh&',rt. trjitsfr cvic I tv i ciii t isidc the tubes is otis) ti, cit , %herewhere th t tie stcani ttiass floss rate. TheTJJ"d llve heat transfer between tI-ti- combustion gases and the tubes outer surface is 

pi0lssietiatiat to (T -7' I where T,. and T_ are the flame and tube is all teniperatures. respectively. At a given load, the superheaterii tcrriperturc 1% 1(8)01-, and the external hea t-transfer coefficient is Its-c tcu the internal heat-
.rtcIttciet Ignoring lie cOnductise resistance in the tube walls and the tube thickness, estimatethe Nj4fxrjturc of the Steatn leas trig the sstperhieater if the Steam mass flow rate is doubled

3-10 A 24 - sector I ,ii rig stricin air prclsta'er contains I it 
6 n . thick corn)r,itci) stcl sf-cot S ar 1 rotates at 2riintn. I he hot gases CRLCC at (iOO'F and lease at 350F. The air enters at 705F. For simplicity assume that

the gases and air have equal mass flow rates of 100,000 lb_/h each, and the came 
specific heat of 0 243Bij, N,, R. Lie juchea(cr liii ail cItes ii' div',5 si, 0.80 (jilt- of actual air temperature rise to theoretical

maximum temperature rise). ignore short-circuiting in the preheater and assume pci-fret heat abscit-ption and
release by the steel sheets. Steel has a density of 490 lb_IIt tand a specific heat of 0.1 Btuib_'k Calculate(a) the air exit temperature and (b) the total preheater steel sheet area, in square feet
3-11 A fxtweg

p)ant reccises 92.18)) lb_li of coal which bums in 125 percent theoretical air The Coal is
assumed, for simplicity, to be composed of lOU percent carbon. The air-flue gas 

prCSSUJ-t losses in thesteam generator total 60 in w
ater. Find the power, in megawatts and horsepower, necessary to dine (a) aforced-draft fan with air at 60'F and (b) an induced-draft Ian with flue gases at 300F ileithee is used alone

he fans have efficiencies ofO, 7. Use c, for cold air and flue gases ofO 24 and 0.243 Atiillb.,'R, respectis-ely.
Assume a 2 percent inle.ukage to hr case of lie induced-draft fan, and negligible change 

in specific volume- across the fans.	 -	 -

3-12 find the total power cortsutne,J its rnegawa 	 and hcrsepower, by forced. and induced-draft 

s

fans ifbulb arc used on a Ate-ail'-ail'aciscrat5lr onci-atunC on a balanced draft. Assume that the iwcnium

	

	 bcfs,, ,.Icscsand after the furiiar. are 'i' 'l in r"sr'Cc(jveJy The steam neneratnr uses fl00,OhXI- lh../s f fuelml with str'fucI mass ratio of 18.75, Take leakage into the steam, generator at I percent of COW flow. Tbcoutside air is ii 40/- and the flue gases axe at 325'F, The I'D arid ID fan elficrespscttcely,	 ieneica are 0.8 and 0 7,- 
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3-13 A centrifugal fan equipped with damper control has the daniper wide open at full fib-'. The damper
is partly closed to reduce flow to 80 perccnt of full load. Estimate the changes, an perecr.i. in static pressure.
and the horsepower requirement

3-14 A ccntnfugal Ian equipped with variable speed control produces a flow of 20,000 ft/rt-,,rt at X&) turin
Its speed is increased at 1160 r'ni,n LOir..a:r the Ira- in chic (cut per minute. shift hssrseçaracr jkI italic

pressure nse, in }{O, if its speed is increased to 11 60 i/mm

3-I5 Combustion gases at 800'F enter a cross-floss -type economizer of a steam generator and kave at
600T. The steam ptessiirc is 1200 psia IO lb_-h if fecdv. ncr Ic.i%c the high pressure Iced ,:ct lscaiei at
40(rF and lease the ci;onontircr 7 71I subcoolcd The overall heat transfer coeflicient U (which takes into
account consection of both gases and water and radiation between the gases and the tubed) is 13 5
Bh-ft t -F. Calculate the total tube kngrh required if the tubes are 2 an Dl).
346 A powcrplant is situated at an altitude of 100) ft above sea level. Flue gases enter the stack at 2851
and lease at 230h. (a) trod the height of stack, in feet. ncccssar-s hit a dristng pressure of (1.1 psst if the
outside air is at SOT and 11,1 the change in flue gas floss if the outside air temperature changes

3-17 Apowerplant is situated at sea kseL 1650 kg/s of flue gases enter a 5-rn-diameter sLick at 140 -C and
lease at I I/IC. The outsidc air temperature as at I/IC. The stack as designed for a dorm: ptrssure of
0007 bar. Using the Carson and Moses correlation, calculate the flu- gas plume height if Ire prc.ailmiig
winds are at 80 km/h

3-18 A 200-rn-high 4-rn-diameter stack emits I(fl) kg!s of 100'C gases into S .0 air The precaitn sitid
velocity is 50 kr-s/h. The atmosphere is an a condition of neutta) stahilit. Calcuk°e ,'te he.rhm or the as
plume by two methods

3-19 A 200 n high 4 tmt -djimimctct stk cre_r, ((5) kit. of l(()'C gases into 5 C a:m 1b,	 ind

velocit y is 50 km/h lsang the TVA rn.sfcl. calculate the height of the gas plumes if Inc alcusr'hci- is a)

uitstihlc where mfTd:	 Ii (III) K to. 1h, sicakk stable where JT:d:	 0 0450 K rn and l, I troack stable
where dT;J:	 • 0 (M-) Km

3-20 The steam outlet tcmnpciatare from a superheater ma y be go en by itT, -- sO '	 uhcic L
= load. percent. That temperature should aol be allowed to exceed I00011- Asrir-:;.p: m:,.n vIal,
used to regulate that temperature, usang feedwater at 400'F Calculate (a) the percent load a1 sahch rite
attempei-ator is actuated. and Itt the pourmi mass of water injected pet pound mass ot SicnmI c1t(nItt hr
attcinperatoe at half load and at full load. Steam pressure is assumed cuanstarat at 115X) p..a

3-21 A spray atternperator rtceivcs 125 kg's of steam at 80 bar and 540C. It uses sprus water limits Inc.
feedwater line at 200C. The auemperatoi- raiL is at 78 bar and 480"C. How much ferjs' tier is used in
kilograms per second?
3-22 A superheat-reheat Rankine cycle has afremperators on both the superheater and reheitre whmrh aic
ufthcconvcctisc type. [-lowsinthe superbearet and relicaler arc 1.1 x I0 5 assd 1 0 1Cm rn_ it. mrspec!mvely.
The maximum pressure is 1000 paia and the rehealer is placed optimally an the cycle. At 25 percent load
the est steam from both is 10007. As kind is increased to 50 percent, lh"t' tempe'''res (si-ttno-iC
attemperarors) would become 1200 and I 1	 how much water musa be added an pe.ur.ds tis.uss pr 'our
in the attemperators to maintain l(X)VF exit temperatures in both if water is availrbk at ttIJ'F?
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FUELS AND COMBUSTION

4 . 1 INTRODUCTION

In Chap. 3 %ke covered lh i c Collipi 'ni'nrs of fossil- I ucled stedris venerators hat dealt
,A oh the working fluid water and steami and" ith the air and flue g.iscs. We deferred
discussing the fuel aspects hec:iusc the require independent treatment. There is 'a
rather wide variety of fuels. Their preparation and feeding. often outside the SiC4iii

generators and their methods of firing deserve special attention.
The increasing worldwide demand for energy has focused attention on fuels, their

aiktbiiiiy (1 obic 4-I), and environiiiciiul etiecs. The fuels available to uulit> in-
dustry are largely nuclear and fossil, both essentially nonrenewable. Nuclear fuels
oriiiiaLed with the universe, and it takes niwre millions of years to manufacture lossil
fuels.

Fossil fuels originate from the earth as a result of the slow decomposition and
chemical conversion of organic material. They come in three basic forms: solid (coal),
liquid (oil), and natural gas. Coal represents the largest fossil-fuel energy resource in
the world. In the United States today (1983), it is responsible for about 50 percent of
elcctrie . powcr generation. Oil and natural gas are responsible for another 30 percent.
The remaining percentage is' mostly due to nuclear and hydraulic generation; Natural
gas, however, is being phased out of the picture in the United States because it must
be conserved for essential industrial and donietic uses.

New combustible-fuel options include the so-called synthetic fuels, or synfuek.
wnicn ate and gases derived largely from coat oil shale, mi t.r sards A tiny
fraction of fuels used_today are industrial by-products, industrial aud domestic wastes,
and biomass.	 -

0 -122
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Table 4-I World energy reserves 	 -

lucI	 [ner. Q'

Fossil	 Coal	 32
Oil and gas	 6

Fissik	 Uranium and inn urn 	 & 5)

Fusilc	 E)euicrium	 1010

I 1)	 10 ' Bia or roughly I(I J, not to be cor.fussd ss th a

quad 	 iO''Bru

This chapter ss ill cover the combustible fuels available to the utility industry, both
natural (fossil) and synthetic, and their preparation and firin g systems. Nuclear fuels
and renewabk energy sources, and the environmental aspects of power generation in
general. ill be covered later in this text.

4-2 COAL

( ' ito / is a general term that cni_-impasses a lar ge number ol sohd organic minerals with
ss del) difienng coniposttions and properties. although all are essentially rich in ansoi-
phous its ith5it regular structure) elemental carbon h is band in sTr:1!leo v'ots at

di1lerni and olten great depths, although sonictirncs near the surhi:e. t ts i-sirnatcd

that in the United States there are 270,000 million tons of recoverable reservus (thce
that can be mined economically within the foreseeable future) in 3t1 01 thi- 'to states.
This accounts for about 30 percent of the worlds total.

There are many ways of classifying coal according to its chemica .id nbvsical
properties. The most accepted system is the one used by the Amecat Sc.cict nr
Testing and Materials (ASTM), which clacsihes coals b y grade or rink accoromnz to
the degree of metamorphism (change in form and structure under the inucnc(s of
heat, pressure, and water), ranging from the lowest state, lignite to h' ho)'

anthracite (ASTM D 388). These classifications are briefl y descnbed beloss in
scending order.

Anthracite This is the highest grade of coal- It cotalas a high COntent, 86 to 96
percent. of fixed carbon (the: carbon content in the elemental state) on a dr y mineral-
mnatter-frec bsi and a low content of volatile mailer. less than 2 to 14 niacs pcicctil

(chiefly methane. 0 4 ). Anthrcite is a shiny bIac4, drncc. hard, brittle coal diai
borders on graphite* at the upper end of fixed carbon. It IN alcw-h'aming and has

teaming value just below that of the highest liii ,non.: 	 :..,

Giiiicr is a moderaicly.soft atlolropk morm of carbon Carbon crystallizes perfectly into diamond,
impeiSriaty into graphie, and 5 amorphous (having no re$ut.0 SUtKitue, noolysi4illflC) in aitibmcne iimi

ch.tr°oa1	 -
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in steam generators is largcly confined to burning on stokers, and rarel y in pulverized
form. In the United States it is mostly found in Pennsylvania.

The ,inh;acite rank of coal is subdivided into three groups. In descending order
of fixcd-arbon percent, they are 'ncta•ariihra-jte greater than 98 percent; unfit rac lic,
92 to 98 percent; and .u"nianthraci,c, 86 Co 92 percnC.

Bituminous coal The largest group, bituminous coal is a broad class of coals con-
taining 46 to 86 mass percent of fixed carbon and 20 to 40 percent of volatile matter
of more complex content than that found in anthracite. It derives its name from bitumen,an asphaltic residue obtained in the distillation of sonic fuels. Bituminous coals range
in heating value from ll,000 to more than 14,000 Btuilb,,, (about 25,600 to 32,600
kJ/kg). Bituminous coals usually burn easily, especially in pulverized form.

The bituminous rank is subdivided into live groups: low-volatile medium-volatile,and high-volatile A. B, and C. The lower the volatility, the higher the heating value.
'ilie low-volatility group is grayish black and granular in structure, while the high-
volatilit y groups are homogeneous or laminar.

S p ibbiturninous coal This is a class of coal with generally lower heating values than
hitunumnou coal, hctsseen 8300 to 11,500 Btu/lh, about 19.300 to 26,75() kJ/kg). It
is rclauel high in inherent moisture content, as much as IS to 30 percent, but often
lo.v in sulfur content, it is brownish black or black and mostly homogeneous in
structure Suhhnuinir,uus coals arc usually burned in pulverized form The subbitu-
minoos rank is divided into three groups: A, B. and C

Lignite The lowest g rade of coal, lignite derives its name from tli Latin lignum,
which means 'ssood -, It is brown and laminar in structure, and remnants of wood
fiber are cten visible in it. It originates mostly from resin-rich plants and is therefore
high in both inherent moisture, as high as 30 percent, and volatile matter. Its heating
value ranges between less than 6300 to 8300 Btu/lb,,, (about 14,650 to 19,300 kJ/kg).
Because of the high moisture content and low heating value, lignite it is not economical
to transport over long distances and it is usually burned by utilities at the mine site.
The lignite rank is subdivided into two groups: A and B.

Peat Peat is not an ASTM rank of coal. It is, however, considered the first geological
Step in coal's formation. Peat is a heterogeneous material consisting of decomposed
plant matter and inorganic minerals. It contains up to 90 percent moisture. Although
not attractive as a utility fuel, it is abundant in many parts of the world. Several State's
in the United States have large deposits. Because of its abundance, it is used in a few
countries (Ireland, Finland, the USSR) in sonic electric generating plants and in district
boat ng.

4-3 COAL ANALYSIS

There are two t\ pc' of coal analysis: proximate and ultirnao, 'both done on a mass-
percent basis. Both of these methods may be based on: an as-received basis, useful
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for combustion calculations; a moisture-free basis, which avoids variations of the
mOiStUre content even in the same shipment and certainly in the different stages of
pulverization; and adrv mineral—matter-free basis, which circumvents the problem of
the ash content's not hcin the same as the mineral matter in the coal. 	 -

Proximate Analysis

This is the easier of isso types of coal analysis and the one which supplies readily
meaningful information for coal's use in steam generators. The basic method for
proximate analysis is given b> ANSL/ASTM* Standards D 3172. It determines the
mass percentages of fixed carbon, volatile matter, moisture, and ash Sulfur is obtained
in a separate determination.

Fixed carbon is the elemental carbon that exists in coal. In proximate analysis,
its dctennination is approximated by assuming it to be the difference between the
original sample and the sum of volatile matter, moisture, and ash.

The salad/c matter is that portion of coal, other than water %apor, which is driven -
off when the sample is h'ated in the absence of oxygen in a standard test (up to 1750°F
for 7 mm). It consits of hydrocarbon and other gases that result from distillation and
dccoinjxsi lion

Moisture is dcterrnine h a standard procedure of dring in n oven. This does
not account for all thc satcr p resent, which includes combined water and water of
hydration. There are several other temis for moisture in coal. One, inherent moisture,
is that cx istinL in the natural ' tate of coal and considered to be pan of the deposit,
excluding surface salcr

Asir is the Inoreani' salts contained in coal. It is determined in practice as the
noncombustible residue .ifie the combustion of dried coal in a standard test (at 1380°F).

Sulfur is determined separately in a standard test, given by ANSL/ASTM Standards
D 2492. Being combustible, it contributes to the heating value of the coal. It forms
oxides which combine ssith saer to form acids. These cause corrosion problems in
the back end of steam generators if the gases are cooled below the dew point, as well
as environmental problems (Chap. 17).

Ultimate Aht!vsis

A more scientific test than proximate analysis, ultimate analysis gives the mass per-
centages of the chemical elements that constitute the coal. These include carbon,

- hydrogen, nitrogen, oxsecn, and sulfur. Ash is determined as a whole, sometimes in
a separate analysis Ul:1l!Iate anal y sis is given by ASTM Standards D 3176.

Heating Value

Ihe mating v.bu,	 " ! tc ' 'sf fI . may be determined on as-received, fry,
61 dry- andash. free' basis. It is the heat transferred when the products of complete

Aincrcin ttationaJ Standards taaiutrJArncrjcan Society for Testing and Maierih.
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combustion of a s niple of coal (Jr other fuel are cooled to the initial temperature of
air and fuel. it is Cleterlitined in a standaici test in a bomb calorimeter given by ASIM
Stan d ard ,,  1) 20 15. 11 	 are 1% o (lc'tc on i to liii Its die higher (or gross) /rea:ing i
(IIIIV) assumes that the satcr vapor in the products condenses and titus includes the
latent heat of' vapot icaflori 'I the water vapor in the products; the loner /jearurC (1(0

)Ll(V) dot's not. File (1lttcjcnLc between thc two is given by

I111\	 -	 P?i)lf	 (i In)

or	 [,HV	 IIIIV --- 9111 11 .1,,	 (4-lb)

ss here	 or,,	 mass of water vapor in products of
coirihustisiri per unit mass of fuel (due
to the corribustion of II in the fuel.
i.e. not including initial l{;0 in fuel)

010. = nras of original hydrogen per Unit mass
of fuel, known from ultimate analysis

= lament hca: of vaporiz:tior, of water
a! Its partial pressure in the

su)t:i h (ISIIC., mI pr ducts, I3tulb,,. Ii.() or
J k g 11.0

file jiirmi.il pressure ol s her sapor in the products of' combustion is obtained by
ilultiplving the took' LiLtlOh ol 11 2 () ni the products. which is obtained trout the

combustion equatron in the ural manner. hc the total pressure of the products. The
9 in Eq. (4- I/' I is the rain' ot the mmiolccular masses of 11:0 and 11, and represents the
mass of 11.0 vapor obtamimed from a hint mass of Ii.

Because gases are not usuall y cooled down below the dew point in steam generat'irs
(or engines), it does not seem fair to clmare thetri with the higher lme:iimne alue
calculating energy balances and ehlicienctes of cycles or engines. Sonic, however,
argue that they should be char g ed with the total ener gy content of the fuel .'\ uniform
standard had to be agreed upon, whereupon everybody uses the IIHV in energy balances
and efficiency calculations. (The LIIV is the sianard used in European practice.
however.)

As indicated above, heating values are obtained by testing. However, a formula
of the DuIon' type (which does not include the effects of dissociation) is used to give
approximate higher heating values of anthracite and bituminous coals in I3tulh,,,.

	

I lIlV - 14,000C	 62.00)(J1 -.
	

i 4050S	 '(4-2)

where C, II, 0, and S are tire mass fractions of ccrboii, hydrogen, oxygen, and sulfur,
resm,'cmv,'lv, in the coit,. Foe ower-rard fuel:, t: miv formula usuafl uidc.-
mates ilic iiFiV,

l'ahhe 4:2 gives the proximate and ultimate analyscof some typical U.S. coals,
Calculations of heating value for fuels of known. compoiition will be covered in

Sec. 4-14.'
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Table 4-2 Proximate and ultimate analyses of Some U.S. coals

11 it urn

Ar.Jysr.	 -	 n!c2um

perceot	 A nih:c i ic	 V oLitiI cv	 Suthictirn nu s	 1.igni!e

OL	 mitt

l-:icd carixmn	 554	 700	 45 9	 31)8

5 j iijk matter	 5 7	 205	 30 5	 2502

ocsturc	 2,5	 133	 19cm	 3-1 50

Ash	 8.0	 62	 4.0	 (12

'Ii i,rni!c

8	 83.9	 83 7	 58 5	 42.-;

	

.45	 3.8	 250

S	 07	 1 8	 0.3	 07

0.	 07	 24	 12.2	 12

N:	 1.3	 H	 L3	 0.7

25	 -	 32	 19.6	 3.

IIH V

BnIb.	 .	 13,720	 .54,310	 10.30	 7,210

Example 4-1 Wric the ionlplek' c ti0r equation . calcsilic the HI IV and

LEi\', lltu;lh,,,, of the medium ',olatiliis s U bbIRMIMOUS coal i n laNe 4-2 b uin

the Dulong-t) pe formula arid tirid the dew N'tt' F. Assume stoich;ometrtc. i.e.

chemically correct combustion air. 'l owl pressure = I aim.

SOLUTION

/
FIFIV = 14,6(K) -- 0	

0.024\
ir	 N5	 .1(15(1 x 0.01.S

	

= 11,782 - 2976	 73 - 4,831 ftu lb-

Note that the actual value, ti .310. is slightly lower by about 35 percent bec.'"

dissociation and other effects are not taken into account by the Dulong-type

formula.
The relative mole fractions of the fuel constituents from the ultimate analysis

are obtained by dividing the mass fractions by their molecular masses. The equiv-

alent molecule of the coal, therefore, is	 .

80.7	 4.5	 1.8	 2.4	 1.1	 3.3
—C + —Il —s + —O + —N + 11,0

1212 -	 2	 -	 32-	 32 -	 -)F -	 18	 -

or 0.725C -i- 2.23i2 i 3.C5(2 S	- 0,°75O ^ '.0329N2

- -

	

	 A hydrogen balance gives 2.250H0 from the H 2 in the fuel 't- 0.18331120

originally in the fuel = 2.4333110 in the products.

A sulfur balance gives 0 05625S0 2 in the products.
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An oxygen balance thus requires 0.725 4- (2.25012) + 0.05625 = 1 .90ó250
for combustion, but only, 1.90625 - 0.075 originally in the fuel = 1.8312502
front the atmosphere	

I
A nitrogen balance (the atmosphere contains 3.76 mol N 2 per niol 0) gives

3.76 x 1.83125 = 6.8855N from the atmosphere 0.03929 originally in the
fuel = 692479N, in the pnxiucts.

The complete combustion equation, therefore, is

(0.725C + 2 25011, + 0.05625S + 0.0750, 4 0.03929N, ± 0. !833H20)
± 1.83! 250 + 6.8855N, - 0.725CO 2 + 2.4333110 + 0.05625S02

+ 6.92479N.

The latent heat of vaporization, necessary for the calculation of the Lil y , is
due to the partial pressure of the 11 2 0 that was formed in the combustion process
on]y. because the moisture originally in the fuel receives and g ives off the same
heat upon vaporization and condensation. The partial pressure of the combustion
11 20 is equal to its mole fraction in the products

2. 250

	

0.725	 2.4333 4 0.0562+ 62479 
X l696	 3.705 psia -

From the sican i tables /i	 at 3 . 705  psla 1bv interpolation) is I 008.6 Ifni  lb...
Using Eq. (4-16.1

	

LIIV	 14,831 - 9 x 0.045 x 1008.6	 14422.5 Dtu/lh,,,

Note that the differences beieen 1I}I\' and Lll\' for coals are small (lc,
than 3 percent in the above esample) because of their lo%% II content. This is not
the case with liquid or gaseous hydrocarbons, which contain a large portion of
hydrogen in the C-il molecules

The dew point of the products is ths' caturaiion temperature corresponding to
the partial pressure of the total H 20 i' the products, or

2.4333	
X 14.696 = 3.5268 psia0.725 + 2.4333 + 0.05625 +.92479

This corresponds to a Saturation temperature of about 148°F, which is the dew
point.	 -

There will be more discussion of heating value in Sec. 4-14.

44 COAL FIRING

Since the old days of feeding roal into a iumae by hand. 'several major advances
have been made that permit increasingly hi-her rates of combustion.

Tb- '.rlic 'f cicam boilers were mechanical stokers. and several
types are still being used for small- and medium-sized boilers. All 'such stokers are
designed to continuously feed coal into the furnace by moving it oil grate within the
furnace and also to remove ash from the furnace.I

EQ
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'
so	 I N' c-1nicd-cnal sanipic	 coat rarer 1'; c' c	 0.:e	 I coal a

Ii res	 ,;ii 	hied on graph,,:,' ss rcrn propoowd in Ref 20.

Pulverized-coalfirinç was introduced in the 1920s and represented a major increase
in combustion rates over mechanical stokers. It is widely used today. To prepare the
coal for ;r';e in ;' -:r;.:ci-2, is enishod and thor; grun to ; l i iie possder
that approximately 70 percent of it will pass a 200-mesh sieve* (Fig. 4-I). It is suitable
fora wide variety of coal, Icuariy the higher-grade ones. Adsanuges 01 pulverized-
coal firing are the ability to use any sue coal; good variable-load response: a lower
requirement for excess air for combustion, resulting in lower fan power consumption;
lower carbon loss: higher combustion temperatures and improved thermal efficiency;
lower operation and maintenance costs; and the possibility of design for multiple-fuel
combustion (oil, gas- , and coal).

There are some sesen screen, or circe, srand,irds in the United Siales and Etirope The -zc toed here
is thc U.S.Standard Siese, in ihkh the number of openings per linear inch dcsinatcs the mesh. A 100-
mesh screen has 100 openings to the inch, or 10,000 openings per square inch The tugher the LeSh, the
finer the screen. The diameter of the wire determines the opening size. The Lt. S. Standard Sieve rrx'th and
ci,n	 iohc,, ai.i 11,11litfocitil are given Ociow.

NfrTh 20	 30	 - 40	 30	 00	 1 C	 140	 2u)	 333	 400

in	 I 0331 1.0234 0 016 00111 00098 00059 00041 00729 00317 0.0013
nun	 0.840	 0395	 0.420	 0.297	 0.230	 0.149	 0 103	 0 074	 0.044	 O 037

C
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In the late 1930s cyclonc-furnace firing was introduced and became the third major
advance in coal firing. It is now also widely used though for a lesser variety of uses
than is pulverized coal. In addition to those advantages already mentioned for pul-
verized-coal firing, cyclone tiring provides several other advantages. TJicsc are the
obvious savings in pulvcniing equipment because coal need only be crushed, reduction
in furnace sue, and reduction in fly ash content of the flue gases. Coal size for cyclone:
furnice firing is accomplished in a simple crusher and covers a wide band, with
approximately 95 percent of it passing a 4-mesh sieve (Fig. 4-I).

Most recently, fluidi:ed-bed combustion has been introduced. In this type of firing,
crushed particles of coal are injected into the fluidized bed so that they spread across
an air distribution grid. The combustion air, blown through the grid, has an upward
velocity sufficient to cause the coal particles to become fluidized, i.e., held in sus-
pension as they burn. Unburned carbon leaving the bed is collected in a cyclone
separator and returned back to the bed for another go at combustion. The main ad-
vantage of fluidized-bcd combustion is the ability to desulfurize the fuel during com-
bustion in order to meet air quality standards for sulfur dioxide emissions. -(Other
methods are the use of low-sulfur coal, desulfurization of coal before it is burned, and
removal of SO from the flue gases by the use of scrubbers, Chap; 17.) DesulfurizatioQ -

aoriiplishcd by the addition of limestone directly to the bed. Fluidized-bed corn-
husrion is still undergoing development and has other attractive features (Sec 4-8).

4-5 MECHANICAL STOKERS

.-\irit all kinds of coal can he fired on stokers. Stoker firing, however, is the least
efficicnt of all types of tiring except hand firing. Partly because of the low efficiency,
stoker firing is limited to relatively low Capacities, usually for boilers producing less
than 400,000 lb.,,/h (50 kg's) of steam, though designers are limiting stoker use to
around 100,000 lb-/h (12.6 kg/s). These capacities are the result of the practical
hni'..ionc of stoker physical sires and relatively low burning rates which require a
large fur-mice width for a given steam output. Pulverized and cyclone firing, on the.
ntrr hd hv, h.ghrr burning rates and are flexible enough in design to meet the
rnillicns of pounds per hour of steam requirements of modern steam generators with
narrower and higher furnaces. Stokers, hosever, remain an important part of steam-
generator systems in their size range.

Mechanical stokers are usually classified into four major groups, depending upon
the iriethod of introducing the coal into the furnace. These arc spreader stokers,
rlr.EIc1 fed stLers, vibrwing-grate Moker5, and 'traveling -grate stokers.

The spreader stoker is the most widely used for steam capacities of 75.000 to
4.O.00O !,,,/h (9.5 to 50 kg/s). It can burn a wide variety of coals from high-rank

4 n1 even some- by;roduct waste feds such as wood wat,
jlrw.'xvJ, bark, and others and is responsive to rapid load changes. In the spreader

stoker coal is fed from a hopper to a number of feeder-distributor units, each of which
has a rectprrcating Iced plate that transports the 'coal from the hopper over an adjustable
spill plate toan ovcrthrw rotor equipped with curved blades. There are a number of
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such fceder-d sir 	 itor tttcch in i srns that inject the coal Into the I u rnztcc in a ss ILIC

uniform prrrJctile over (lie stoker grate (tig. 4-2). Air is primarily fed upward thrirueti

the grate from an air plenuni heloss it. This is C alled urrrlrrrote air. The liner coal

particles, bets, ccn 25 and 50 percent at tile injected COZI F C suppomled b y the upward
airfino and are burned while in suspension. Pie larger orie.s fall to the grate and burn

in a relativclv thin la yer. Sonic air, called aitrtire air, is blossii into time furnace Just

abos e the coal 1)11 lect F Ic Forced-draft fans are used for haiti u midererate and ave rim re

air. ihe unit has cquipmmtcimt for collectinc and reirmjecirng dust and controls for coal

flow arid ,nrll&r',s F) suit load deoiand on the steam generator.
The problem ith statioir;irv spreader stokers s as the renroval of ash. hich was

first done nranuall and then b y shutting off individual sections of grates and their air

supply for ash removal without affectin g oilier sect ions of the stoker. The spreader

stoker became dclv accepted only 'after file introduction of tIme ewFnnuau.c-asII-

discharre iraiclm,-gran' stoker in the Lite 1930s. 1 ravel iiig-gmate stokers. as a class.

also include the so-called c/main-yrare stoker They have grates, links, or keys joined

in an endless belt that is driven b y a motorized sprocket drive at one end and over an

idle shaft sprocket mechanism at the Other. Coal may be injected in the above manner

or fed directly from a hopper onto the movin g grate throu g h an adjustable gate tba

regulates the thickness of the coal layer. Ash is discharged into, an ash pit at cihci

end. depcndmn upon the dirL'crlon of nation of the tr:tvei:nC crate
Conuinuous-cleaninu grates that Use reciprocating Or vibr,&i imig designs hm,ts e also

bcetr des eotJ, :is liasc underfeed stokers that are suit.mbk' for burning special t pcs

Coal Hopper-1	 Air

Overthrow
reo' ..	 .- Rotor

"\	 .1
Charn

ii	

£

' i r

	

c?r

__,,	 a"?•z-'	 -' -

,.	 -..'

FIgure 4-2 A mmsclrrrg-graic nprvadcr iloker with rrrni ah dchirèc iC'cnrfrsy fluhr'ucl wtdW,ko.

C
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of coals. The coritinuous-ash-rcmoval traveling-grate stoker, however, has high burning
rates and remains the preferred type of stoker.

Ignition of the fresh coal in stokers, as well as its combustible volatile matter,
driven off by . distillation. is started by radiation heat transfer from the burning gases
above. The fuel bed continues to burn a.td grows thinner as the stoker travels to the
far end over the bend. shcre ash is discharged to the ash pit. Arches are sometimes
built into the furnace to improve combustion by reflecting heat onto the coal bed.

4-6 PULVERIZED-COAL FIRING

The commercial development of methods for firing coal in pulverized form is a land-
mark in the history of steam generation. It made possible the construction of large,
efficient, and reliable steam generators and powerplants.. The concept of firing "pow-
dered" coal, as it was called in earlier times, dates back to Carrot (7), whose idea
envisaged its use for the Carnot cycle; to Diesel, who usedit in his first experiments
on the engine that now bears his name [27); to Thomas Edison, who improved it.;
firing in cement kilns, thus improving their efficiency and prodaction; and to many
others. It was not, hoseser, until the pioneering efforts of John Anderson and his
associates and the forerunner of the Present Wisconsin Electric Power Company that
pulverized coal was used successfully in electric generating powerplants at their Oneida
Street and Lakeside Stations. Milwaukee, Wisconsin (28).

1 lie rnpetus for the earl y ss ork on coal pulverization stemmed from the belief
that, it coal were made fine enough, it would burn as easily and efficiently as a gas.
Further inducements came Ironi an increase in oil prices and the wide availability of
coal, which makes the present situation sound rather like history repeating itself. Much
theoretical work on the mechanism of pulverized-coal combustion began in the early
1920s 129301. The mechanism of crushing and pulverizing has not been well under-
stood theoretically and remains a matter of controversy even today. Probably the most
acceit ed law is one published in 1867 in Germany, called Ri!!inger's law, that states
I'ai the work needed to reduce a material of a given size to a smaller size is proportional
to th' surface area of the reduced size. This, and other laws, however, do not cake
into account many of the processes involved in coal pulverization, and much of the
prorcss in developing pulverized-coal furnaces relies heavily on empirical correlations
and designs.

To burn pulverized coal successfully in a furnace, two requirements must be met:
(1) the existence of large quantities of very fine particles of coal, usually those that
would pass a 200-mesh screen, to ensure ready ignition because of their large surface-
to-volume ratios and (2) the existence of a minimum quantity of coarser particles to
ensure high combustion efficiency. These larger coarse particles should contain a very
srnJ l ijrno;rit larger than s given ciie usually !ha! wh i ch would be retainci on a 50-
mesh screen, because they cause slagging and loss of combustion efficiency. Line A
in Fig. 4-1 represents a typical range for pulverized coal. It shows about 80-percent
of the coal passing a 2O0-nish screen that corresponds to a 0,074-mm opening and
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about 99.99 percent passing a 50-mcsh screen that corresponds to a 0.297-mm opening.
i.e.,  only 0.1 percent larger than 0.297 mm.

The sue of bitujnir.ous coil that is shipped as it comes from the mine, called run
of-mine coal, is about 8 in. Oversized lumps are broken up but the coal is not screened
Other sizes are given barnes like lump (Sr.). which is used in hand firing and doincsc
applications, egg (5 x 2 in), nut (2 x U in), stoker (I j x j in), and slack (j x 0
in, meaning I in or less). LAnthreicite coal has similar designations, ranging from
broken (41 X 3 in) to buckwhew (i'S X jj in) and rice	 X A in), ASTM D 3101

Coal is usually delivered to a plant site already sized to meet the Iced sire required
by the pulseriring mill or the cyclone furnace (Sec. 4-7). If the coal is too large,
ho--k, vcr. it must go through crushers, which are part of the plant coal-handling system
and are usually located in a crusher house at a convenient transfer point in the coal-
conveyor system. The feed S1ZC required in pulverizing m i lls is desirnated at I C
in; that required for cyclone furnaces is I X 0 in

Crushers

Although there are several types of coinmes-rinlly available coal crushers, a less sttnd
out for particular uses. To prepare coal for pulverization, the ring cruihr. or riin-
ulritor, (Fig. 4-3) and the hammermill (Fig. 4-4) are preferred. The coal is fed at the
top and is crushed by the action of rings that pivot oil - center on a rotor or by swinging
hanuuncis attached to it. Adjustable screen bars determine the maximum size of the
ds-har ged coal. Wood and other foreign material is also crushed, but a trap is usually
provided to collect tramp iron metal and other hard-to-crust. matter.) Ring crushers
and hammermills are used off or on plant site. They reduce run-of-mine coals down
to sizes such as j x 0 in. Thus they discharge a large amount of fines suitable for

Raw
coal

Tramp-
Loose

I	 Ring	 Trap

	

,	

All

 

4,..	 Opening

Screen	 Acce"

Nplatel	

Door

- I1urv 4-3 A ring-type coal cruahe. (Ci'urw'iy Bet'errk and Wilcox.)
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o% 0. ii
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Figure 44 A harnrncr . miiJ coal crusher . (Cotrie.cv Bats-ad and Wilt-ü

further pulverization, but not for cyclone-furnace firin.. For the latter, a-crusher type
called the re','er.cthh' himimermi/I Is preferred.

A third type, the Bradford breaker (Fig. 4-5), is used fir largi-capacity work It
is composed of a large c y linder consisting of perforated steel or screen plates to which
lifting shels Cs are attached on the inside. The clinder iotalini slowly at about 20
r!min receives feed at one end lhc shelves lilt the coal, and the hrcakino action is
accomplished by the repeated dropping of the eoa until it size permits it to be
discharged throu g h the perforations, whose site 'leCnn,ne: the site of the discharged
coal. The quantity of tines is lirnmie.t because the crushing force, due to gravity, is
not large. Bradford breakers easily reject foreign matter iil produce relatively uniform
size coals. They are usually used at the mine but ma y a!so be used at the plant.

Other simple devices called ru!. (ruhers. which have single or double rolls or
rotors equipped with teeth, have been used but have not proven very satisfactory
because of (heir inability to produce coal of uniform sir.

Cnsng

FT

-.
Figure 4-5 A Btadfilid bremker (Coirr'u ('i,,',t'urj,-i Fm-
gineering, In.)

C
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Pulverizers

ilie puhcrizing process is composed of several stages The first is ihcfeedinç system,
which must automatically control the fuel-feed rate according to the boiler demand
and the air rates required for drying (below) and transporting pulverized fuel to the
buincr (primaiy air). The next stage is drying. One important properly of coal being
prepared for pulverization' is that it be dry and dusty. Because coals have varying
quantities of moisture and in order that lower-rank coals can be used, dryers are an
integral part of pulverizing equipment. Part of the air from the seam-generator air
preheater, the primary air, is forced into the pulverizer at 650For more by the primary-
air fan. There it is mixed with the coal as it is being circulated and ground.

The heart of the equipment is the pulverizer, also called grinding mill. Grinding
is accomplished by impact. attrition, crushing, or combinations of these. There are
several commonly used pulverizers, classified by speed: (1) tow-speed (below 75
rimin): the ball-tube null: (2) medium-speed (75 to 225 r/min): the ball-and-race and
roll-andrace mi1i and (3) high-speed (above 22 r/min): the impact or hammermill,
and the attrition mill.

The low-speed ball-tube IflIll, one of the oldest on the market, is basically a hollow
c y linder with conical cr.,!) and heavy-cast wear-resist!nt liners, less than half-filled
with forged steel halls of mixed size. Pulverization is accomplished by attrition and
impact as the balls and coal ascend and fall with cylinder rotation. Primary air is
circu!aicd 05cr the charc to carry the pulverized coal to classifiers (below) The
bolltuhc mill is dependable and requires low maintenance, but it is lar g er and lie:i', icr
in construction, conurnes more power than others, and because of poor air circulation,
works less efficientl y with wet coals. It has now been replaced with more efficient
LY1 XS.

The medium-speed ball-and-race and roll-and race pulverizers are the t ype in
most use nowadays. The y operate on the principles of crushing and attrition. Pulver-
Izaiioi) takes piace Dcisscen two surfaces one roliing on top of the other. The rolling
elements may be balls or ring-shaped rolls that to]l between two races, in the manner
of a ball bearing. Fi g ure 4-6 shows an example of the former. The balls are between
a top stationary race or ring and a rotating bottom ring, which is driven by the vertical
shaft of the pulverizer. Primary air causes coal feed to circulate between the grindin
elements, and when it becomes fine enough, it becomes suspended in the air and is
carried to the classifier. Grinding pressure is varied for the most efficient grinding of
various coals by externally adjustable springs on top of the stationary ring. The ball-
and-race pulverizer has ball circle diameters varying between 17 and 76 in and Ca-
pacities between I i to 20 tons/h, The roll-and-race pulverizer is operated at lo'.ver
speeds and larger sizes. A typical one has an 89-in ball circle diameter, a 12-ft diameter,
and a 22.5-ft height overall, weighs 150 ions, and is drivenhy 700-hp motor i'i-
Romh t yOes re iiitahIe' for direct-firing aystcmns (se e 't-w).

H;gh-speed JuivcriLcas use hammer heaters thai vcl-e	 c
with high-wearresistant liners. They are mostly used with low-rank coals with high-
moisture content and use flue gas for drying. They are not widely used for pulverized
coal systems:
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Figure 4-6 A ingIc-row ba)iand!a cc.t pulcrizcr (Courrecy
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The classifier referred to above is located at the pulverizer exit. It is usually a
cyclone with adjustable inlet vanes. The classifier separates oversized coal and returns
it to the grinders to maintain the proper fineness for the particular application and coal
used. Adjustment is obtained by varying the gas-suspension velocity in the classifier
by adjusting the inlet vanes.

The Pulverized-Coal System

A total pulverized-coal system comprises pulverizing, delivery, and burning equip-
ment. it must be capable of both continuous operation and rapid change as required
by load demands. There are two main systems: the bin or storage system and the
directfiring system.	 -

The bin system is essentially a batch system by which the pulverized coal is
prepared away from the furnace and the resulting pulverized-coal--primary-air mixture
goes ba cycionc separator and fabric bag filter that separate and exhaust the moisture-
ti'lv'n air to the atinusplicie and discharge the pulverized coal to storage bins (Fig. .4

7). From chcre, the coat is pneumatically conveyed through pipelines to utilization
bins near the furnace for use as required. The--bin system was widely used before

• pulverizing equipment became reliable enough for continuous steady operation. Be-
a

- Raw
CaI

C,
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cause of the many stages of drying, stonng, transporting. etc., the bin system is subject
to tire hazards. Nevertheless, it is still in use in many older plants. It has, however,

tveri wa y to (he direct-firin le cvstern, which is used eclusivelv in modern plants.

Compared with the bin system the direct-firing system has greater simplicity and
hence greater safet y , Tosser space requirements, lower capital and operating costs, and
greater plant cleanliness. As its name implies, it continuously processes the coal from
tIme stora g e rrceiviri., bu a feeder, pulvenzcr, and primary-air fan, to the
furnace burners (Fig. 4-8). (Another version of this system, less used, places the fan

- on the outlet side of the pulverizer.) Fuel floss is suited to load demand by a combination
of controls on the feeder and on the primacy-air fan in order to give air-fuel ratios
suitable for the various steam-generator loads. The control operating range on any one
direct-firing pulverizer system is only about 3 to 1. Large steam generators are provided
ss 

ith -firing,

 than One pulverizer system, each feeding a number of burners, so that a
5sIi!e control range is possible by varying the number of pulverizers and the load on
each.

ci c,urner is not tLv di.siiiijlar to an oil burner, 17hc latler
must atomize the l i quid fuel to give a large surface-to-volume ratio of fuel for proper
IntrractioO with the combustion air. A pulvcrizd-eoal burner already receives dried
pulverized cal in suspencion in the primary air and mixes It with the main combustion

EE
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air from the steam-generator air preheater. The surface-to-volume ratio of pulverized
coal or tinciss requirements vary, though not too greatly, from coal Co coal (the
higher the fixed carbon, the liner the coal). For example, pulverized coal with 80
percent pssiirg a 200-mesh screen and 99,5 percent passing a 50-mesh screen possesses
a surface aici of approximately 1500 crn 2/g with more than 97 percent of that surface
area passir' the 200-mesh screen,

The fucl hiirnnrs rpuy he fn-anged in one of two configurations. In the first,
ndividl burners, usually arranged horizontally from one or opposite walls, are

independent of each other and provide separate flame envelopes. In the second, the
burners are arranged so that the fuel and air injected by them interact and produce a
single flame envelope. In this configuration the burners are such that fuel and air are
injected from the tour corners of the lurnace along lines thaf are tangents to an imaginary
horizontal circle within the furnace, thus causing a rotative motion and intensive mixing
and a (lame envelope chat tills the furnace area. Vertical firing is also used but is more
Lu' m i1; . 	 aid uscd only fr hard-to-ignite fuels.

!o b'm pulvcrizcd CO4 only	 4-9) or all
three n'-im'm.-'m -, pa l coal, oil. or gas thg. 4-10). In Fig. 4-9, the ctd
impeller pronotcs the mixing of fuel with the primary a'fr and the tangential doors
built i nto the windbux provide turbulence of the main ' combustion, or secondary, air
to help mix i: with the fuel—princliry-air mixture leaving the impeller. The total air-
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Table 4-3 Excess air required by some fuel systems

Fuel	 System	 Excess au. %

Coal	 Putscriicd. completely water-cooled furnace	 15-20
Pul.criycd' partially water-cooled furnace	 15-40
SprJcr sokct	 30-6()
Chain gac and traveling stoker
Cnjstid. scionc furnace	 10-15

Fuel oil.	 (hi burncr	 5-10
Mulijiurt t-intcrS	 10_20

Gas:	 Gas hurnerc
Muliifucl burners 	 7-12

fuel ratio is greater than stoichromctric (chemically correct) but just enough to ensure
complete combustion without wasting energy by adding too much .sensible heat to the
air. Table 4-3 gives the range of excess air, percent of theoretical, necessary for good
combustion of some fuels.

Initial Ignition of the burners is accomplished in a variety of ways including a
light-fuel oil jet, itsclt spark-ignited (Fig. 4-9). This igniter is usually energized long
enough to ensure a self-sustaining flame. The control equipment ranges from manual
to a remotel y operated programmed sequence. The igniters ma y be kept only for
seconds in the case of fuel oil or gas. In the case of pulverized coal, however, they
are usually kept much longer, sometimes for hours, until the combustion-zone tem-
perature is high enough to ensure a self-sustaining flame. It may also be necessary to
activate the igniter at very light loads, especially for coals of low volatility. The
impeller is the part of the burner that is subject to severe maintenance problems and
is usually replaced once a year or so.

4-7 CYCLONE FURNACES

Cyclone-furnace flung, developed in the 1940s, represents the most significant step
in coal firing since the introduction of pulverized-coal firing in the 1920s. It is now
widely used to hum poorer grades of coal that contain a high ash content with a
minimum of 6 pcmczt to as high as 25 percent, and a high volatile matter, more than
IS percent, to obtain the necessary high rates of combustion. A wide range of moisture
is allowable with predrying. One limitation is that ash should not contain a high sulfur
content or a high FeO/(CaO + MgO) ratio. Such a coI has a tendency to form high
ash-fusion temperature materials such as iron and iron sulfide in the slag, which negates
the main advantage of cyclone firing.

i he main advantage is the removal of much of the ash, ''o'! 6n
molten slag that is collected onthc cyclone walls by centrifugal action and drained
off the bottom to a slag-disintegrating tank below. Thus only 40 percent ash leaves
with the flue gases, compared with about 80. percent for pulverized-coal firing. This
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materially reduces erosion and fouling of steam-generator surfaces as well as the size
of dust-rcnioval precipitators or bag houses (Chap. 17) at steam-generator cit. Other
advantages are that only crushed coal is used and no pulverization equiprncnt is needed
and that the boiler size is reduced. Cyclone-furnace firing uses a range of coal sizes
averaging 95 percent passing a 4-mesh screen (region B. Fig. 4-I)

The disadvantages arc higher forced-draft fan pressures and therefore higher power
requirements, the inability to use the coals mentioned abovc, and the formation of

relatively more oxide ,, of nitrogen. NO,, which are air pollutants, in the combustion

process.
The cyclone is essentially a water-cooled horizontai cylinder (Fig. 4-11) located

outside the main boiler furnace, in which the crushed coal is fed and fired with very
high rates of heat release. Combustion of the coal is completed before the resulting
hot gases enter the boiler furnace. The crushed coal is led into the cyclone burner at -

left along with primary air, which is about 20 percent of combustion or secondary air.
The primary air enters the burner tangentially, thus imparting a centrifugal motion to
the coal. The secondary air is also admitted tangentially at the top of the cyclone at
high speed, imparting further centrifugal motion. A small quantity of air, called tertiary

air, is admitted at the center.
The whirling motion of air and coal results in large heat-release-rate volumetric

densities, between 450.000 and 800,((X) Btu/(h ft) (about 47CX) to 300 kWJm').

and high combustion temperatures, more than 3000F (lfiSOC) These 'high temper-
atures melt the ash into a liquid slag that covers the surface o the C', : one and C % entua?l

drains through the Lie-lap opening to a slag tank at the bottom of the boiler furnace.
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FIgwe 4-11 A cyclone funi,c. (Co.irmesy Babcock and Wilcox.)
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shcrc It is solidified and broken for removal. The slag la yer that forms on the walk
of the cyclone provides insulation against too much hear loss through the wills and
contributes to the efficiency of cyclone firing. The high temperatures alsd explain the
large production of NO, in the gaseous combustion products. These gases lcavc the
cyclone through the throat at right and enter the main boiler furnace. Thus combustion
takes place in the relatively small cyclone, and the main boiler furnace has the sole
function of heat transfer from the gases to the ssaicr-tube walls. Cyclone furnaces are
also suitable for fuel-oil and gaseous-fuel bring

Initial ignition is done by sniall retractable oil or gas burners in the secondar y air
p005.

Like pulverized-coal systems. cyclone tiring systems can be of the bin, or storage,
or direct-tiring types, though the bin type is more widel y used, especially for most
bituminous coats, than in the case of pulverized coal. The cyclone system uses either
one-wall, or opposed-wall, tiring, the latter being preferred for large steam generators.
The size and number of cyclones per boiler depend upon the boiler size and the desired
load response because the usual load range for gooa performance of any one cyclone
is from 50 to 100 percent of its rated capacit y . Cyclones vary in size from 6 to 10 ft
in diameter with heat inputs between 16()to 425 million I3tu ih (about 47.(X)Dto 12.(X)
kV. respccii.clv 1121

The c yclone component requtrinr the most rilamnieit:incc is the hurcr, ss hich is
subjected to erosion b y the high velocit y ot the coal. Erosion is minimized b y the use
o f tungsten carbide and other crosion-resistani materials for the burner liners. sA hich
are usuall y replaced once a year or so.

4-8 FLUIDIZED-BED COMBUSTION

We have alread y noted various attempts at reducing pollutants in the flue gas of
ps)Werplant steam generators. The most common are the postcombustion processes
that iitili7e s ! ich devices as etcctrr'c!:itic precipitators and baghouses for particuLitc
matter and scrubbers for sulfur dioxide (Chap. 17). Others are processes concurrent
with conih'ition such as cyclone .fiir-nace combustion, in which much of the ash, and
hence t,he particulate matter, is removed during the combustion process. Others, still,
are precombus t ion processes in which "clean" gaseous or liquid fuels, produced from
coal by gasification or liquefaction and free of sulfur and ash, are used as steam-
generator fuels (Sec. 4-11).

Riiidi:t'd.bed combustion is of the concurrent type. It differs front cyclone
furnace in that sulfur is removed dunng the combtion process. In addition, fluidized-
bed combuon occurs at lower temperatures; resulting in lower production of NO,
as sscll as the avoidance of s.igiIig problems with some coals.

Thc nu;;d-bcd !'as beer, ender development since the 1950s with
the aim of perfecting the process and comparing its reliability and economy with SO,
postcombustion scrubbing. Fluidized beds have been in use for many decades in
chemical-industry applications where intimate mixing and contact between reactants
are desired. Such contact in a fluidizeduthulent state increases heat and mass transfer
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and reduces lime of reaction, plant SLeL, and power requirement. Fluidized beds have
even been proposed for use in nuclear-po.cr reactors 11.31. When used for coal,
fluidiicd-bcd combustion results in high combustion efficiency and low combustion
temperatures.

Fluidization

Af7uidied bet] is one that contains solid particles which are in intimate contact with
a fluid passing through at a velocity sufficiently high to cause the particles to separate
and become freely supported b y the fluid (Fig. 4-12). A fixed bed, on the other hand,
is oie in shich the velocity of the fluid is too slow to cause fluidization. The rnini:num
fluid velocity necessary for fluidization may be calculated by equating the drag force
on a particle due to the motion of the fluid to the weight of the particle. Thus

CrA,pj -	 = VP'	 (4-3)

where	 C,) = drag coefficient, a function of the particle
shape and the Reynolds number, dimensionless

A. = cross-sectional area of the particle = 7rr 2 for

a spherical particle, ft or

Figiart 4-J2 Schcniaiic of a fluidized bed: (a) p4nicleb in collapsed state, (b) particles in fluidized Uztc
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r = radius of the particle, if considered spherical, ft or m

Pi = density of the fluid, lb,,/ft' or kg/rn3

V = velocity of the fluid, ft/h or rn/s

V	 volume of the particle	 7r3 if spherical,

ft , or rn

p, = density of the solid particle, lb,,,Jft' or kg/m'

g = gravitational acceleration, ft/h 2 or rn/s2

= conversion factor, 4.17 x lO lb,,ft/(lb1 - h2 ) or
I kg/(N 52)

For a spherical particle, Eq. (4-3) yields

(4)
3C0p

The total pressure drop .XP. lh,Jfr! or Pa, in a fluidized bed is composed of three
Component"

All = AP, i- .XP,	 (4-5)

where	 XP = precure drop due to friction at he wall

prcsurc drop due to static weight of
solids in bed

P,. = pressure drop due to static weight (or
hydrostatic head) of fluid in bed

Fluidized beds usually have large wall diameters, so AP.. is relatively small. The
fluid in a fluidized-bed combustor varies-in a complex manner from air to hot gaseous
COmhHcFun rcduc'.:. Tc '.'tr density is much smaller than that of the solids,
and APf. therefore, is also relatively small. Equation (4-5) thus reduces to

AP =	 = Hl - o)p,-	 (4-6)

where	 H = height of bed in fluidized state, ft or m

a = average porosity Oj void ftaction of bed in fluidized state

= fncrinn not occupied by solids, dimensionless

- The value of a is obtained from

I — a	 H,,
(4-71
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here	 :. height of the bed in the collapsed state i.e.
vhcfl all solids are randorirlv packed at hotto:n

and	 n., = P°°°> in the collapsed statct the value of (rU,

ol a bed of spheres of equal diameter, raiidorrily

	

jrackcd is scry nearly equal to 0.40 (3	 but
losser for spheres of different diameters

In tluidizcd-bcd eutiihusttorr crushed coal hetss ecu I/-i and 3.-I in ruasimuni (6

to 20 mm), is injected into the bed just above an air-distribution grid in the bottom
of the bed (Fig. 4-I 3). The air floss upwards (hrough the grid from the air plenum
into the bed, hich now becomes the furnace where combustion of the siriinr mixture
takes place. The products of combustion leaving the bed contain a large proportion of
unburned carbon particles that are collected in a cyclone separator, which separates
these particles from the gas b y imparting a centrifugal acceleration on the mixture.
The y are then returned back to the fluidized bed to complete their combust: ti. The
boiler water tubes are located in the furnace.

As indicated previousl\ . the mimportanimportantadvantage of tIuidticd-l-ed e.mhusriori
is the concurrent rerntvrl it ihc sultcrdtosndc that results normalI lro:n tite 'nnhustion
Of the sulfur content Oi the coal. Desulturiisiion is aeconiphished h the addntisTh of
lltncstone il!rectl\ to the bed ioecther o oh the crushed coal I.tnnis'stone i ' a 'cd;mentarv
rock composed ros I Is I e.t ci u so carhon,itc CaC() ) and Otnct riSC S s.mc n : g nmes stilt
carbonate MgCOd. Liiiiensne absorbs the sultur dioxide with the hel p ot some nxsgcn
trout the excess air, according te

CaCOm SO	 CaSO4 + CO,	 (4-8)

The rate of this reaction is iniaxiniurn at bed temperatures betss ceo I 5CK) and 1600°F
(815 to 870T), though a practical range of operation of fluidized beds of 1380 to

1 7 401 : (750 to 95IVC) is common.
The calcium sulfate CaSO 4 produced in this process is a dry waste product that

is either regenerated or disposed of. Technical problems for handlin g this calcium
sulfate are under study. Reductions inn sulfur dioxide emissions of up to 90 percent
have been achieved in fluidized-bed pilot plants. 	 -

There are other advantages as a result of the low combustion temperatures of
fluidized-bedcsmbustors. They allow inferior grades of coal to he used ithout slag-
ging problems; the carbon and ash carr y over iii the flue gases does not reach temper-
attires at which the y become soft arid foul heat transfer surfaces: the io tenseratr're
combustion recutts'un sub s tantial rductiotts in the emission of oxides of nitroecrm NO,,

serious air pollutant: and cheaper allo y materials are possthie, rest :,

Another athantage is the absence of pulvcriaation equipment, resulting in further
economies. -Also, a flu idizcd-bcd combustor can be designed to incorporate the boiler
within the bid, resulting in vohimetric heat-transfer rates that are 10 to IS times higher
and surface heat-transfer rates that are 2 to 3 tsitcs higher than a conventional boiler.
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Figure 4-13 Snhc,nslic (it a fluidized .bcdComhusimofl steam generator. 
(Courtesy Combustion Engineering.

A fluidi,cd-bed steani generator is therefore much more compact than a conventional

one at the sat-nc capacity.
In addition, rc.luctioflS in sulfur dioxide (andtrioxide) in the flue gas means that

lsacr stack-gas temperatures can be tolerated because less acid is formed as a result
of the condensation of water vapor. Lower stack-gas temperatures result in an increase

in overall plant efficiency.
-- The problems facing the development of fluidized-bed combustors include those

that are associated with feeding the coal and limestone into the bed, the controi of
carbon carryover with the flue gases. the regeneration or disposal of calcium sulfate,
the quenching of combustion by the cooler water tubes within the bed, and variable-

load operation.	 -
Fluidized-bed combustors may be used with either a conventional steam power-

plant (Rankine cycle) or a combined gas-steam powerplant (Brayton-Rankine) cycle
(Sec. 8-6). In the conventional powerplant application, the bed can be of the atmos-

pheric, orpressurized, type. Atmospheric beds utilize both forced- and induced-draft
fans. Prtssurized beds use compressors to supply combustion air at pressures of up to -
10 bar, which results in slightly higher heat -iransfer.rates. Electrostatic precipitalors
fly-ash removal, air prcheaters, and other auxiliaries as are found in conventional steam
generators ac used. In the eombticd gas-steam cycle pressurized beds are used. They

recci.c compressed air fiea.;	 r-mctm,rtiflr cvrIC compressor.

By the end of 1981 more dun 20 flu idired.bed-cOmbtistion water-tube steam
generarors were contracted for worldwide. Their ratings extended up to 330,000

lbJh (about 42 kg/s) capacity, 2450 psig about 170 bar), and 1000°F (about 5-10°C)

steam conditions. They now arc considcrd by some as competitive with conventional
steam generators with gas scrubbing when high-sulfur coals or waste fuels are burned.

5--
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4-9 LIQUID FUELS

Technicalr. liquid fuels we an excellent enerv source. They are cass to handle,

store, and burn and have neatl y constant heating values. They are usuall y a mixture
of hsdrocarbons that may he represented by the molecule (',J L. where tri is a function
of ,t that ilc cnds upon the ''faintl y '' of the hdr&ieaihon. Table 4-4 gives the families

of h ydrocarbons found in crude and refined oils.

The number of carbon atoms in a hydrocarbon molecule is identified by

I meth	 6 hex	 II undec	 tO hexadec	 21 heneies
2 eth	 7 hept	 12 dodec	 17 hep:adec	 22 dueos

3 prop	 8 Oct	 13 tridee	 18 otadcc	 23 lrieos
4 but	 9 non	 14 tciradcc	 19 nonadec	 30 tnaeont
5 pent	 10 dcc	 15 pentadec	 20 cicos	 10) heet

and so on. Straight chain molecules are often called normal and are preceded by the

letter it. Some chain nomiccules, called isomers of the original molecule, arc branched

and mc the prefix iso Some examples are

L Methane, ('II.	 lI--C If

	

-	 H

2. n-Octane. Cuhl i a:	 CC-C-cCC-C-C-

-	 I	 I	 I

here the H s ymbol has been dropped for simplicity.

Table 4-4 Hydrocarbon families in oils

General	 PrellO
Faintly	 formula	 suffix	 Structure

Paraffin (tkaris)	 CH,,..Inc	 Chain, 'aturated
Olefin	 ('tl,	 -cue. •knc	 Chain, unsaturated, one double bond
Diolefin-	 Ctt. -	 -duene	 Chain. unsaturated, eo douhtc bonds
Nçhthcnc cyctunparaflirc .	C}I 	 Cycto Inc	 Ring. saturated

Rung. unsaturated -
Napbthatene'	 C.H,. -	 Double ring. unsaturated

The pnnwy hydrocarbons found in ctud, out

I

C,
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C /
(_	 (.

/
-- C-c-

/

6. Benzene, C(,H1,: II
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—C-

3 Isooctane, Cll11M:	 -C-	 . (•--(
I	 I

the litter molecule is also called 2-2-4-trttiictlisl pentane bi.cause it his 111C alk\
(C,,! f meth y l radical (CI 10 attached to the numbers 2. 2. and 4 carbon atoms
on a pentane base. It still has the fonnula C'K.II 

1K . This hydrocarbon, because of its
structure, is hard ha "break' and resists detonation in a gasoline engine. It is this
Isooctane, rather than normal octane, that is used as a standard with a scale of I(
for detonation-resistant gasoline fuels. Other examples arc:

4. Butadiene, C4ll,:

where the double bonds indicate unsaturation, meaning only one hydrogen iotn
is attached tocach of the adjacent carbon atoms.

Crude oil is a mixture of an almost infinite number of hydrocarbons, ranging from
light gaseous (low ,i) to heavy (high n) tat like liquids and wares of onmni,' Y molecular
structure. They average 83 to 87 percent carbon and I Ito 14 percent hydrogen. Crude
oil also contains varying amounts of sulfur, oxygen, nitrogen, particulates, and water.
It is refined, fractionally distilled, or cracked into products of narrower ran ge suitable
for various applications, such as gasoline, aviation fuels, diesel fuel, fuel oil. lubri-
cating oil. etc.

The fuel most suiablc for utility powerplants and industrial uses is fuel oil. It
comes in various grades, from light to heav y . The y arc:

Distif/w1's: No. I, No. 2, and No. 4
Rp ric100/ oils: No. 5	 gilt), No. 5 (hcavy), and No. 6

No. 4 could be either a disiihlatc or a mixture of refinery products. The latter grades
require preheating for burning and handling. Like coals, oils are classified according

C
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Table 4.5 Average characteri.ctics of fuel oils

Grade	 I	 2	 4	 S	 6

Analysis. mass '8
C	 8650	 86 40	 86.10	 85.55	 85.70

	

13,20	 1270	 It 90	 It 70	 1050

	

0. and N,020	 0.20	 048	 070	 0.92
S	 0 10	 0.4-0.7	 0.4-1,5	 2 0 maximum 2 8 maximum
Sediment and iaicr	 Trace	 Trace	 0.5 nusimum	 I 0 rnatimern 2.0 maximum
Ash	 Trace	 Trace	 0.02	 0.05	 008

Density (60'F)
lb-it'	 51 46	 53 98	 57.87	 50 43	 61 50
lb-(u S. gal	 6.870	 7.206	 7.727	 7.935	 8.212

Viscosity
c S t (IlXl"T)	 1,60	 2.68	 15,0	 500	 -	 360

Pour peint, F	 0	 <0	 tO	 30	 65
Atomizing

temperature, 'F	 Alm	 Alin	 25 mimmum	 130	 200
Higher heating value	 -

Brujlb,.	 19,940	 19,570	 18.900	 1 '1650	 18,260
BtriU.S. gallon	 137,000	 141,000	 146.1W	 . :CO'	 150.0()0

 ph ysical charaeteristrcs b y an ASTr'l specification I AS I \t Standard, I) 3961, see
for example Table 4-5.

	

Crude oil has been burned in sonic boilers and c.' tir 	 e. lli..wevcr, because
it contains light fractions. its flash point * is tow ailt nrescnt.s a lire hazard and thus
requires special handlin g procedures. The crude mos t uii:ihle ti.'i direct burning is the
so-called sweet or tow-sulfur crude because it is a lu.', air s.i'utar.t. however, it is
usually reserved for use as refinery feedstock rather than as a fuel.

In many ccur.rics, including the United States, oil is beconing a settee or valuable
commodity and often results in extremely high plant fue costs. In such ccintries, new
poweuplanis are often nuclear or coal-fired. For existing oil-hiad plai'ts or where no
large coal reserves are available, alternatives (0 straigliz oil burning sr.' being sought.
Some of these are described below.

Emulsion tiring An emulsion is a suspnsion of a tincy divided fluid in another, in
this case water emulsified in heavy oil. Research has shown tha t., when atomized, the
drops of such an emulsion undergo microcxplo.sioris oc the ent:auricd water as they
enter the hot combustion chamber. This causes additional atomizatioa and increased
fuel surfacc-to'volunie ratio. In iurn, this reduces carbon tos s to the combustion pro . -
cess, thus reducing soot and preventing dcpoit buildup or cut-transfer surfaces. it
also reduces exceas air requirements and irnprovc rocol.,-. n p "i'icie,lrs', thus reducing

The flash point is the lowest tcmpemrure that allows inflammable vipon to be formed. Ti is found by
heating the Net slosstv. seeping a flame across the liquid sut-fae. and not^ng the temperature at which a
diidnct llastuocuts.	 .	 .	 -
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ml rc.iicver1ts, I his iedijctitin, although technically meaningful. is. however. much
less than t:cesled tr uil ciuisers,itimt on a notional scale.

Coal-oil ali(l ciaI . sat('r mixtures (CO.'sl anti (I) I he miii' : ls.uiit.ie  of (U.\ls

and ('\\).ls v, their idl,ts to reduce or replace oil as hid iii tiil-1,red utilit y sic,iiii

generator ,,.lhev are currentl y receiving increacingatteiltion as the Cost dilleietiiiil

hetv, ccii cmii and oil increases.
C(i1s usuali', ciriltain about 50 percent coal on a heating-value bisis heir main

attraction is that the technolog y for producing and burning them exists (the first tests

on COM s crc run as far back as 1880), and several hurl suppliers are offering them

conittierci;illy. though in littiuted quantities.
CWNIs, pieferred bs sotiie over CQNIs because of their greater ahilits to replace

oil. are 70 to 81) percent coal. the rest ss 31cr, plus a fraction of a percent of a stahilt,er.
CW\ls arc used in the hint, oh a slurry, that is, a relatively line emil suspended in the
water. They can thus be handled, stored, transported, and fired like oil. C\ Ms are

expected to result in derating of the steam generators. Limited testing of C\VMs as
fuel is. taking place iii the time being.

4-10 LIQUID,11, ;tS. AND SOLID RY-IROI)UCTS

('uiiihiistibi iridiistri,il StaStes have received increased attention as steam-generator

fuels, beeuiiiiiiie in the decade of the 1970s. So used. the y serve the double purpose

of disposing of then) and reducin g the use of oil. The liquids include solsents, waste

oil and oil sludges. oil-water emulsions, polymers. resins, chlorinated hydrocarbons,
phenols, tars, combustible chemicals, greases, and fats. The obvious main disadvantage
Of silch litjil:d-, that they vary considerabl y in heating salu. flich and fire r1tc

viscosity. arid moisture content. They are not expected to make a big dent in the oil
picture

Gaseous b y -products are more attractive, with refinery gas and coke-oven gas the

most suitab le Refiner, gas is generated in the conversion of crude oil to gasoline and
other refinery products. It has a high heating value 3nd is often blended with lower-
heating-value gas b y-products from the refinery prior to combustion. Coke-oven gas

results from the manufacture of coke from raw coal in a coke oven where the volatile
matter is distilled off and the coke-oven gas .separated front liquids and solids in the
volatile matter by cooling and extracijtA. It consists of about half 11 2 , about a third

tnctltatie, arid the remainder of various other gases. its heating v'ilue ranges front 400

to 6W Btu.ift' (11.200 to 21,300 kJ/m 3 ).	 -
Other less attractive gases include regenerator gas. which is produced in refinery
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and sohd5 'iiciits, wij is tow in heating value. Its one redeeming factor is its
availability front the process at high temperatures (more than 1000F, 540°C), so that
its sensible heat is significant whctburned on site. Another, blast-furnace gas, a
product of iron mduction processes, has a higher CO content (about 30percent) but
has a high dust loading that would cause burner plugging and heat-transfer surface
fouling if burned directly. It thus requires cleaning prior to burning.
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There are man y solid 5¼ isles that are available as fuels. The Ones that have seen
most use are wood waste and sugar-cane waste. Both. naturally, are confined in use
to those industries where the y are available as waste products. Wood 'otIe is found
in sass nulls, sslucrc it represents sonic 50 percent of the mass of the logs, and in pulp.
paper, furniture. ply similarsd. and similar industries. It appears as refuse, bark, sawdust.
chips, shavings, and slabs Most soods have about the same chemical composition,
hasinu1 a proximate uunalvsisot about 70 to 75 percent volatile matter. 25 perccnt fixed
carb)n, and 0.5 to  percent ash on a dr1 basis, and a heating v.uluc ranging bctween
11300 to slightly, over 90(X) Btu lb, (about 19.300 to 21.000 U kg). but the

'
vary in

density and moisture content. To burn wood efficiently, it must he cut down to chip
sue in a hogger or chipper to permit continuous feeding and should not have a moisture
content greater than 60 or 65 percent Wood-burning furnaces burn the wood in piles,
thin beds on traveling-grate spreader stokers or cyclones. Environmentall y , wood burns
more cleanly than oil or coal. A relativel y small 10-M\V powerplant that burns wood
chips from forest residue has been in operation since 1977 in Burlington, Vermont.
The cit y has plans for a 50-MW wood-burning station. Other plants are in Wisconsin,
Montana, and Oregon-

Sugar-cane waste, also called haasse, is that portion of sugar cane that remains
alter the sugar is extracted. It consists of matted ccllulose fibers and line panicles. Its
prosinhate anal y sis is about 8,1 percent volatile matter. 12.5 percent used carbon. and

P'°° ash on a des basis. hut it contains more than 50 percent i.uoIsture. To burn
It. it IS shncddcd to short fiber ,, and lines. It has a heating value of 3600 to 400 Biui:
lh, (about 40) to 9770 kJ ku ( Suar mills generate enough bagasse to satist much
of their dcnnand for cog cncranon 01 both process steam and elcctrucits - lja g asse has
been burned most successfull y in the so-called Ward furnace, which is a refractor
furnace that contains individual cells. Piles of bagasse are fed via chutes and burn
incompletely in the cells, resulting in partially drying the fuel, A recondary furnace
above the cells completes the combustion'. Spreader-stoker furnaces have been recently
introduced but have not yet proved as simple and reliable as the Ward furnace. Nu-
merous bagasse-fired steam- and electric-generating plants have been in operation at
sugar mills throughout the world for decades.

Other solid fuels include food industry b y - products so li ( I 	aa.

Solid Wastes

Solid wastes, or refuse, are generated b y industrial and domestic processos (2arhae).
Industrial-- %& include paper. ssood, metal scraps, and agricultural waste products.
l)oniestic wastes include paper. 'ontainers, tin, aluminum, food scraps, and scus age.
III

	 United States, solid-ss uste prciuction is a; the rate of about I metric ton per
person per yeir and grossing at about 5 percent per year. Most of this waste is currently
t u srisscd of ir, land-fill sites near ir1icmrial nn'1	 a; ea:,. '.

position of municipal waste in the United St;stc, b; 'b 4-66 , Sa * ric of these
ssastcs, su'th as paper, some metals, and woods, can be recycled for reuse. Much of
it can be burned, since about 50 to 60 percent of it is combusUble. Thus there is a
potential of burning some lOO million tonof refuse each year for heating or generating
steam for electric powerplants.
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Table  4-6 Typical composition of municipal
waste its the Uniled States

M.iicrial	 ':s	 .\1.,icn.it

i) 7	 I C.1ther. ri*':'. p!.ik	 1 1
i'ood	 19.1	 Wood	 2.9

0 ii	 ktutcs	 2.6
GIis s	 9.7	 Niisctl.nc,ss	 1.7

The heat content of refuse varies widel y , sometimes up to 100 percent, but averaL'cs
about half that of coal on a mass back. Thus the ener g y potential 01 refuse is not too
great being about I percent of the total U.S. needs. The attractive feature, hossever,
is getting rid of a good portion of the total refuse by burning d rather than by dumping
it in land-fill sites that are becoming scarce. Another advantage of refuse as fuel is its
much loscer sulfur content as compared with that of coal or oil.

The main problems are the wide assortment of constituents, a high moisture
content, dangers of explosions due to careless volatile-fuel dumping and metal sparks
cliiri g processin g . vet-unknown effects on the operation of large powerplants, and of
oursc, the cc ide variations in heat content. Because of the tatter Problem, a practice

1:0cc receiving cc ide acceptance is to burn a mixture of solid waste and fossil fuel,
%k ill, the rcfu,c suppl y ing tO to i) percent 01 the required heat input to the boilers.

Refuse nu ,, he carefull y prepared for burnin g . First it is discharged from collecting
trucks into a raw-refuse receivin g building. It is then shredded in a hamniersnill and
ronvcved to a storage bin The head end of the conveyor is equipped with a nagnetic
separator that removes fcn-ous matcral which ma y he sent for recycling An air-
classification system removes most of the remaining noncombustibles and heavy par-
ticks that cause abrasion. The costs here are in collecting, transporting, and processing
tl.c iCiii.0 ,iJ in the dual-fuel scstciii.

Refuse burning in incinerators has been a wide practice in many parts of the world.
One of (tic first successful refuse-burning electric-generating power p lants. in Bern.
Swiczrland, burns about 200 tons/day and produces heated water, steam, and elec-
tricity. Munich. Germany, has a notable installation, and other cities around the world
are following suit.

Some attention and research are directed toward the conversion of organic wastes
to synthetic fuels, such as those produced from coal and biomass (below). These
processes are largely in the developmental stages.

4-11 SYN'I'FIETIC FUELS

LApecced tuture shortages and 'k—ly of naturally found liquid and gaseous
fuels, as well a environmental problems that restrict the burning of coals, are re-
sponsible for the large developmental efforts going on around the world toward the
production of synthetic fuels. Synthtjc fuels, also called svnfuels, are gaieous and
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liquid fuels produced largely from coal but also from various wastes and biomass (Sec.
4-12). This production must, among other things, be economical and en ,, ironrentaily

acceptable. In this section se shall discuss coal Conversion to these two fuels by II)

gasification and (2) liquefaction. As indicated earlier' , the modern use of the available

vast resources of coal requires the use of low-sulfur coal, leaving the bulk (about 6
percent) of it unused, cleaning it prior to combustion (washing. froth floating, micro-
ss ave. and magnetic separation), during combustion (fluidized bed), or after combustion
(plrcipliaiOfs. scrubbers). Some of these methods are as yet commercially unprosen.
and some are costly,

Snthetic fuels in the form of coal-convened clean gaseous or liquid fuels are
another alternative. Resides use for steam generation in powerplants. they can be used
for domestic. industrial, and transportation purposes.

The basic idea of coal gasification is not ness - Gas was manufactured from coal
around 1800 shcri wood and charcoal were growing scarce for smelting of iron, and
coal Aas carbonized to coke by removing Its volatiles and using them as a by-product
gas. It had a heating value of 550 to 600 Btu scf (standard cubicfoot), was distributed
to urban areas, and was called town gas. Coal liquefaction is more recent. initta
research hasing been done in Germany in the 1920s and 1930s. During World War
11 tile (ernians mid the Japanese, denied accc ' i much of their fuel nels, deseloped

scser: iqui'Lition procccses that ran the:r ciotre ssar ni:icluncs, including tuel oi.
lubricants, and motor and aviation fuels. One of the German processes. called the

ce:-Tropscti process, is in Use coninierciall in iril-hOii South Africa tixla
(it course. ihesc operations were and are the result of necessity, in one case need

in a sar econoitiv. in the other political and economic ndepcndcnee. Where such
circunl ' lances do not exist, the prtcsse5 insolved rriut be able to compete econon.-
icall and environmentally against available fuels or must show potential improvemens
in espeeted future shortages to be pursued actively. Because prices of natural fossil
fuels have moderated in the early 1980s, the United States government has withdrawn
its supxrt front many synthetic-fuel projects. Hossever, it is believed that several such
fuels wifl appear in commercial quantities before the end of this century, and certainly

in the ne.r.

Coal Gasification

As stated above, town gas was first produced from coal more than a 100 year's ago

and had a heating value of 550 to 600 Btulscf. The next step was water gas. similar

to our present-day synthetic gas in that it is mainly hydrogen and carbon monoxide.
nride at about I S(X)°F (1000°C) b y the action of water vapor on coal. It has a heating
satue of 250 to 325 Btulscf. This value is increased to 50() to 550 Btu!scf by carburcuon

cracked at a higher temperature. Producer gcia obtained from the partial

of i-nat, coke, or wood with added water vapor, has a heating	 '

" ! fl O tri/sef. It is used locally and is not suitable fut distrbutien
distribution costs per Btu arc inversely proportional to heating value. It was also ucd
in "gasogens" on motor vehicles- in some countries during World War II.

Several coal -gasificaiión processes exist, including three that survived World War
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11: the (;CrTthifl Lurgi, the kojrpers-lotick and the We I Intan-Gal usha processes 'Ihece
hasc itoss eii1sed into processes tiuit differ slightly, depending tipomi the particular
rank of ca.il used.	 I

The basic process insolvec scveral steps. First, the coal feedstock is crushed by
usual mnethixis I Sec. 4 -(i) It a cc j k jnt coal, • such as certain hituminouscoals, is tiscd
the feedstock %% ; Il have to be pretreated b y oxmdmiing its surface to avoid plugging the
gasifier. 1 he following step occurs in the gasifier A here the coal undergoes cheinic.ui
reaction with a mixture of air and steam or ox ygen and steam The reactions sith air
or oxsgcn are partial combustion because a rich mixture is used, i.e— one having a
tuel-ia-;mii r,iiru greater than chemically correct, or stomchinrirctrrc, which also means
that the osvm1eri in either case is not sufficient to convert all the carbon to carbon
dioxide. Coal gasification results in three gas mixtures, classified according to their
heating value. Tires' are called low-Btu. ,nediuniBsu. and liiçli-L?tn gas. These are
obtained in the tollosving ways.

Low-Btu gas the feedstock is reacted with a mixture of air and steam. T)c air may
be enichcd iii oxygen (i.e. , oxygcis-to-nitrogen ratio greater than atmospheric) but

II nc ''s than sioiehiorncrric. The reactions taking place are

In	 C	 0	 t 76N	 CO	 .76N	 091

CO. trni ihis ic;iction reacts further with additional C in the rich mixture to give

C -t CO. ' 3.70N. —. 2C0 t 3.70N 2 	 (4-10)

In steairr	 C	 11.0—. CO	 II.	 (4-I1)

'I he rcsuli g;m composed principally of CO. IL. N 2 and some CO 2 . The N 2 may
he less than slmss n if the air is oxygen-enriched. The CO 2 appears if the air is increased
be yond that shown or because of stratification (imperfect mixing) in the gasifier. h
Ma y . m!	 contain sitiaJl amounts of (( . 0. ('IL. mit.] ('fl. The g as has a beatinn v:m!mtc
range of 180 to 350 t3rulscf, depending upon the composition of reactants and resulting

i':i of products.

Medium-thu gas The feedstock is burned ss ith a mixture of oxygen (rather thati air)
and ste1ttln in the sante reactions as giyen by ' Eqs. (4-9) to (4-11) but with the nitrogen
renurtms ed. The result is a gas, composed principally of CO and H 2 , that has a heating
value range of 250 to 500 J3tu/scf, again depending upon the composition of reactants
and mesulnng products. The increase in heating value is a result of the absence of the
dilutmnm cUect of nitrogen.	 - -

In time literature, the term lore-Lint , 'o.s is sometimes used to refer to both loss- and
niediuni- Utu gases.

The next step in processing low- arid medium-Btu gases is quenching to condense
the tars and heavy oils that Cumic with the feCdswek and did not burn. i his is loliowemi
by a JrunjmLarrolm process in wbich the hydrogen. sulfide in the gas, formed by the

• A cmn 1r coil is one hich scns and agtorncraie; as li result of the application of beat;
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combination (it the sulfur in the coal wi(li hydrogen gas. is cofls ered to elemental

sulfur by an absorption prcss and. siniultaneousl . a clranuig prsne's '. in shich

char (solid coal residue. mainl y fixed carbon and ash), dust, and ash are removed
These processes occur at low temperature with aqueous solutions at 100 to 220°F so
thj( cuergs in the form of scusihic heat of the product gases is lost to the environment.

lligh-Btu gas Purified medium-Btu gas may be converted to a high-Btu gas by two

additional steps. 'I lie lirst is Oufr con version, in ss hicli CO (mm the co-rich gas is

saturated with steam and passed throu g h a caalytic reactor thus producing more

hydrogen and carbon dioxide

Co	 hIO —° IL -S CO 2 	(4-12)

The ratio of IL to CO in the products can he changed by changing the composition
of the reactants. The CO is removed in a wash plant.

The next step is that of methanazion, ss hich is the production of methane. Cu.1.

from the available mixture of CO and H 2 in a catalytic reactor	 -

311, - CO - CH 4 + }f.(.)	 .	 (4-13)

and the I l() is rciiised 1 hih- BILL gas is thus l,irgcl riicthaiie. u ith,c heatin g value

ccl 950 to lt)IXI Bin NCI. :irpro:iching that of natural gas. which ss 951i-1 00 lOu sd.

It has all the ch.iracts-i0ics of natural gas hut without the sulfur .ird other POHLItant,.
Various methods nuder des eloprnent lor the production at tom- and 11 i g h- I) t ii 0,1s

iniv he found Ili the literature 32I Because the production of high-Btu gas i' more

complex arid e.\penst\ e than loss-Btu gas, it is intended for Use in lieu of natural gas

iii dociiestic and industrial applications. Low- and iiicdiuni-FItu g ases are considered

for USC as utility fuels.
Purified low-Btu gas can be fired directly in a conventional steam generator. It

has the advantages of bein g sulfur and ash free, thus c!imin:iting the need for precip-

itators and scrubbers (Chap. 17)- The lack of SO 2 in the flue gases also permits lower
stack temperatures. sshich results in improved efticieney. In addition, its content of
the CO, and H 20 inerts reduces combustion temperatures and hence the formation of
iugcn osides. The dcsadsaiitagcs are, the large volumetric late of flow of the gas
for a given' heat input to the steam generator, the high costs, and the large demand
fo( water as a source of steam and hydrogen and 101 cooling in the coal gasification

process.

A Combined-Cycle Po erplant

Ai attractive u:iiiz.ation of loss -Btu gas for electric generation is as a fuel for a
bitd r'ck pn'.''iant. Such cycles are covered more fully tn Chtp 8 However.

b icf daseipoii of such a cycle integrated with_a coal gastUer Is appioprtatc at th"

• in CUnitst ic rcncos.0 at Sc) , Irscc:c i.hc u.cJzic-grncril!or iuc 1 .ccs. it-c ivicc,s. of 11;S it this si.lC
Ia easier and in accoi ptinlcc'J bi 3nYJcr scsci'at commc-rciatty available and proven Pccccesccn.
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time. A conzbwecl-c ydc is one s Inch uses a gas turbine at the high-temperature end
and a steam turbine at the Io-ccmperature end.

Low-1311i gastliers operate at different pressures and temperatures. depe9ding tijiori
the process used. Some operate at high pressures, up to 35 bar, and at exit temperatures
bciwceri 1000 and 200fF (540 to I 100'C). As indicated above, the exit g)is must be
cooled for purilicatioii and cleaning Normally this cooling represents a large Joss of
energy to the envirunutent. A combined cycle (Fig. 4-14) cakes advantage of the high
gasifier pressure, and recovers much of that heat loss by a gas-to-gas, heat exchanger.

In one proposed dcsgri 33J the gas leaves the gasifier a( I at abou I000F (510CC)
and 3(X) psia (21) bar), g ies up some of its heat in a regenerative heat exchanger
leaving at 2, shcre It IS furiher cooled to 3 by an external heat exchan ger to temperatures
suitable for purl licatiori and cleaning front to 4. The gas then recovers the heat it
gave U)) in the regenerative heat exchanger leaving it at 5. It then enters a combustion
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chamber where it mixes sith compressed air from the gas turbine—driven compressor
and leaves at 6 at about 1800°F (980°C). It expands in the gas turbine, lcavinR it at

7 at about 965°F (520°C). It then enters a heat-recovery steam generator (IIRSG) where

it generates steam and leases to the st.ik at S at about 260°F (125°C).

The as turbine drives one of two electric generators and the compressor. The
compressor receives atmospheric air at 9 at about 60°F (15°C) and compresses It to

about 600°F (315°C). The compressor has a dual role: It supplies combustion air to

the combustion chainher at 10 and gasifier air at II. The latter is first cooled in a
steam-cycle feedwater heater to 12, then boosted by a motor-driven compressor to the
gasifter pressure at 13. The gasifieris designed to generate its own steam from feedssater
14. The feedstock 15 reacts there sith the steam-air mixture to generate the low-Btu

gas at I.
The steam cycle is fairly standard. Superheated steam at 300 psia (20 bar) and

900°F (480°C) is generated in the HRSG at 16, expands through a steam turbine that
drives the second electric generator, and exhausts at 17 to a condenser. The condensate
at 18 is pumped, 19, to the feedwater heater which receives its heat from the compressed
gasifier air. No bled turbine steam is used in this design, although that form of feedwater
heating can be used. The feedwater (her, enters the IIRSG at 20,. completing the cscle.

The above cscic (v. ith irrcversihiliiies taken into account) shows an oserall efh-
ciency of 34.3 percent. sbich compares favorably with modern 2400 psi luOO°F/

1(00°F conventional steam powerplants with scrubbers. An advanced conceptual de-
sign with gas turbine inlet at 2800F mot vet developed) and 240) psi.I(XJOF .ieani

shows an efficienc y of 43.3 percent 133i.

Coal Liquefaction

Coal liquefaction is the conversion of coal into a liquid fuel for direct energy production

or a liquid substitute for refinery feedstock from which other liquid fuels may be

obtained.
Coal-liquefaction technology, first researched in the 1920s and 1930s,-was sum-

ulated in both Germany and Japan by World War U. Japan produced aviation gasoline
in a large plant in North Korea which converted coke from coal to calcium carbide in
electric furnaces, then to acetylene, acetaldehyde, hutyraldehyde octanol, and finally
octane. In a plant in Taiwan, the Japanese also used starch from root vegetables which
they fermented to butanol, which was then converted to butyraldchydc, octanol, and
octane. The most important German processes were the liergius, which is no longer

in use, and the Fischer-Tropsch process, which is still used commercially by the Union
of South Africa's SASOL Corporation. South Africa has no indigenous oil of its own

but has coal. Thanks to coal liquefaction. it is cempIctcly independent of foreign oil.

Long. complex hydrocarbon mo!cc'lae ch2ir h ave R lower hvdrort'n-carbon atomic

ratio roan shorter molecules, like mat OISAUItC. I C0U1I lique fa c t i on, the long mc!ecde

are shortened by adding hydrogen. The needed hydrogen is generated, and desulfur-
izatinn is acconiplished in the same manner as for coal gasification. The Fischer-

Tropsch process first produces a mixture of CO and 11 2 from coal and steam. This is
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loIloscd by catalytic reactions at about 3(X)'F (150°C) and 150 bar, ss itch )'teId a
range of' hydroearbons from g.ISCOUS methane to higher liquid hydrocarbons. 11 Cse
are Then separated wiili rneih;inc' going as pipeline gas and the rest going to different
Iiqtitd luck.

Some hall'-doyen lic"k processes are currentl y under development 1341 in pilot
plants. Sc_tIlt)): these UI) to commercial Sizes is One of the major problems. Another
problem as in coal gasification, is the large demand for water that restricts the USC

of the lar g e western coal reset yes in the United States, which are not located near
large supplies of water.

Oil Shale

Shale is a linc-grained rock, formed b y the hardening of cla y , that splits into thin
layers when broken. Oil shale is not oil-impregnated shale but rather is a shalelike
rock impregnated with a ssaxy oiganic material called kerogen, a substance which
originated (runt vegetation that degraded over millions of years to oil that got absorbed
in inorganic matter. Stratification under pressure produced the oil shale. Kerogen can
Le decomposed to y ield s ynthetic crude oil, called svncrude or shale en?, by heating
in retorts or b y unt!ergro.:d c-rn'usrion. One tn of oil shalc can roducc 25 to 35
al (5 to 130 11 of loss -sulturaul b y retorting at about 950Fi5WCj. This oil niakcs

a good refinery teedstek that viii be processed further to various useful liquid and
gaseous fuels. although one low ill I uel oil.

There arc vast antfluns ol nl-shale deposits throuL'itiut the world, the largest
being in the United States in (_olorao. Wvoniirig. and Utah Ii is s_nd that the I inited
States deposits can, by present technology, produce 50 (lines as much s y ncrude as all
the natural crude produced in the 1.nitcd Stales to dale. 'the first prkfuction was started
in France around 1840. The onl y commercial (publicly owned) facilities nowadays
exist in the Soviet Union and China.

C: .1 l' 11i,tuts have been suvccIuiiy upet aicd in the United States, although
commercial operations have run into major economic and practical difficulties, resulting
in one riiajoi cuticciiai ton in 1952. Some of the current problems are (1) the large
demand for water (3 times as much water is needed as oil produced) in the largely
desert areas where oil shale is found in the United States; (2) environmental concerns '
arising from surface mining; (3) disposal of the spent rock (to times the mass of the
synerude produced). which has increased in volume due to "pulling" upon heating;
and (4) the large amounts of energy required for mining, transportation, processing,
and disposal. Doubtless to sa , such problems will be less restrictive itt future decades
when the cost and availabilit y problems of natural crude make oil-shale plants coot-
jctitive.

Tar Sands

Another potential and very rich source of oil, but one shic.h is even less attractive
than oil shak, is found in tar sands in such places as Alberta, Canada. about 10 degrees
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from the arctic circles. Tar s,ici is a thick, extremely viscous bitumen locked in sands

and silt to form a sodden, sticky scniiplastic material. Ii is believed that it contains 2

10 3 times the oil resers es of all the M i ddle East. Although siriall pilot plants have
operated in the rnhospitah!O terrain, the problems of comriicicial exploitation seem, at

present, to be insurmountable.
One last word regarding synthetic fuels: Coal and other Conversion plants, while

they arc dcsined to proiucC clean sulfur- and ash-free fuels, are not themselves
pollution free. The plants generate enormous amounts of air potlutants such as CO2.

11 2 S, SO2 . and NO,; liquid effluents such as phcnols, cresols. xylcnols, thioc) anates,
and ammonium sulftdes: and solid wases such as ash. slag, and sludge. In addition,
carcinogenic compounds in the form of polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons and amines
may he produced from coal tars and coal-derived oils. it is obvious that very careful
disposal schens must he designed at the plant sites

4-12 BIOMASS

B'o,'i2ss v:eanic iilattc'r produced bN plants, both tcricstri.il (those gross n on landt

and aquatic i those gross it in water) and their derisatise'. it includes forest craps and
icsidiic'. crr' srns n cspect;illv tar tlieii cnerg\ eonlicnt on 'c iierg\ farms.' and
annual roanue [3(. Unlike coal, oil. and natural .o. which take millions of years

to ioriii hiornass can he considered it renew able enci s''. source because plant life

renews and adds to itself escr year it can also he considered a form of solar energ)

as the latter is used indirectly to grow these plants hphotos:. nithesis.
Biomas' includes wood waste and b.iriase, ss hich have already been covered

above, plus other matter. All are highly dispersed and bulky and contain large amounts
of water (0 to 90 percent). Thus, it is tic; economical to transport them over long
disanccs, and conversion into usable energy must take place close to the source, which

is limited to particular regions. However, bmoinass can be converted to liquid or gaseous

fuels, thereb y increasing its energy density and making feasible transportation over

long distances.	 -
Terrestrial crops include (1) sugar crops such as sugar cane and sweet sorghum

(2) herbaceous crops, which are nonwoody plants that are easily converted into liquid
or gaseous fuels-, and (3) silviculture (forestr)) plants such as cultured hybrid poplar,
s) camore. ssscctgum, alder, eucal) ptus, and other hardmstxNls. Current research focuses
on the screening and idenitication of species that are suitable for short-rotation growing
and on the oplimuni techniques for planting, fertilization. harvest i ng, and conversion.

Animal and human waste are an indirect tenestrial crop from which methane for

combustion and ethylene (used in the plastics industr y ) can be produced while retaining

the fertilizer salue of the manure.
Aquatic crops are grown in fresh sea, and brackish Waters. Both submerged and

emergent plants are- considered, including seaweeds, marine algae, and of particular
interest, the giant California kelp. 	 -

I
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Biornass Conversion

Biouia uOFiYCTStOfi, or simple /Oo on',cr3iori. Can take nt:in) Ii ohs: (I) direct LOIfl-

bustion, such as ss ood saste and hagaasc (abo ve), (2) thennochenocal s'onvcrslon.

and (3) biochemicali'iil con y e IsiOfl

Jlierntocliefli ical coil ier.i ion takes iss o forms: gasification and liquefaction. Gas

iji&ozi;n takes place h heating the hiornass ss ith limited ox. gen to produce Iow'lttu

gas or by teaetiihg it with steam and ox ygen at high pressure and temNraturc to produce

iiiedioin-lttti gas. The latter ma y be used as fuel directly or used in liquefaction by

cons'ertin g it to methanol (methyl alcohol ('11,011) or ethanol (cthylzilcohol CII ,Cl L)l I

or it may be converted to high-Btu gas.
flzochi',nicol uo,iirsioii takes txs o fornis: Anaerobic digestion and fermentation.

Anaerobic digu'xliott involves the microbial digestion of biomass. (Ail anaerobe is a

microorganism that can live and grow ithout air or oxygen. It gets its oxygen by the
decomposition of matter containing it.) It has already been used oil manure
hut is also possible with other biornass. The process takes place at low temperatures

UP to fiS c c , and requires ;I content of at least 80percent. It generates a gas

consisting mostly of carbon dioxide and methane with minimal impurities such as

h y dro g en sulfide. The gas can he burned directly or upgraded tcsynthctic natural as
s reiuioviiig the ('): and the impurities The residue may consist of protein-rich sludge

thit can be used as animal fecul and hquid effluents that ire biolo g icall y treated h

standard techniques and returned to the soil.
f-uriFii'iitO!i()Fi is the breakdown of comple.s imiolecules in or g ailic compounds under

the influence of a ferment such as yeast. bacteria, enzymes. etc. Fermentation is a

ssell-esualilmshcd and ss idely used tcchnalov for the conversion of grains and sugar
crops into ethanol. Some 00 million gal .scre produced in the United States in 1979. 

with capacity projected to 500 million gal per year by 1985 by the use of surplus
grain, it is intended for mixing with gasoline to produce gasohol (90 percent gasoline,

10 rccnt ethanol) B y the earl y 1 )80s the scheme had not met with great success

because of the high cost and the high energy required in the prodss. One scheme
considered forcutting costs of ethanol production by fermentation is in finding less
expensive grains or sugars and a process that requires less energy. Glucose produced

b y hydrolysis of an abundant carbohydrate polymer called lignocellulose is being

considered for the former.
Biomass energy concepts under stud y are resulting in the cultivation of large

forests in areas not suitable for food production that may yield 10 to 20 tons/acre per

year. The energy forest would perhaps be 50 to 200 mi 2 . The trees are to be harvested

by autotflatc(l means, then chipped and pulverized for burning in a powerplant that
would be located in the middle of the forest. Sycamore is a promising tree that yields
tip to 16 tons/acre per year. All of it is used except the foliage, which contains the
nutrients and is returned to the soil. A harvested sycamore produces a number of
crrnIJis thu pr(-a' hcmc1vcs ready Io: h,uscsisng in 2 to 3 yca. Thua no rep1utiiig

and little fertilization are necessary. It is estimated that an energy farm 350 rni in

area could produce 400 MW of electricity. The electricity costs are uncertain at this

C
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lirOc and the possibilities depend upon the costs from other sources, such as oil or
coal.

Other schemes ens isbn aquatic farms growing algae. tropical grasses. floating
kelp, water hyacinth (one of the must pernicious weeds in thc ss mId, one that shelters
disease- carry ingorganisms.c auses floods. disrupts hydroelectric rIa s , and interfercs
with traffic on major waterways such as the Nile and the Congo), and others In
controlled environments they could yield several hundred tonsacrc year. One inter-
es(in g idea is to usc hot condenser cooling water to grow algae in large quantities or
increase the yield of other crops.

Finally. while the efticienc\ of solar ericrg) use in the gross th of crops, the
photosynthesis efhcicnc is rather loss, about 3--5, means of increasin g it to 10-I lc{-
arc under study.

4-13 THE HEAT OF COMBUSTION

In Chap. I we treated the first law of thermodynamics from a mechanical engineering
point of view, ignoring such energ y terms as chemical, electrical, and rnanictic. V . hen
deal ins with conihuston ss stems. e can no longer ignore the chemical nergv ir. the
I1U ILI

The Open System

the first 1,10, equation for the sieadv-sta'e stead y -flow s ystem SSSF-i l. I ld will
rims he ssritten but for a hniiall reactise s stein (Fig. 4-15). ss oh chjns in kinetic
and potential energies ignored. as

HR 4- A  = H +	 (4-14)

ss here "R and lip are the enthalpies of the reactants and products, respecusely, eval-
uated for their constituents at their respective pressures and temperatures; IQ i, the
net heat added to the ssstem from the surroundings (which is usually ncgatise because
in combustion heat is usuall y rejected to the surroundings); and AW, is the net work
done by the system, if any.

1r__

Figure 4-I5 A içaty-srie iicady-flow chemically rc.ctis'e ysicm.
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Because the reactants and prutlucs are usually composed of several Constitucnl
each, Eq. (4-14) is ss rillen in the form

. (rn/i) 4	 = . (rn/i) +	 ( V	 (4-15)

s here n is the mass and I, the specific enthalpy of each constituent. lo define th
cnha !pv consider die complete c o mbuslion of elliarie in oxygen

Cd l,	 3.50 - 2C 1 311,0	 (4-16)

The ent ha pies of the various reactants and products are those that st:in at the

sante datum of coritposilion and temperature, in this case the cicniental substances and
the d,iturn tempt: rat 	 commonl y chosen as 25C (77°F). For example, C-H is formed
from elemental carbon C and hyilroc'cri I l, CO 2 front C and 0_ and so on These
are exothemmic reactions that, shen they begin at 25°C and are cooled back to 25°C
alter the reaction takes place. y ield 1211 .3 and 3846.7 Btu/Ih,, of product, respectively.
In ocher words, in steady flow at 25°C, the formation reactions are

2C - 311- -	 C.11,	 1211.38 13aI1), Cdl,,

and	 C	 0.	 CO . - 346.7 13flL'hh,1'02

Table 4-7 F:ItthaJ1)ies of formation it at 2°C (77°F) and 1 atm pressure -

Substance	 Foirnula	 s1	 State	 Btiiltb.,	 IJ k

Carbon	 C	 12 OIl	 solid	 0	 0
0 2	 k...,,	 as	 0

Hydrogen	 It:	 2.016	 gas	 0	 0Nitrogen	 N:	 28 016	 gas	 0
Sulfur	 S	 32.06	 solid	 0	 0

Cautxm,monoxide 	 CO	 28 Ott	 gas	 - 1697.6	 - 3948 3- Carton duidc	 Col	 44 011	 gas	 -3946.7	 89468
HO 18,010	 -	 liquid	 —6825.7	 - 5875.5vapor	 —5774.6	 - 13,4.10 ,8Memhane	 Cit.,	 6.043	 gas	 --2007.8	 -4t'rEthane	 C:l1,	 30 070	 gas	 - 1211.3	 2617 3Propane	 Cli,	 44,097	 gas	 - 1013.1	 235s 3Butane	 (}t.	 58.124	 gas	 -933.7	 - 2t 71 6Otane	 (',IL	 114 23a	 liquid	 —941.4	 —214Q

vapor	 -785.1 	 626.0in	 NO	 gas	 -- ;2;6.	 -3020.8
Mi:	 4C.003	 - 315 3	 - 13.3

Sulfur dioxide	 SO2	 64.00	 gas	 -1992	 —4632.8

Based tan 4ai2 loon Ref. 36.

I	 -
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5Q2 2

- cc,40
- 5435 9
- S 4	 1

-5251.1
-515.13
- 5054 3
-4451.4
-445.7
-3737.2
- 402c) 2
- 4t2 S
-4397.1

-4160 1

- 4t6 I
-79i11

-32
)5194

-5411 5

407
Xl S

124.3
68 I

21 1 n
258.8
305 3
352.5
400 2
4=4
497 0
546,0

- 595 3
6460
694 9
745.3
795.9
846.8
i)29 3
9149 6

1M .5.5
1053.7

(I

631 .4
1255.5
1880.4
2506.9
3157.4
3773.3
4414 2
50625
5717.8
0381 9
7055.6
7739.1
84)4 1)

9136.4
05-11.2

10568

12031
12774
13523
4279

15043

5: 5

90.11

1365
183.3
231 0
279.8
329.5
3802
431 6
483.7
5-16. 5
590.8
(>435
697.6

81)7 U

917.5
973 I

10289
10849
1144.1
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The quantioes I 211 .3 and 3846.7 leave the s y stem and hence are negative. They arc

given the name enthalpies of forniation. k Table 4-7 gives values of h, forvarious

substances at 25°C. Note that the elemental substance ,',, C, O. etc., have zero en-

thalpies of formation. Also note that if thc combustion equation involves a liquid.
such as octane, or waler there s;ilI be tso enihzpies of formation, depending upon

su hethcr the y start or crud the reaction ina hquid or a vaporized state.

At temperatures other than the datum of 25C. the enthalpics of formation must

include the sensible heat that is a product of the temperature difference and c)fl, the

specific heat at constant pressure which varies with temperature (Sec. 1-2). Table 4.

8 gives values of the enthalpics of formation of several substances as a (unction of

temperature.
Because chemical equations, such as Eq. (4-16). are balanced in terms of moles

and not masses, and because in = ,iM. Eq (4-15) is now written in the form -

(;u.%fiz)	 AQ,)n.iii.) -	 (4-17)

	

R	 p

where it and M are the number of moles and molecular mass of each constituent,

respectively.

Table 4 .8 Enthalpies of formation h, at different temperaturcsnd I

atm pressure, htu/ib,*t

Tcrn1'aurr. K	 CO.	 CO	 110	 0	 t	 N.

236	 - 3846 7	 - 1097,6

	

3807 5	 - 651 9

500	 -3765.4	 606.5
ouxu	 - 3720.4	 - 1560.2
700	 -3673.1	 - 1513.0
SIX)	 - 3623.7	 - 1461
900	 -3572.6	 -. 14150
000	 -3520.2	 - 1364.5

tt(X)	 -3466.5	 -1313.1
200	 -3411.9	 -t2610

1.100	 -3356.4	 - 1208.2
1400	 ' -3300.2	 -1t54.8
1 5)6	 -3243.4	 -1100.9
1600	 -3tii6.t	 -10466
1700	 -3128.3	 - 992.0
iS00	 -3070)	 - 9370
19€0	 -3011.6	 - 881.7
2000	 - 2952 8	 - 820 I
2100	 -2893.6	 - 7703
2200	 -2834.2	 - 7133
77>11	 -27746	 - 658.2
2400	 -2713.)	 - 601.8
2500	 -2654.9	 - 5453

Toconcrt w kiAg multiply by 2 32584.
Based on data frorii'(36]

C
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Example 4-2 Find the useful heat generated by the combusuon of I ib,, and I
sf (standard cubic foot) of cthane in a furnace in a 20 percent deficient air if the
rc1cal1ts arc at 25'C and the products at 1500 K. Assume Unit Iiydmimgcn being
more reactive than carbon, satisfies itself first with thc oxygen it needs and burns
completely to 1 1( ). Five percent of :lmc heat of combustion is list to the furnace
exterior.

SOLU1 ioi The stoichiumetric equation for ethane in air is

C211 (, + 3.50 + 13.16N. - 2CC)2 + 311() + .13. 16N,

(where there are 3.76 mol N 2/mol 0 2 in atmospheric air, thus 13.16 = 3.5 x
3.76). With 20 percent deficient air multiply the O and N 2 niol by t).8. I1 will
burn completely to H 2 0 and C will burn partially to CO 2 and Partially to CO:

C,FL + 2.802	 10.528N. - (1CO2 + bCO + 311 20 + 10.528N,

Carbon balance:	 a + b = 2

h.'3O5v!en haI,in	 ii I- - ± - = 2.8

Thus a = 0.(, b = 14. and the combustion equation is

C-FI, + 2.802	 l0528N.- 0.6CO3 4- I .iC( - 31120 + 10.528N,

As there is no work done in a furnace, Eq. (4- 17) is n rinen as

=	 -
/'	 /?

(nA1h/) iK = 0.6 x 44.011 >( —3243.4 4 1,4 X 28.011 X — 1100.9I,

+ 3 x 18.016 x —4626.2 + 10.528 x 28.016 x +590.8

= —85647.2 + —43172.2 + —250036.9 4- — 1742579

= — 204,598.4 BtuJ(lbmol C2116)

i(nMH1) 2 yc 	- 121 t.3 + 0 + 0	 — 1211.3 B(uf(lh'rnol C1H,)A

ihus A Q = - 204.598,4 - — 1211.3 = — 203387.1 Btu!(lh'ntol C2H)

= —203,387.1 = —6763.8 BtuJIh C111

	

= — 6763.8 x 2.32584	 - 15731.5 kJ/kg C2I1,,

= 0.95 x — 6763.8 = —64256 BtufJb,, C2116

- 14.944.9kJikg C2116

C.
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A standard cubic foot is obtained at I attn and 60F. Since CII is a gas, its
density at these conditions is obtained front PV = mRT

fill	 P	 14.696 x 144
or	 p =
	 = RT	 (I545/30.70i (60 +	

= 0.0792 lbfscf

Thus	 —6425.6 - 0.0792	 —508.9 Btascf

The Closed System

Combustion equations for fuels burning in a closed system. such as a cylinder or
botab, may be obtained by v.riting the first-lass equation for the closed system. Thus.
by analogy with Eq. (4-14)

UR 4- AQ = Uf- ± .	 ( 4- 18

"hen AIV.f is the nonflow work. For gases

II U -	 - U ± nR,T

u hcic R,, is the universal pas constant Thus combustion calcuIatios for a clscd
s str11 ma b., carried out using the enthalpies in Tables 4-6 and 4-7 by rnndit n
Eq. 4-IS to

— aRT) -	 = .( nM/i, — aRT) ±	 ( 4-1 0)
R	 .	 p

4 . 14 HEATING VALUES

We hac repeatedly used the term heating value in this chapter to indicate the useful
energy content of different fuels. Actuall y there is more than one heating value for
each fuel and these should be carefully differentiated. We have already explained the
dff2rsre cii iie higher heating value (HUV) and the !ower heating value (LHVi.
The fotmer is the heat released when water vapor in the products due to the combustion
of hydrogn in the fuel condenses, the latter when it stays in the vapor state (Sec. 4-
3). heating values are commonly tabulated in the literature as the heat released sshcn
complete combustion begins at a standard temperature, such as 77°F or 25°C. and the
products are cooled to the same temperature, in a steady-flow adiabatic system wiutciul
ssmk. Tliu it can be calculited frem Eq (417) by putting	 = 0 and rcplatn'.

O by LIV for heating value

-	 ,-,

whereT1 represents the standard temperature.
- The heating value given by Eq. (4- IS) is for an open systcIll and is thus soiltCIituCS
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C:1! 1 " (l the enthalpy oJ r'wrtbjisi j,ut it depends upon T1 U IX)t1 ihethcr the Water sapor
fOrTlied in corbustton condenses (itt sshi'h case it is the IIIIV), or not (in sshtch it is
the l.IIV); and upon whether the reactant l'uels were in a liquid or vapor s l iatc, as it

a Certain amount of energy to sapun/e a liquid fuel such as octane.

Example 4-3 Find the higher and lower heating values of ethane at 25C (77F

Sot tTU)	 V'in	 Eqs. (4-16) and (4-2))) and Fah! 4-6, IIIIV is calculated 6',
assuming that 11 1 0 in the products has condensed.

= 2 x 4-1. 0 11 x —3S46.7 4 3 x 18.016 x -6525.7

= .- 707,509.6 Btu; lb niol CAI,)

= I x 30.070 x - 211.3 + 3.5 X 32.(X) x 0
R

= -	 13tu!(i-tno!

	

1hii II1IV = - 7(17.5096 -- - ..-t23S 	 -- 671,085.5 13w illimo) C-ll,,

671.085.5=	 ----------	 = -- 22.3l	 S lOu-lb.,, (-1,,
30.070

- 22317.5	 2.3255)	 51,906.5 kJ'k g C:lI

II l's i	 calculated hu'uitL' /, =	 --5 1 746 1(tu/lh,,_ for Ii0 vapor F!5(L'.J ot
- 6525.7 Btuflb,,, for 11,0 liquid, resultin g in

LFIV = -614,276,0  IOu 't lb'ntol C,11,)

= —20,428.2 Btu ! lb,,, = —47.512.7 kilkg

Note that in calculating the heating values, writing the complete combustion
equation in oxygen alone suffices bceati tI '':!ition of nitrogen on both sides of
the equation with h1 the same at T1 ((1 at 25°C) does not alter the results. Note also
that the same results are obtained with stoichionictric and lean mixtures (excess oxveen
or air), so long as complete combustion (C to CO2 . 11 2 to 11 20, etc.) is assured.

heating values for complex fuels such as coal and gas mixtures are obtained b y -
writing the stochiometric equation for the fuel and following a similar procedure as -
above.

Healing values for a closed 5) I L'It are obtained b y modifying Eq. (4-19) to

MV.., = Yn5fh,	 'tR.i) --	 (n.'ilhz, - nR,,T)
P	 R	 -

and since the temperature of the products 1s brought back to that of the reactants T1

-	 LIV,,, = IIV - (it, -- flR )RTi	 -	 '(4-21)

C,	-
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	s here	 II V, = ironflow a closed sys!ern heating value

1 1 V = hea ting, value as defined for a steady-flow system

P ', . arid ii - total number of moles of products and reactants, rcspcctisclv

II V, is Nolimilnes called ole internal e,'rs	 f coinbustion. Needless to
there are as nianY I lV n rs Lit there are IlVs; that is, the y both depend upon T, whether
the water vapor formed in the conihustion pnxe- ..s condenses or not, so there are III IV,
and 1.IIV, and c hether fuels be g in the reaction in a liquid or vapor state.

In the hicrature. heatin g values of different fuels are usuall y listed for an open
system and for it given i, which unfortunately varies from source to source. For
example. 60 1 : and 77F (25 C C) are used, though the numerical differences between
them are fairl y small.

4-15 COMBUSTION TEMPERATURES

If he hc.t of conihiisrtn or it portIon of it is keN in the gases, it scill have the eflec:
of increasing their enthalpv intemnIr enerv in a closed system) and hence their
tem perature. The hi g h temperature is then normall y used to effect heat transfer from
the gases to the heatoransfcr surfaces (water tubes. superheaters, and reheaters in a
'team generator) h radiation arid, or convcCtion. The same basic first-law equation
used to calculate heats of combustion and heating values of fuels can he used to
cacu tie co:iitutr0i tcmperature

Example 4-4 A low-Iltu gas front a coal-gasification plant has the following
VOILI!ilCt:ic analvci: CO 22.9 percent. 11 1 10 percent CO 2 4.4 percent. N, 617
percent. It enters the furnace at I atm and 800 K and burns in 100 percent air at
25'C in a stead y -how combustion process during which it loses 10.72 Btuifr 3 at
inlet conditions to the surroundings. Find the temperature of the products.

Soi.i'ito'i Recalling that solumetric and molal anal yses are equal for gases, the
si oteltiornet nc corn b List ion equation (for 100 percent air) is

/
0.229C0 + 0. l00H + 0.04$CO + .1L627N 2 + 0.229 4

0. 100
(.229 

+2	
3.76N.	 (0.229 + 0.044)CO2 + O.l00IlO

Ft.	 -
)J.!U ± 

"
; L127

Ls

	

01	 (0,229C0 + 0.10011. + 0.044C0. + 0.627N 1 ) + 0.2790, + 1.049N.
- 0.273CO 1 + C). l00l10 + 1.676N2

5.
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Using Eq. (4-17)

= (tifh,) + 2Q

Usin g PV = nR.T. I niol of gas, between parentheses in the combustion equation
abs'c. occupic

=	 1545 (800 x 1.8)	
1051 3 it'P	 14.696 x 144

Thus , Q	 - 10.7 x 1051.3 = 11.270 Btu/niol gas.
are figured at 80{) K for the fuel and 25°C for the air. Thus

A

= 0.229 x 28.01 I x - 1464.5 + 0.100 x 2.016 X 3137.4
k

0044 >' 44011 x —3623.7 +0.627 X 28.016 x 231.0

0	 0 = - 11,721 Btu/(Jh'niol fuel)

Thereforc	 *

1.721	 11,270 = —22.991 Btu(lbniol fuel)

It i i,	 ic	 ar to 'olvc the problem by finding a value for the combustion
tcmpt'raturc that results in a (n.%i/,) of —22,991 Rtu/(lhmol fuel). This value

is Ioiii:d b y trial ar 1 error to he 1400 K. To confirm

= [1.273 x 44.011 x —3300.2 + 0.1 x 18.016 X —4737.2
P	 -

1,676 >( 28.016 )( 536.5 = —22,995 Btu!(lb'mol fuel)

Thus the combustion temperature is 1400 K = 1127°C = 2520°R = 2060°F.

The Adiabatic-Combustion Temperature

It can be seen from Example 4-4 that a lean mixture, e.g.. 120 percent combustion
air, would yield a lower combustion temperature because of the dilution effect of the
excess air. A rich iliIxturC would also yield a lower temperature because of incomplete
cornhuscior.

A fuel burning w.li oo heat exchange with the surroundings and no work done
will rcsul	 L,	 ....... '-,-omhuqion or adiabozic-flame temperature. It is greater if
the fuel is burned ist , oveen than in ai r berat' nf the dilution effe rcgcr. ad
greater for a stoicntometn( than o ithcr a Jean or tich nhjAtute because, a.s above a
lean mixture has a dilution effect, whereas a rich mixture results in incomplete corn-
btistion.

1	 -

C,
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At the adiabatic-flame tcrnperaturc, A Q = 0 and

=	 (1/i )
F . 	p

FatnpIe 4-5 A de'ailtlIn?ed coal h.is II rnoisiire-ash-frec ultinilire analssis of C
8 . percent H: 4.4 percent, O 2.7 perceili. N. I .S Pi rccnt on a mass basis. It
burns in 120 percent air. The reactants v crc at 25°C, Find the adiabatic-flame

I.' mflJ)crat U IC

Sou ro,l 1 he eLoise number of nodes of each constituent is found b y disidin
Its mass percent by u.s molecular mass.V. Thus the molal comnjisirion of the coal
Would be

0.811	 0.0440.027	 0.018

2.016	 32°	
28016N2

12.0! I 

or

0.06752C -- 0.02 18311 1 i 0.(X)0840. + 0.00064N

Normal iiuTi to I mm'i of coal ivs

	0 7434C	 0.2403H-	 0.00920 + OJX)71N.

The smoichionmetrie combustion equation ia

/	 (i)
0.7434C ± 0.240311 • 0.00920. t 0.0071N. + (0.7434

.	
-	

49

/	 -

	

- 0.0092)0. + 0.7434	 0.2403 - 0.0092)3.76N 2 - 0.7434C0

+ 0. 240311.0 . (o	 0•403 - 0.0092 ± 0.0071).

or

	

0.7434C + 0.2403H,	 0.000202	0.0071N.	 0.851350.
+ 3.21236N 2 -p 0.7434CO 2 + 0.2403110 + 3.21946N2

120 percent air nieamis that atniosphcnc air is increased by 20 percent. The corn-
bustion equation is therefore

0.7434C -+ 0.240311. + 000920. + 0.0071N, ± 0.20 X 0.85435)0
.4- (1.2 x 3.2 1236)N, -. 0.734CC). t- 0.2403H20
+ (0.2 x 0.85435)0. i- I.2 x 3.21236 ± 0.0071)N2

0.7434C + 0.240311 2 + 0.009201 + 0.0071N 2 + 1.0252202
+ 3.85-183N	 0.7434CC). f 0.240311 2 0 + 0.170870. ± 3.rol932

C-
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All reactants in this particular case are made up of elemental substances (not (mc
if the fuel contained complex molecules such as a hydrocarbon), so that at 25°C

= 0

The temperature ul the products that yields (nMh1-)	 0 is rios'. obtained by trial'
and error. At 2100 K

= 0.7434 x 44.011 x - 2893.6

+ 0.2403 x 18.016 x —3916.1

4 0.17087 X 32 X 846.8

+ 3.86193 x28.016.x 917.5 = —7725

Similarly, at 2200 K	 -

= 1221 Btu/(lhmol fuel)

By inteipolutiori, the adiahatTc-flame temperature = 2186 K = 3 I)35R = 3475°F.

The combustion temperatures as calculated in the previous two examples are higher
than actual because t1issociation of sonic of the products takes place at high temper-
ature For example. soniC CO dissociates to CO and 10, which is an endothcrniic
reaction that lowers the temperature. Chemical equilibrium occurs at a certain tern-
J)CtUtC when the reaction rate is the same in both directions, i.e., when

	

CO + 01 ± CO2	(4-23)

and

-	 Il + O2	H20	 (4-24)

The effect of dissociation on the theoretically obtained temperatures above is greater
the higher the temperatures but is lower for lean mixtures because the excess oxygen
tends to drive the reactions toward completion and the higher the pressure. Thus the
effect of dissociation is minimal in stea m-generatorfurnace conThustion, '.hich occurs
with lean mixtures around 3000°F.

Finally, it should be recalled that al ;bL.stiun aicuiatiorss can bedone if there
is heat exchange to or from the environment (as in Example 4-4), work done by or
on the system, or even changes in kinetic or potential energy between products and
reactants by including the proper terms into Eq. (4-17).

1
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41 A sa:irplc of coJl his bc frtliris rig riFtl an,dc rc C 67 75')	 If 2(c 2(17 ii. 2 2.q1j N
11:4 ) 2 17'i' Vote the cimplcic cnust,rn equation in sirricli i rircetric air and calculate the ccalu!tcrnare v'.al: crc. find% pt' rvcnt

4-	 V'r.ic ire	 rtrcplcrc cicricluOr. cii equation fcrr Ore in racric coil in IcIcle 1.2, ascuiiIin 	 tiic
an and Si rid rite tc'cs çs ni . degree, ccii rcradc . of the e .c rnrhusicccn prcs.iri. t	 cc icial p'c scric ii I ('it
3.3 II burns iii pure ccsctt in a chemically cocci I

stncchntcrccrt) tntciuic Wrtic the C Tthusl jcm cqua:y
ard aksljic cci (ic nr.iss cd prcsJnncis ccr unci misc cd II. and (h) the loss ci lc:a!rrre SJIine irS 11:0 tn
highcr bearing s:cluc is 1,!. (Xl Fl:rn'lh.

(a Is 'i Fitc (I:c (c cglrcr rind icr ci cc hea ii :r cal jc s. cii Titus run	 cjnij ci:.c is, usc rig tire Duhang. 15 pe tot eLla,
of he anthracite eccjl in Table 12, if the total pressrllc is I arm
4.5 A gawouN fuel fiat ci dcn ed frcriri ccul Sec 4 0 has the fl Icon i fly of mate cclumctric analvsi
II. 47 9, methane ('1(a) 3.l.9. ethylene lC 2 Fi,i 5 25, COS. IS. CO. 2 (ci, N . 3 75. and 0. 0(4
Ii bjrns in II) 'crccnt of theorci crc! air. Calculate k' ) the	 lu roe llcw rat r' of air r c..a 'cii çer uhe s
flciis rate of ihe g.c.c is lien bcrtlt are iricjsLred at bc slier pressure and tetirpn'raricrc and (6) the dea pn'in:
Of the combustion products. in dcgrees fahrenheit, ift Ire trial pressure is 2 .Iiiri
4-6 l(t,GcaJ C S gal of a fuel oil are burned per hour in 21) yurccnt ccr.s air fcc fuel iii! has tIre Ioliossstrrf
ultimate art.ilssis cv macs C 1174. S 0 9'7, H 1 IN'. a.h 0 IS. Write h' corirhusirciti equation andtIrIJ
the volumeIlccrs rate cr1 air rcqurred, it, cubic feet 'er tnccucc, if the fuel has a dci sit ,s of 7 73 lb- I' Sgal and the air is at I aim and (cliP

47	 h cc	 ( ,clrtccrri;;i irncirrr.cl g as 11.1' 01C t,) 1..csrr:i citcrrcate mdciii (5	 1.55	 H	 2
N. 

	 ( 'ii 7icS . and	 I 22'	 The tune g.cces idle he fcclhcccciig sccluitrcirm,' .cir.cicsrs 14.1) 1 5 5675. Cc;:

	

Q A 2255. 5. 72 5055 Ca!ulaie cc the peRch ttrccrrctrcncl art u'c crc	 'cnbuctirr and if' re
dccc p re:. T. dcci ices cciii cy rack. if the flue	 mccc jrc at 1 hjis
4'8 A fef ciii Cicflicsecb ccrrli or c.mrcn, r dies.. ...cJ nri(fcmr is uSed in a sie.mric c:rcerjicct Tb
hue ear anal ysis on a dri basic 1, CO, II 77. CO ii 4405, 0.4 ()()25 SO: II I 7A act Ns
I	 bC ccl nr,ccs Cccflijdsi I icin, I hi the a it' fuc'l ratio by miss, (ci the cc cciiair u sel. rn pu:ceet, and 
the deis t'c c rnt, tic decrees ccnirrack. of the M W g ases it :trccr pressure ii 2 bar.
4-9 A fuel oil hurried in a stcant generator has a cdcmpoctrrmnn ishich r,tav ho represented hi Cccli.. A dry'
basis flue'gasanalyscs shows t he lolloccing columetriccoinpostijon CO: TI 2264. 0:4 455. COO 863%,
N1 83. 766%. Wnie the complete combustion eqci.Itcon for I nol of fuel and ca)cui. i tc (cc) the alr-i.'0c1
rrcc k mass. (h) the cncesc air, in perccr.t, arid I. I bc 11:151 ccl a item sajuce cii the iLe gases per unit n-is,
of hue!.

4. 10 A erjcfrccj hntuirrincius coal to be used in a hlui,frced-b'cd combustion cliatiii'cr lines in sue tetiseen
1.4 and 34 in and his a itcirsily rI 110 lh..iu' The coefficient of drag when fluidized is0.60.Calculate
the minimum gas velocity that fluidizes all the coal i f lb gas is si ltc()'F and 9'atnt pressure, and (6) the
pressure dnrp in the bed, psi. Assume that the coal-in the collapsed State has .i height of 2 ft and a
of 0.25 and tha t

 the gas densit y can be apprurcintated b y that of pore air.
4-I1 

10.0W jilns of coal are bcirttccJ in a lcccerplani pet da The coal has an asrcceived ulirmat'arulys:
of  75%, H. 5%, 0.6.7% 14.0 2.5%. S 2.3%. N- 1.5. ash 7 fYI It burns in enems air itta rtdi,cd
bed cuittthustccr Calculate cO the mass of calcium carbonate lobe added, in tons per Ja y , and Im the runs
of calcium sulfate to be dispci'cml' of. in tons per cJa'The molecular mass of calcium= 41) I

4-12 Write the chemical fomtula and sketch it'c molecule for the folkccc icig iri drocarbdns la) ethane. (h)
ethene or cth'lene (c) dccatte fc() i cc,-mtecaice (2,2,7,1 tetran icihyl hcxane. Ic) crtatnari.i'c sic trol
sketehe, (1) isohutenc I2-nscttyl propccicl. (g) l..S'hepadien (the nuinmlccrs ir.dkate the peoir= .r-m of ilm.
c,c.s=c arome that prrc'rcS ci,cuhle l'ctnmlcl, ii.) C%c'tc'i''.c1r'' 	 u.	 m'wm.mym napinaucnuc III	CHI atnacticj c-n rar+iccn •rrum cusmtr,,i rrf Icydrr.gcn aLr.i). (4) 	 (do not aicteh),
and iii c.k'clnacuuntaj'cectanc Ida not s0.ctch),	 -
4-13 

A coal-oil mixture (CObtI in ronitlxmecj of the bituminous medium So t c'tihitv ccc.1l 'intrO in Tabled 2
and a distillate oil no. 2 that has an ultimate analysis on a giam basis of C 87 24.	 12.5%, S 03%, N0'
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0.02%, and negligible () and ash. and has a higher heating value of 19,430 Btub_. The mixture is 50.
50 on a heating-value basis It burns in IS percent excess air. Wnte [he complete combustion equation and
calculate the air-to-fucl ratio by mass

4-14 ('untied rrscdiurn . Btu gas at 77°F is burned to 110 percent theoretical air It leaves t tic combustion
chamber at 1700T. 5 percent of the heat released as loci it) the enstroniticrit. Calculate the useful heat added
to the chambcr in Ittus per pound mass and Iftu per standard cubic Iota tat 14 696 puss aiid (rOW) of the
gas

4-15 A purified loss his gas at 77F burns in stoihiottietrii. air and gives off 52.49 lftuilh..in the combustion
chamber. Calculate bc exit temperature, in degrees Fahrenheit
4-16 Gaseous propane at 77'F is mixed with air at 3001- and ignited What percentage theoretical air must
be used ifthe teniperaturl- of the products is I 70F? Assume an adiabatic process.
4-17 lOOX) standard cubic feet per minute of a purified losu-Btu gas enters a gas turbine combustion
chamber at 440°F. where it barns adiabatically itt 150 percent theoretical air. It then drives a gas turbine
and leaves it at 1160°7 Calculate the power input to the turbine in megawatts

4-I8 Ethanc at 25'C burns completely in stoichtortietric air in.a vertical cylinder so that a piston as pushed
upward. The cylinder diameter is 0.15 in the piston mass Is 20 kg. The air pressure above the piston
in I bar. The initial cylinder volume is 0.1 m'. Calculate the final cylinder volume, in cubic meters. ifthe
products of combustion at the end of expansion were at 1600 K (The L'nis-erval gas constant irs SI units
is 8314.3 J;kgmol-K.)
4-19 300 lb../h of liquid octane is burned in an internal combustion engine with 125 percent theoretical
air. The initial temperature is 77°F and the products leave the cylinder at 1160°F. 85% C bums to CO,,:
the rest burns to CO 'eu Write the complete ciitihu stiern equation for I neol of (7, 1 1  IN find the heat
released in the process. Otu n  Ct{. and fej lied the hiirvcpouer dcsclopcd it the engine efficiency i

5 percent

4-20 A chcrnicall .s crrcci moliere of gaseetus methane and air at 77 5 F is admitted into a nozzle "here it
burns ceiitiplctcl t the nozzle cult velocity in feet per Second it the cult temperature is 2000 K
4-2 Caleljuc the higher a n J lower heating values in Htus per pound mass at 25'C of fuel ml no 2 (I able
4 . 5) a:vutrlirlg fiat 0 and .'s: base mass percentages of I) I cach
4-22 Gaseous erenpanc is nosed with air at 77°F and burned The pre-4uctsreached a temperature of 1520°F
There was a I-vol Ii) :rccnt of the reactants energy by heat transfer. Calculate the percentage theoretical
air used.

4-23 CaIcuIat the adiabatic flame temperature, in degrees fahrenheit, for the subhitumjnous coal in Table
4-2 if it burns truiti 77°F with 100 percent air. Ignore Ihe effect of sulfur on thu- energy balance.

0


